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Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

December 3,2008

Re: FOIA 2007-000600

This is a second partial response to your May 2, 2007, request to the Department of Energy
(DOE) under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). Your request was received at the DOE
on May 10,2007, and assigned case number F2007-000600.

You requested copies of the Atomic Energy Commission's Monthly Classification Bulletin,
Numbers 1 -77, (1956 - 1966) inclusive.

The Office of Classification, within the Office of Health, Safety and Security, searched its files
and found a total of 80 documents responsive to the request. Twenty four of the documents were
determined to be unclassified and were provided to you in their entirety in an earlier response.

Pursuant to Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.), section 1004.6 (10 C.F.R.1004.6),
the DOE has completed its review of53 of the remaining 56 documents responsive to your
request. Thirty four documents are being provided in their entirety. Nineteen of these
documents are being provided with exempt information redacted. The remaining three
documents require coordination with other Government Agencies, and DOE will provide a
response upon completion of their reviews. Please find enclosed a copy of the documents with
all exempt information redacted. The proper FOIA exemption is cited where information has
been redacted.

The following documents are being provided in their entirety:

MontWy Classification Bulletin, No.1, November 9, 1956
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No.4, February 21, 1957
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 4a, March 7, 1957
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No.6, April 8, 1957
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No.7, May 13, 1957
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 10, August 15, 1957
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 12, October 16, 1957
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 13, November 15, 1957
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 14, December 17, 1957
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 16, March 6, 1958
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 17, March 23, 1958
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Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 18, April 23, 1958
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 20, June 16, 1958
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 21, July 17, 1958
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 22, August 12, 1958
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 25, November 28, 1958
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 26, December 19, 1958
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 29, March 12, 1959
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 35, September 22, 1959
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No.37, November 17, 1959
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 38, December 18, 1959
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 43, May 17, 1960
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 44, June 15, 1960
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 49, February 17, 1961
Item 2 of Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 53, August 3, 1961
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 57, October 18, 1961
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 58, November 30, 1961
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 59, January 16, 1962
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 61, May 15, 1962
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 63, August 31, 1962
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 65, December 26, 1962
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 66, March 20, 1963
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 72, August 17, 1964
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 71, August 21, 1964

The following documents are being provided with exempt information redacted:

Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 15, January 27, 1958
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 19, May 26, 1958
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 23, September 12, 1958
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 28, February 18, 1959
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 30, April 23, 1959
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 32, June 12, 1959
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 33, July 23, 1959
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 40, February 25, 1960
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 45, July 25, 1960
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 46, October, 11, 1960
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 47, November 25, 1960
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 48, December 21, 1960
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 53, July 10, 1961
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 54, July 28, 1961
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 62, July 3, 1962
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 67, July 19, 1963
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 68, December 20, 1963
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 69, February 10, 1964
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 76, July 27, 1965
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Title 5, United States Code, section 552 (b)(2) (5 U.S.C.(b)(2)) (exemption 2), exempts from
disclosure information "related solely to the internal rules and practices of an agency". The
"high 2" category of such records relate to substantial matters, the disclosure of which would risk
circumvention of a legal requirement. The information withheld by the DOE under this
exemption is predominantly internal in nature since it does not purport to regulate activities
among members of the public, nor does it set standards to be followed by agency personnel in
deciding whether to proceed against or to take action affecting the public.

Title 5, United States Code, section 552(b)(3) (5 U.S.C. 552(b)(3)) (exemption 3), exempts from
disclosure information "specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section
552(b) of this title, provided that such a statute (A) requires that the matters be withheld from the
public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on the issue, or (B) establishes particular
criteria for withholding or refers to particular types ofmatters to be withheld...". The Atomic
Energy Act (AEA) of 1954, as amended, 42 U.S.c. 2011 et seq., is an exemption 3 statute.
Sections 141-146 of this Act (42 U.S.c. 2161-2166) prohibit the disclosure of information
concerning atomic energy defense programs that is classified as Restricted Data (RD) pursuant to
the AEA. The portions deleted from the subject document pursuant to exemption 3 contain
information about nuclear weapon design that has been classified as RD. Disclosure of this
information could jeopardize the common defense and security of the nation.

To the extent permitted by law, the DOE, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 1004.1, will make available
records it is authorized to withhold under the FOIA whenever it determines that such disclosure
is in the public interest. With respect to information withheld pursuant to exemption 3, the DOE
has no further discretion under the FOIA or DOE regulations to release information currently and
properly classified under the AEA. Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 1004.6(d), I am the official
responsible for partial denial of C.F.R. DOE classified information.

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 1004.8, the denial of a FOIA request may be appealed, in writing within
30 days after receipt of a letter denying any portion of a request, to the Director, Office of
Hearings and Appeals, Department ofEnergy, 1000 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington,
DC 20585. The written appeal, including envelope, must clearly indicate that a Freedom of
Information appeal is being made. The appeal must contain all other elements required by
10 C.F.R. 1004.8. Judicial review will be available to you in the District of Columbia or in the
district where: (1) you reside, (2) you have your principal place of business, or (3) the
Department's records are situated.

The above referenced number has been assigned to the request and you should refer to it in any
correspondence with the DOE about this matter.



•

Should you have any questions concerning this request please contact Mr. Fletcher Whitworth,
of my staff, at (301) 903-3865.

Sincerely,

dlLt;1L~
Director
Office of Classification
Office of Health, Safety and Security

Enclosures

cc: J. Ogbazghi, ME-74 (without enclosures)
R. Johnston, HS-1.23 (without enclosures)
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT-Office Memorandum' ·

STANDARD FORM NO. 64

TO

FB.OM

SUBJECT:

Classification Committee Chairmen

C. L. Jiuoailall, Director~
Division of Classification, Washington, D. C.

M:lNTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULIETIN, NO. 1 (;.,

DATE: NOV 9 1956

SIMOOL: C:CFK

" .')

We plan to issue this bulletin on a monthly basis to advise 10U of
the issuance of new classification guides and important classification
decisions that have been made during the period in the hope that
knowledge of them will assist 10U in 10ur local classification pro
blems. "News items" where applicable will be included.

1. A revised classification guide for the B-10 program has been
issued. ~~~K~LO.~.".__~ J~~~_g1:v.e~, ~e~llecif'ic a~tllorit1
to declassifyinfo],"mat10n within the scope o~.~~e .gu1ci~~ Essen
ti8.D.y;"onIf'-thiit data associated with the weapons program will
remain classified.

2. A Classification Guide for the AlP Program (OC-Doe-42) was dis
tributed to Commission and m1litar,y personnel concerned with
this project.

,;. Tentative plans are being made tor a second accelerated declas
sification review program to be held in Oak Ridge beginning
Januar,. 14, 1957. It is antioipated that the review program
will be oompleted in about eight weeks. Detailed procedures
and arrangements will be similar to the review program completed
in Febru&r1J 1956.

4. A Classification Guide for Project ·Pied Piper" was approved on
October 8, 1956.

5. The AlC/roD Classification Guide, effeotive August 2';, 1956, was
distributed during the week of October 15, 1956.

6. The poliCY' of the Commission is to classifY the fabrication
tecbnolo87 of experimental fuel elements selected for use in
production reactors. For example, it baa been determined that
the tabrication technolo87 of extended surface tuel elements 1s
classified Confidential - Bestrioted Data. The mere taot or
interest in research work on these elements is unclassified;
~ indication, however, that one shape or another has been
selected for production use is classified Confidential - Res
tricted Data.

.~

1 ,..~:.1 ~~:'

',. _.. ("'l "fj
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Office Memorandum · UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SIMroL: C: CFIC

SUBJECT: KlIimLY CLASSIFICATION BULLETII, 10.

DATE:
Classification Committee Chairmen

C. L. Marshall, Directo
Division ot Classification,

F:KOM

TO

The folloving items are being presented to assist you in your local
classification problems:

1. The General Manager approved on J&.nU817' 9, 1957, a ·Special
Review Program - 1957" (second accelerated declassification
review program) to be held in Oak: Ridge, Tennessee, beginning
Monday, le1:Jruar7 ll, 1957. It is anticipated that the review
program will be completed in about seven weeks. Detailed pro
cedures and arrangements will be similar to the review program
completed in February, 1956.

2. A classification guide tor existing information on the proposed
Merchant Ship Reactor bas been approved tor use. As new infor
mation is developed on this program, supplements to the guide
will be issued.

3. A Classification Guide tor "Production Reactor Fuel Elements·
was approved tor use on January 10, 1957. The guide will be
issued in two parts, 0C-Doe-47 and Oc-Doc-48; distribution ot
OC-Doc-48 will be limited since the topics deal with the clas
sification ot information concerned with the development and
production ot a special tuel element.

4. The Manager, Chicago Operations Ottice, vas advised January 24
that a "Classification Guide tor the Fabrication ot laval Reactor
Cores" tor SlW/S2Ii, S3W/S4W, SSW, AlW/A2W, FlV, and ClW reactors
has been approved for use. This guide lists the classification
ot information concerned with research, development, production,
procurement I and construction and engineering programs related
to the tabrication of reactor cores for these naval reactors.

5. In accordance with Topic 1-205 ot OC-Doc-.44 it bas been deter
mined that information concerning the chemical processes used in
our chemical processing plants at Savannah River, Banford or Arco
may be considered as unclassified it it does Dot disclose:

a. Production rate data;

This documz~', Co" .~ :""",'1 d3!;J~~"'-

in the At:~; : ~. . ',J~~~'''''l~ s.transmittal
or the ~~~.,.. . . .' ,il ~ny manner t4

~Ul"":' __ '" .. ~. J.
") ............ """".61
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bo Classified characteristics ot the material being processed;

coProduction plant operating conditions; and

do Classifie1 programso

General plant technoloiU is unclassifiedo Line drawings and tlow
di&gl"BJIS showing the equipment arrangement ot a plant would also
be unclassifiedo .

60 Access permit holders in 70ur jurisdiction who receive documents
concerned with the Sherwood progr8ll~ should be notified that if
and when thet do begin to generate new documents on controlled
therJlOnuclear reactions II the7 should app17 tor a cop7 ot the
Sherwood Classification Guide (Oe-Doc-41); until theD, 8.D7 ex
tracts the7 prepare ot classified reports in their possession
should bear the sue classification as the report i tselt 0

70 All information concerning the design, construction, and opera
tion ot the Hanford Plutonium Rec7cle Beactor has been determined
to be unclassified with the exception ots

ao Intormation pertaining to Pu tuel element design and tabri
cation technoloiUlI if all07S containing over 50 atomic per
cent Pu are involved; and

r-,
,"'. '" '..

.' ;' ..---
." ~'.' ,,'

Intoration on the design and construction or the reactor "A'~"

shield if based on a1lit&r'7 propulsion reactor shield desigD8/"~"~.'<
t ',,:'t' t;J:~,;,

So The polic7 ot the CoJllDl1ssion is to declass1f7 all infor_tion ~.~ ,t:; ,-:
necess&r7 to the design, construction BDd operation at all reactors" ,
(see Topic 1-1(0) except as prohibited bT Topics 10-100 and 100-100 -.
at Oe-Doc-44o The prohibition was specifical17 included in Topic /,,' "
1-100 because it vas anticipated, that instances might arise where
some data concerning an otherwise unclassified reactor Il1ght re- " iJ-!o""
quire classification 0 It should be noted that the Beactor Supple- '~, .'~::" . _ "
ment ot Oe-Doe-.44 states that 8Intormation M or the date ot the >i';\:;"
guide concerning des1gnoooois unclassified8

0 This laDguage vas '<'::i~h.~.,' >

dellberate17 used to mate it clear that if an unclassified reactor .. .,
is ~edesignedll 'the reactor is again class1tied until the new design .. "'~

has been reviewed and declassified b7 the Division ot Class1ticatioD~:·',<.
For example, if the core ot an unclassified reactor has been re- ,:,,' n.
designed (not mere17 a second edition of the original core) it ',' ",-.
should be submitted tor reviewo nw replacement ot a siDgle pump, ""~'
Valvell etco II would not be considered a _jor .IIod1tication to an -'
unclassified reactor 0 •

", >!.' .:.•• i'~; (
.-'t;.

The Reactor Supplement ot Oe-Doe-44. JIJB.:T oW be used by'~ttee
Chairmen, to declass1t7 dOC1D8ntso Where a spec1tic topic in the " .
Supplement specifies "U·, a new· document which clear17 talls within

.•~.



this topic can be originated by a classifying authoritY' as
"Unclassified". Existing classification documents should be
submitted for declas~ification in the usual manner.

10. It has been determined that the JIJ 9000 kilograms of tJ-235 al
located bY' t..ne President for peaceful applications of atomic
energy is unclassified. Under present regulations p tJ-235 en-I
riched up to 2fffo maY' be allocated for foreign reactors under
the "Atoms-for-Peace" program; arfy quantity of this material,
within the 20 9000 kg. allocated by the President is unclassified.

Of the 2O pOOO kg. allocated by the President for access permit
tees under the CAP programp 8J2Y' quantitY' of tJ-235 enriched up
to and including 9Q% is unclassified. Quantities of material
within the Presidential allotment p enriched to more than 9Q%
~ be declassified upon specific request to the Division of
Classification.

Quantities of tJ..2.35 outside of the Presidential allotment are
classified according to 0~Doe-33. However p as stated in the
"Remarks" for Topic 3 of OlPDoc=33 p specific quantities of 0-2.35
for use in research reactors p other reactor development uses,
or general research programs s maY" be declassif'ied by the Division
of ClassUication upon specific request. Each case, however,
must be considered on an individual basis.

The fact that 93.4% enriched ij...235 is Il1weapons grade material"
is classified Secret-Restricted Data. The fact that this assaY'
is "top product lll of the gaseous diffusion plant or represents
"fullY' enriched" material is also classUied Secret-Restricted
Data.

ll. The question has arisen whether the declassif'ied schedule of
charges may be extrapolated and the additional information thus
obtained be issued as unclassified. In context as a table or
graph based on the declassified price scalep a table or a graph
presenting the declassified price scale plus extrapolations to
higher or lower assays computed from unclassified formulas 'la81'
be issued as unclassified. It is also permissible to use on an
unclassified basis zere=cost assaY' (0.00221) out of context of
the rest of the price scale prOVided that reference to the de
classified price scale is made p that is p in computations based
on theoretical ideal cascade separative work and cost development,
the zero-cost assa1 derived from the declassified price scale -1
be used without introducing a reason for classification if the
fact is stated that for the sake of convenience the value based
on the declassified ~ice scale is being used. The price of MS-40
material (assay 0.004) as deduced from the declassUied price scale
is unclassified. In making use of the declassified price scale in
this way no information should be released from which actual pro
duction costs or production rates could be derived.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENTOffice Memorandum ·

TO : Classii'ication Committee Chairmen DATE: March 1, 1957

FN.OM

~~ •••• s d\~Cl~~."'r!:.a: c(1rsls~,:J ('~ ~__ - pa~

: C. L. Marshall, Director No. __a.._ 0: -~~- Ccpies. Series -,...c.
Division or Class1:ficati , Washington, D. C. X>P • .3~ Fe~cre~ o~11

SUBJECT: MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLETIN, NO. 4a

SYMBOL: C:CLM

Information received from the Classification Committee Chairmen has
indicated that Section 10 or Classification Bulletin No. 4 was probably
not clearly worded. In order to clarify the meaning of this section,
Classirication Committee Chairmen are r$quested to substitute the
following Section 10 for the one now appearing in Bulletin No.4:

10. It has been determined that the 40,000 kilograms of U-235 allo
cated by the President for peacef'ul applications of atomic
energy is' unclassii'ied. Under present regulations, U-235 en
riched up to 20% may be allocated tor foreign reactors under
the "Atoms-for-Peace" program; any quantity of this material,
wi.thin the 20 ,000 kg. allocated by tiE President is unclassified.

-Similarly, or material allocated by the President ror access
permittees under the CAP program, quantities of uranium of any
enrichment up to a total or 20,000 kg. of equivalent top
product are also unclassified.

Quantities of U-235 out8i.de of the Presidential allotDent are
classified according to OC Doc-33. However, as stated in the
"Remarks" for Topic 3 of OC Doc-33. specific quantities of U-235
for use in research reactors, other reactor development uses,
or general research programs, may be declassified by the -
Division of Classification upon sp.c1fic request. Each case,
however, must be considered on an ind1vidual. basis.

J...oo 7000 149II....

.
l I', . -. .j

The fact that 93.4% enriched U-235 is "weapon grade JlBterial tt

is classified Seere-t-Re&t-ricted Data. In practice we have ~_
been keeping classified any statemants on 93.4% enriched Jll&terial
that clearly say that this is the top product of the cascade.
Such statenEJnt-s are-classified Secret-Restricted Data. We have
been declassif'ying, as a necessary part of the civilian reactor
program, (without reference to "weapons grade" or "top prodnctn)~
the assay of the enriched JlBtenal 1ih1ch is being used in such
reactors. ~~.';!l.,'.of'~;G.:",,:'::~.lfr.~''''''''!''':lo-''''''-''''''~

•
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March 7~ 1957 '

-
Access permit' holders have been iJitOnMd that the.cU.assificatioD
restrictions that once applied to ftter~ containing in excess'
or 90% tJ-235 are no longer in erree . should be eare~
noted, however, that the advice, as stated in the letter trOll
B. L. Priee dated FebruarT 'Zl, 1957, applies to the~ ,
~~..
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Office Memoran
~.X~

1>6000 1~33

um · UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

PROM

Classification Committee Chairmen

C. L. Marshall, Director.
Division of Classificati D.C.

DATE: APR 8 1951

SUBJECI': MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULIETII, 10. 6

SDtmL: C:MLI

1. A number of nevclassification guides were issued during the month.

OC-Doc-50 - Classification Guide tor Nuclear Rocket Engine Program,
tormerly referred to as the BeVER guide, was issued suppleDBntal
to and consistent with the AlP Guide, OC-Doc-42.

Oc-Doe-5l - Classification Guide for the Manufacture of Structural I.',
Components of Certain Weapons, was issued with this restricted
title instead of Thermonuclear Weapons Program as unforeseen pro-
blems in weapons not yet in production could not be adequately
covered.

QC-Doe-52 - ABC-OOD Classification Guide for Continental Test
Operations, is based on OC-Doc-.38, AEC-OOD Classification Guide,
and the experimental programs for Operation Plumbbob.

gC-Doc-53 - Unclassified Extract of OC-Doe-52, has been prepared
tor tield use where secure storage fac1l1ties are not available.

OC-Doe-54 - Classification Guide for Use in the Civilian Appli
cation Program has been issued to replace OC-Doe-40 now held by
access permittees.

OC-Doc-55 - Sherwood Classification Guide replaces OC-Doc-41 and
incorporates recommendations, of the First Bipartite International
Conference. Fifty copies were sent to the Dritish.

;Approval was given to the revised Classification Guide tor the Baw
Materials Program for issuance by the Division of Baw Materiala.

Revision of the Merchant Ship Reactor Classification Guide was
approved bringing it into line with the new Responsible Reviewers
Guide •

. ", ~ransniittal

'I'~ d'"~l - nt';l'.S :.1 ~;11 manner to·;f t I., ,.,) 01' ~

t:J . I.~Q pers;;n is proh.~;:e4.
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Revisions of the lORE guide, Classification Guide for the laval
Organic' Reactor Experiment, recommended by SOC, were approved in
part. Topics were downgraded to the same extent as for the STR.
Topics dealing with the core, power, and temperatm-es of this
discontinued experiment were thus retained as Confidential as
no clear indicat~on was given that classified parameters of
other naval reactors were not duplicated.

2. All information on the design, construction, and operation of
non-destructive testing equipment for fuel elements which does
not reveal classified information regarding the elements of their
performance or tested quantities significant to classified pro
duction rates was made declasa:l£iable. The appropriate topic is
now unclassified in OC-Doc-47, Production Reactor Fuel Element
Guide.

)



TO

STANDARD PORM 1'«). 64

Office
: Classification Committee Chairman

~~C~FROM • C. L. Marshall, Director
Division of Classification, Washington,

SUBJECT: MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLETDl, NO.7

SYMBOL: C: CFK

D. C.

• v its contents in any manner to
1:1 unauthorized p(lrSJn is prohibited.

Th;s d:cum~nt '"1,1(:1.':S :-~s:r'c'd 1Jta JS
in _,he Alom;c Eno"" ',' "t sm: a

1. A revision to the Reaetor Supplement of OC-Doc-44, "Declassi
fication Guide- for Responsible Reviewers" was issued during
the month of Apr-li. The basie- guide remains unchapged; the
Reactor Supplement has been revised to reflect the Commission
policy that only information which is essential to a Military
Propulsion Reactor System is to remain classified.

2. A classification appraisal of the General. Electric Temporary
Facility and the Pinellas Park Plant, st. Petersburg, Florida
,vas made on April 15 and 16, 1957. The appraisal report is now
being prepared and will be discussed with the Manager, ALOO,
before transmitting it to the Director, DMA.

). The recommendation of AEC .328/1.3 approving the downgrading from
Top Secret to Secret-Restricted Data of U-2.35 (as equivalent
top product) subsequent) to Jan"G8i7 1, 1957 was implemented during
the month of April. The cumulative total. of U-2.35 produced prior
to JanuAn"l, 1957 will remain classified Top Secret-Restricted
Data as wUl the quantitY-of u-2.35 al.located for weapons purposes
in any- year.

4. The papers to be presented by a U. S. delegation at a Chemical
Processing Symposium in Brussels, Belgium May 20-26, 1957 are
expeditiously being reviewed for declassification.

5" A revised local classification guide for the MTR and ETR has
been approved for use by the 100.

6. It has been determined that the mere fact that lithium is
irradiated at the Savannah Hiver Plant (or the Hanford Plant)
is unclassified. Any variation of this statement from which
one could imply that the irradiation of lithium is being made
on a production basis should be classified S-RD.:.:. ", "~~~;r~~'r~~~

ll'~ - -::;:' -, ,l" ',f;;
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:JJ"~~ emorandum. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SUBJECT: .MONTHLY CLASSIFlCATION BULLETIN, NO. 10

TO

FROM

Classification Committee Chairmen

C. L. Marshall, Directo~
Division of Classification, Washington

DATE:August 15, 1957

This doc~t contains 2 pages,
Copy No. of 60, SerIes ..l.-

D;-· " 2-1=J€~9l!l£..35d'

SYMBOL: C: Hm

As previously stated in item 10 of the February 1957 issue (No.
4) of this Bulletin and in Bulletin No. 4a, the fact that uranium
enriched to 93.4% U-235 is "weapons grade", "top product", or
"fully enriched" is Secret - Restricted Data. References to
certain unclassified reactors frequently describe them as using
fully enriched fuel. It cannot be emphasized too strongly that
each such occurrence is, in effect, a security violation inasmuch
as the fuel assay of an unclassified reactor is itself unclassi
fied and can appear in the same or a different reference. Use
of the term "fully enriched" should be replaced by use of "highly
enriched", "enriched to over 90%" or the exact enrichment.

The actual yield of shot "Smoky" has been declassified. This
shot is scheduled for August 19, at which time German and French
shelters will be field-tested under blast and pressure. Know
ledge of the yield will make the test results meaningful to the
interested groups.

1. The great number of items which are submitted informally for
opinion-type classification reviews, instead of formally
through the regular review procedure, makes it extremely dif
ficult for the Patent Branch to keep a check on patentable
matter about to be publicly released. Effective immediately,
therefore, this type of review may be used for classified
documents ONLY when the time available for review, prior to
presentation or publication, is unavoidably less than two weeks,
or when some other emergency does not permit a regular document
review. Complete justification for this type of review MUST be
furnished with the request. Documents which fulfill this re
quirement may be forwarded directly to the Director, Division
of Classification, Washington, D. C., or to the Chief, Declassi
fication Branch, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. At least two copies must
be submitted with the request--one copy will be returned to the
submi tting individual and one copy will be retained by the Divi-
sion of Classification. If patent clearance has been secured
before the document is submitted, this fact should be stated
along with the request for declassification.
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4. A draft classification guide for the GE-ANP project has been
informally approved insofar as it deals with Restricted Data.

5. Of the 4087 militar,y reactor reports in Categories 82 through
85 which were reviewed apart from the recent Special Review
Program, 1088 have now been declassified, 1743 remain Confi
dential - Restricted Data, and 1256 remain Secret - Restricted
Data.

'.

6. It seems that there is still uncertainty in the field as to the
proper handling of Sherwood reports and papers. The following
requirement is therefore repeated for your convenience: All
papers~ reports or other material produced as a result of work'"
on the Controlled Thermonuclear Reactor Program must be initially
classified at least Confidential - Restricted Data (even though
a topic of the Sherwood Guide (00 Doc-55) may indicate that the
info~mation may be unclassified) and submitted to the Director,

. Division of Classification for review prior to release. . '!-
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Classification Committee Chairmen

c. L. Marshall, f)UectorC:;fr/'-
Division of Classification, Washington, D. C.

K>lmLY CLASSIFICATION BULLETDl, NO. 12

DATEOctober 16, 1957
_,i'· .

This document containsJ-pl
Copy 10•.3..0f'22-, .' Series..,J

"DP-J~ fea<\'\O.E. aso

SIMroLr C:CFK

1. The first meeting of the Ad Hoc Military Reactor Subcommittee of
the Committee of Senior Reviewers was held September 30, October
1 and 2 in Washington Headquarters. The purpose of the meeting
was to discuss classification problems of the Military Reactor
Program, the relationship of military reactor information to the
civilian program and to recommend to the Senior Reviewers a policy'
concerning the release of military reactor data.

2. A draft classification guide prepared by JTF-7 for use during the
next series of tests in the Pacific has been circulated to inter
ested AEC and ooD personnel for comments.

3. With the public announcement of the next series of atomic tests
to be held in the Pacific, April 1958, the code name "Operation
~~~~be.!n ~!-~sifiedi however, no public announc~nt
bas en ma oT ~e code name 0 date. <:' :, .

..,.;~7[.1:
., ,

" .q.

. -1-". :~i \ ';
5. With respect to the procurement of yttrium by the AEC, the OVer-all

code word for this program is' now IlRade:x:". The old code words, ..:' ,
II &.ckside" and II Cal amar" have been compromised. 10 association~. _,
or the new word with the old words should be made in an unclUsi';;',!,
tied document. In addition, any association or yttrium with the· , ,1",

AEC Reactor Program is classified 5-RD.

6. The Argonne Low Power Reactor has been added to the list of
l,Ulclassified reactor€,o Accordingly all documents and other ..
lIBterial dealing s,ole11' with this reactor need no longer bear
an 1nitial classification. Topics 0-27, 0-28 and 0-50 of the
Army Reactors section or the Reactor Supplement have been declaSs
ified try: e-Dl

r
~.unclas~~1edo •.~., '.'j

.SilllS • lim ·
T;his do~nt contains restric defined
in the Atomic Ene .' ~{al or the
disc conten~ 1D:. 8D7 JIfDIler to an unauthorized
pe~ ohibited. :, ......~

;.

4. It has been determined that the mere fact that beryllium mq'b8"
used in weapons insofar as ~t tact is disclosed by the shipment,
of material from Bn1sh Beryllium Company to Rocky Flats or other,
points in AID is unclassified. However, the fact that beryllium "-1":-'

iJ' used in a particular weapon is Secret, Restricted I):Lta. -..:;:.... r ". " .,
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO , .. ' Classification Committes ChaV

FRq~C. L. Marsha11 l1 Director tJA .
()" Division of Classification, Washington, Do Co

SUBJECT: K>BmLY CLASSIFICATIOI BULIETII, BO" 13

SYHB>LI CICPK

DATE: November 15, 1957

1. On October 23, representatives ot the U. S.lI Uo Ko and Canada met in
Chalk River, Canada to discuss a proposed revision to the topicsot the
Declassification Guide tor Responsible Reviewers which are concerned
with the classification ot the metallurgy ot plutonium and ita allo;ys.

2. A progrSJll tor the study ot an Advanced Ing~eering TElst Reactor (AEm)
has been approved as a Categor7 II Project: of ~ Unclassified fields
ot Research. I

3. The code word "Pied Piper" whenreterr!.ng to nuclear' aux1l1&r7 power
has been compromised and ita use in this context should be discontinued
1mmediateq. 1he use ot the code word "Pied Piper" tor the over-all
DOD progrSJll of an "Advanced Reconnaissance S;ystem" remains classi-
tied Secret, Detense Intormation. A.lC projects in this progr. vUl
be identified bT "S)'8tems tor luclear AuxU1ar7 Power" abbreviated
SlAP; the Martin Comp~ Project vill be identified as SNAP I and the
Atomics InterDlLtional Project~ be identified as SNAP II~ These
terms are not code names but aobrev1ations or the identification of
the project. These projects should not be identified on an unclassi
tied basis vith &rJ:T phase at the Pied Piper Projecto

4. All ARC and contractor persom1el should be advised that at the present
t1me there is an Organization Coordinating Board embargo on weapons
~d weapo~connected ....t8Dl8nta b7 lxecutives Branch agencies•

5. It has been determined that the association ot the "lq-dow" program
vith a 8pecific Mark number is clu8:1tied C-DI. The DOD has advised
all militarT personnel involved in th18 progrSJll ot the subject clas8i
tication determiDation.

.... -*;d4 Pi.

6., A representativ~ ot the Division ot ClassUication met with represent
atives at AlOO, LASL, SAIl and UCRL on October 2,3 to d1ecU8s a draft
Clusificat10ll ,Guide tor the Weapons Use. ot BerTllium. ~e proposed
guide will cover the Research and Development Progrs..- or tASL and
Livermore and also the Production Program at Brush Ber7111um Company•

This docWl8nt C()ntainl re8 i
in the Atomic 4. Its transmittal or the
d1 1t.- contents in &D1 anner to an,unauthor1'ied
person i8 prohibited.
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"

7. fa clar1.f')r the problem of -transclassificatian-, the authoriV :to'
class1t7 (which includes the authori~y- to transclass1:f'7) is ~~~ied
in BC 3401-07. Although the topics or .3401-07 do not' include' ,the '
word -transclass!t7- the phrases trOll .3401-07 .mq class1t7 doqulllill1ie·,
and .'3401-074 -to class!t7 documents- includes the authoriV to"V~
c,lass1t'7 u wen as clu.!t7- The procedures tor aUthorizing the ,
transclass1tication of Top SeCXl'et anel SeC1"et or CoDtidentlal do~~ \
..nt, is specified 1a AlC 3401"01 &Dd -102 respectinq... The <'~ ,
.chanics or ettectiDg a trlU1lQlUs1tication acua.. i' desired .~.. '
.3401-112. ~~)j,' , .

, '

8. Altho~ topics tor the Ar1q Package Pover BeactOZ', rort Be1vo~, ia.,
(APPB-l) in the ArBTT Reactor Section of OC-Doo-44,leactor Sup~~··~,. ,'"
Mnt are nov unclass1tied, it should be noted this clus1ticatlcD,' . '"
guidance applle, onq to 1Dto~t1on tor the APPB-l at Fort Be1vou,' ..
Va. Intor-.~ion not covered b;y the listed topics '''7 ,till ~.q#1r. "
clu81tication UIlder topio 10-100 of the Guide. 1he Alftrlo1, .&PP1l-la"
(etc.), ALPR or othe!, reactor proir&IU and ~elated're8eareh ~·,<~i:~L.\:, ': ,
develop_nt prograu under the cognizance or the ',AlC A.rrq BeaotOr:l,' " "
Branch, do not tall within the 11nclusUied l1elda'ot Besearch "/;i". r'".' ','

(MC 3403-05). These reactors are II1J.1ta17 reactor, aDd are DOt, :'~,: '" :
included in the unclusUied reactor listing of the Supplemil.t to": 'l'~ "

ac..Doe-44 (paces 29 and 30). Therefore paragraph 1 or the MoJitbl1' ::~.. , ,7

;=~c:::~=~ lumber 9, dated Juq ~,.1957'dc:>e~ no.t .~~~:!~')'" '
~·I~ ,~t >J:~t;-.{.~:l~i:>· '< :

9. 1he Declus1tication ~ch, Qak Ridge has con~te'd all Clas8:,r'?,: ~' ~ :"
security- tac1l1ties, 1••• , tho8e tacUities whose t.tontracts haY,::s.:~. ~;:.;1:: '

been termi.ted but which still hold clue1tied docu.nta, to.'.a'zT"Ug•.?,
tor cleclass1tication review of their class1tied tUea. The rue.ot '-:'.
two tacilities bave been decla8,Uied, one b7 aD -o~the-spot- Jo.Y1~~J,t,' ,
the second be a rev1ew at all or the documen1ie t01"V81'cled to ~~f~~>~:~l;<
Declass1tiC8fton Branch. ..~t~~:;X '

'. .\~'J;;:;>?: ~:.' ,

.
~ f;~~~ :.,"r ,.,-ff- ,"_'
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TO

FROM

Classification Committee Chairmen

:C. L. Marshall, Director~
Division of Classification, Washington, D. C.

DATE: December 17, 1957

This document consists 01
pages. No.Lo~CopiesJ

~~l~D;~ ~f

1. A "Guide to the Use of the Classification of Top Secret" has been
prepared, reflecting changes in classification policy as approved
by the Commission, and will be issued December 15 to replace
OC Doc-1S.

2 0 Item 4 in the Monthly Classification Bulletin No. 1.3 is now
obsolete 0 1110se who have passed the item on to others should
follow up with a notice that it is no longer in eftect. Releases
in this field should be submitted for reviev in the usual manner.

3. A comprehensive review of the classification policies in the
weapons field bas been 1n1tiated to bring these policies up to
date.

4. Inasmuch as cyclotrana, Van de Graarfs, betatrons, and a large
nWllber of reactors have been specifically included in the puide
to Unclassified Fields of Research, 00 Doc-54, it was not
anticipated that the teletypEBof October 30, October 31 and
November 1 to Operations Managers, regarding classification or
neutron sources would pose any interpretation problems.- However,
in view ot the number of queries that have been received, the
tollowing clarification is turn1shedl 1be neutron sOlU"ces
referred to are those which are suitable tor use or may be
adaptable tor use as a weapon component.

'·'Pi'TPtNW _
This document contains tri~.C~t
as detined in the A f!~F~
1954. Its tr .....,-tne disclosure

&J'lY manner to an
zed person is prohibited.
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TO ~C1assffication 'Committee 'Chairmen DATE: MAR 6 1958

..smBOL: ~c HJFK

FROM :~~ I~ , ", 'This document conta:tns1pal

J,,;J;. :.L•. Marshall, ~Director, 'C. CbOJ'lI.~o';'~o'~lJ~1.~ :8eries. -J
,YLlivision 'of Classification, Washington, 'D. rJ'<.I"terov"" ~

SUBJECT: )~.::../~. N--

MOlllTHLY C1A:SSIFICAT 10N "BULLErIN, NO. 16 • . :-'~C
-~ ~/../, ,.( --c:t-

::1.. :s±nce ·-the :overall-.design :cf ·~the1'llechan1S11ls'and "lar.io.us ':U
:components-presently -proposed -.for the Gas";Cooled'Reactor
:Experiment (GCRE) are :stric~conventiomil-and these
,:co:ntral -mechanisms 'are~not :designed ~'far ;aprototype ~ar

:fieJ:d gas-coOled' -reactors,un:tt, .."Topic 42d o£ -the Army
1ieacto%!s .sact±on :cif ':the ~Reaatcr ,SUpplement to -ac Doe-44
"haS .been 4eCla:as±fi:ed.

:2. -:Thetapi:as in -,the :".Guide -:to 'UnClassi£.±ed '],11Uds 'of Research" 'n
MEC A~,J.40':;";05) :d8linelrte -the'l'ields :0£ work .which

-:the 'COJIIIIliadan'.ha:determined~ 'be :conductedonan un-
-Classified basts. :::m -:those ·aases ·where 'no -,topic ..in
.~ J40~05 '9Xfst:8 ~"tar '~arm±nE '·wcrkon :an unClassif-i-ed
:baSis,:requests .~ 1J8r'£01"IIl .-.nok :as unC);assif1edshotild ' "
:±nCl.ude :a ~spacft±c :JIl!opas&l :Of ''.what :.is :.intended "to' :be -:done
;as 1DJ(Damd-fted :and·Gat ·'.will :00 :avo±ded 1:0 ..±nsure -that
XDiHSi?ted :data :b :lJOt ~tetl. ~"'tapi:cs '.:tnthe

'Jlecila:ssi-'f1-a&t±on -Gu±de ~~ar :Rupouai:bJ:e ::Renewers (ac 1)oc-.44)
:Bhould -not :oe 1DJ8'd :£.ar :th±s :purpose.

3. ~ lQHIC±al:arran.gement:sctih -the :Qffiae :of hternaUon&l 'U
~e, ~:abstraxrt&s :DId -pa-pers :subm:ttt'ed :'forthe -:I9;8
Jlenev.a l1anl'erenae more :sent :d:tr.ecUy ".to -that :ot'fiee, whon
--:t1Jrn 3Ubm1.-t :copiea 1>0 -:the J)1"tta±on 'of :Chssi?i:cation?or
'deClassifiaat±on :rev±ew. ":It :Is 'lIOt "lftJCeSS&ry "to submit "the
::ccmf'ere1ree :papers .thr.ough"'the mn -and -the 'DeClassif'i:eati:on '
33rsDCb betare ~tt±n.g1>0 -tl!e ~OIC•

.4. '':'nJB~~ :remark has :been -added "to -O-RD
?l':apic :J..J...:J. :of l!IC~e-~: ' ~ArJy :eompari:son 'of l1-2J5 -pro-
xhtet±cm :r.a-t-esprlor 1;0 January :1., -.1957·, with sub8equent
:-pradlmti:on .r.a:te:s lUUSt he 'classified 'Top -Secret.. Compara-
tive ind:i-cesof l'"Jduc:t±on ?:or the first :sixlllOtfths -of '.1957

::This dacUIll8nt :co.ntai-nsRestrieted 'Data u
~.±n 'ti1e?1·p-;jIuClliG 1M &9J·••
I1s:s~ . bW i;he disclosure 'of i.ts

'Cae6fltbiiiS in 'arr.f lIIanner to an unauthor~~ed
" ~-pr.ohibited. J
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have been issued as secret Restricted Data; therefore, the
U-235 production rates through June 30, 1957, are classified
Top secret.)

S. It has been determined that certain areas of the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory can be declassified. A local classi
fication guide for the OakRidge National Laborator.y is
being prepared which will delineate those areas in which
the work lrl-ll be conducted on an unclassified ba~is.

6. The program at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y.,
to determine the feasibility of using glass fibers as part
of the fuel elements ,for an unclassified nuclear reactor has,
been authorized as unclassified.

7. It has been determined that the, cost breakdown of the
Controlled Thermonu~lear Program is unclassified.

<:..
8. The U-23S production rate for' the electro-magnetic plant

has been downgraded from Top Secret Restricted Data to
Confidential Restricted Data. This downgrading action
includes accumulative electro~eticplant U-23S
producti~n.

9. On nonroutine shipnents, the 101 forms which specifY an ,"
assq ot 93+% of U-23S should be classified Secret
Restricted nata onq if the material is identified as
"tull¥ enriched-,. "top product" or "weapon grade".

10. Questions have arisen whether the rules for insuring the
proper classificationot documents originated by AEC '
employees or contractors and subcontractor employees
<as stated in 8C-340l-072) appq to him onq in his rol. '
as an emplqree or whether they appq to him at all times, '"
e.g., a union otficial preparing union correspondence
relating'to the design, construction, and operation of
plants for the production of fissionable materials. It
is the responsibility ot all ABC and AEC contractor
employees, who originate information containing technical·
or soientific data on aDy' phase of the atomic energy , '
program, to insure that such information is correctJ¥
classified. Unless an AEC contractor employee who alao .
serves as a union official detinite17 knows that the subject
matter ot 'correspondence he is Preparing is unclassified, he
should request a class:U'ying authority to review his oorr,,- .
spondence tor proper classification. 'It is suggested that ,
operations offices issue local 1Dstructions'to AEC and AEO
contractor employees within their jUrisdiction to this effect.

u

tJ

u

C-RD

S-RD

u
, '.
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11. To date, the Commission has declassified the prices ot
the following materials and services z

1. Price for material produced by' licensees ("guaranteed
"tair price II )

a. For purchase of Pu produced in the operation ot
licensed power and research reactors in the United
States between May 18, 1957 and June 30, 1963:
between now and June 30, 1962, the prioe ranges
trom $30-45 per gram depending on Pu-240 content.
For year July I'" 1962 to June 30, 1963, a single
price ot $30 Per gram is in effect.

(

. b. During the year ending June 30, 1963, Uranium-233
in nitrate torm, will be purchased at $15 per gram
of contained U-233.

2. Prices tor material produced in toreign reactor 'projects
("purchase price ll ) "

a. For the period ending June 30, 1963, special nuclear
materials produced in toreign reactor project. will
"be purchased exclusively tor peaceful uses at the I

tollowing prices: Plutonium metal, $12 per grlUllJ
Uraniu.-233, in nitrate torm, $15 per gram ot .
contained U-233. (Where such material oannot, during
its reprocessing, be kept separate from materials
produced in the United States, an equal 8IIlount ot
U. S. material will be reserved tor peaceful uses.)- "

3. Bas~ Charges for Materials Sold or Leased by AEe

a. Enriched uranium, varies with U-235 enrichment'
starting at 840.50 for 0.0072 weight traction U-235
in total uranium to $15,)61.00 for 0.90 weight "
fraction U-235 in total uranium. (The extrapolated
price of $16,258 per kg of contained uranium tor '
0.95 weight traction U-235 is also unclassitied.)·,

b. $40.00 per kilogram ot normal uranium metal in billet
form

,
o. 843.00 per kilogram ot thorium metal in billet torm

d. $28.00 per pound ot heavy water in minimum lots ot
125 pounds "." ." ._ .. " _.~

~

U
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e. $36.25 per kilogram uranium for normal UF4

f. $3.30 per gram of boron metal, enriched to 92% BIO

g. $1.$0 per gram for conversion of plutonium nitrate
to metal

h. $35.00 per kilogram for conversion of highly'
enriched uranium nitrate to hexafluoride.
(maximum charge)

i. '120.00 per kilogram for conversion orhigh~ en
riched uranium hexafluoride to metal-broken piece.
(interim price)

j. '140.00 per kilogram for conversion of h~gh1y en-
riched uranium hexafluoride to metal-machined .
ingots. (interim price)

12. The long distance telephone number for the Washington U
Headquarters (Germantow, Md.) is now HAzelwood 7-7800.
Diviaion of Classification personnel may be contacted on
the following extensions: C. L. Marshall, X-3521; W. 1.
Strauser, X-3521; Classification Branch, X-3292.
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FROM :h\.Co Lo Marshall ll Director
Division of Classificationll Washingtonjl Do C.

SUBJECT: MONrHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLETIN jl NO" 17

SYMBOL: CtCFI

1. Topic 3.1 of the Chicago Operations Office classification c-RD
guide for the Centralized Procurement of Gadolinium has
been revised to read "Specific amounts being transhipped to
GE-ANPD up to a total of ;00 lbs ....... Unclassified." Topic
3.1.1, "Specific amounts being transhipped to GEPANPD
excessive of a total of 500 lbs. =- C-RD."

2. A. revised classified guide for the Controlled Thermonucle5.1' U
Reactor Program (0C=DoC'=-59) has been approved for useo
Copies of the Guide have been distributed to personnel dire'Jtl.. '
concerned with the Sherwood Program. Requests for additional
copies of the GUidell with justification for their need ll should
be addressed to the Directorll Division of Classification ll Head
quarters.

3. Topic II B 2 b (15) of the ~12 Classification 'Guide~ has been U
revised to read liCalcium procurement including spacifications
-- Unclassified."

a as
of 19540

disclosure of its
t rized

The Atomic Energy .lct of 1954 requires that all information
falling within its definition of Restricted Data be born
classified. Of all the types of information whfuh are covered
by the definition of Restricted Data in the Atomic Energy Act,
weapons information is the most significant from the point of
view of national security. It follows II therefore II that weapons
information is inherently classified and may only be proposed
for declassification when it can be clearly demonstrated that
such an action is necessary. It has been generally assumed
that the degree of sensitivity of our information depends only
on known information about USS~ successes in the we~pons field.
It must be recognized ll howeve~ that the declassification of
weapons information must bstbasedmt only upon USSR accomplish
ments, but also on the possible effect that such action may have
in disturbing the world balance of power by enabling such other
nations as France and Argentina through the declassification of

~apons ~:;;:-,;~;n~~uild atomic we~~~~~;~~~;;TOfNRCYP;~:~!iC"1~.RJVJ~ .=.S"'"I--
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FROM j,:..,c. L. r1arshall, Directoi'""

) Division of Classification, 1'Jashington, D. C.

SUBJECT: ;'1ONTHLY CLASSIFICATIO:l 3ULL2Tm ~JO. 18

SYHBOL: C: CFK

DATE: APq ) '_, 1958

1. The following excerpts from a speech made by Ccm~issioner Vance at Idaho
Falls, Idaho, on October 2, 1957, delineate clearly the fields of informa
tion which, from the point of view of national security, must remain clas
sified. It is recommended that copies be made available to all AEC and
contractor employees concerned with the weapons program:

liAs a first step in this process, I should remind you that the
Atomic Energy Commission has two major purposes or reasons for
its existence. The first of these was the original purpose of
the wartime Manhattan District; it is to design, develop, and
manufacture nuclear weapons. That still is the primary and
overriding responsibility of the Commission, one upon which I
firmly believe the peace and safety of the world depend. The
other major objective of the Commission is to promote the develop
ment of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. ·The importance of
this second objective is great as we all recognize. It is second
only to the maintence of that milltary strength which guarantees
our existence as a nation.

"One of the areas in which the Commission has been often mis
understood stems from the interrelation of the two distinct
purposes of the Ccxnmission which I have just stated. It is the
matter of secrecy. There is no clear demarcation between the
military and the civilian technical work of the Co~~ission. I
think you will agree with me that in matters having to do with
military application it is extremely important that the Commission
take every possible precaution against the weakening of our na
tional security by allowing important military L'1formation to
fall into the hands of those who are or could be potential enemies
of ours.

"There is evidence that the whole body of technical knowledge
about nuclear weapons possessed by the Soviet Union did not
generate inside its own scientific ccmpetence. On the contrary,
it is clear that an important segment of that knowledge was
obtained from us, some of it through inadvertence and some of it,
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as .we all mow, through the disloyalty of individuals privy to
some details of our know-how. The danger to our national
security through lack of proper security measures is as great or
greater today than it has been at artY time in the past, and the
responsibility of the Commission to safeguard this security is
not relaxed nor is it likely to be in the foreseeable future.

"I said that there was no clear line of demarcation betv-leen
military and civilian technology in the atomic ene~gy field.
This being true, the Commission must be doubly sure that in
releasing what appears to be strictly civilian information it
is not at the sarne time compromising information of military
value. This fact accounts for the frequent criticism of the so
called "secrecy policy" of the Canmission, which criticism is, I
believe, quite without justification. The Commission desires to
release and is releasing every bit of information about applica
tion 9f atomic energy which it can properly do consistent with its
statutory mandate to protect and preserve our advantageous position
with respect to military usage."

2. It has been determined that under certain conditions, the declassification
of depleted uranium would benefit not only the civilian power reactor field,
but also research and development work now bein6 conducted within other
phases of the Atomic Energy Program.

Accordingly, the Commission has:

a. declassified the existence of depleted uranium with an assay
of 0.22 (plus or minus 0.02) weight percent U-235;

b. determined that provided materials of assay above 0.22 (plus
or minus 0.02) weight percent U-235 is specifically requested
by a user, material of the assay requested is also unclassified;

c. declassified the following schedule of charges and buy-back
prices or any modifications of that schedule which do not
reveal Atomic Energy Canmission production costs; and

PROPOSED SCHEDULE OF PRICES AND CHARGES FOR DEPLETED URA!rnJM

Base Charges for Depleted Uranium Furnished by
AEC as UF6 f.o.b. Paducah, Kentucky

\-leight Fraction
U-235

•0036 and 10l..rer
.0040
.0050
.00.52
.0054
.0056
.0058

Charge
Per Kg/U

$ 5.00
8.15

16.65
18.6.5
20.6.5
22.65
2 .75

Weight Fraction
U-235 .

.0060

.0062

.0064

.0066

.0068

.0070

Charge
Per Kg/U

$ 26.90
29.00
.31. 2.5
33•.50
35.75
38.15
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Credits for Depleted Uranium as UF6 f.o.b. Paducah,
Kentuck,y, Meeting Project Specifications

"leight Fraction
U-235

.0028

.0030

.0036

.0040

.0050

.0052

.0054

.0056

.0058

Price
Per Kg/U

$ 1.00
1.90
,5.00
8.15

16.65
18.65
20.65
22.65
24.75

Weight Fraction
U-235

.0060
.0062
.0064
.0066
.0068
.0070

Price
Per Kg/U

$ 26.90
29.00
31.25
33.50
35.75
38.15

d. declassified the assay of depleted uranium from civilian
power reactors. (The assay of depleted uranium fran
production reactors remain classified.)

3. A revised Yttriun. Classification Guide was issued March 3, 1958. The
revised guide permits the unclassified release of the follOWing informa
tion:

a. Interest of t he AEC in yttrium and/or its compounds except
hydride, when no project is specified

b. Centralized procurement by COO of yttrium and/or its com
pounds (except hydride)

c. Identificatio~ of yttrium suppliers

d. Basic research on yttrium or its compounds (except hydride)

e. Identification of yttrium metal, not specific compounds, ,as
a special reactor material.

4. The mere fact that Cerium-l1!4 is used in the AN? or SNAP Program is''unclas
sified. Topic 2.2.4 of the SNAP Classification Guide has been changed' frem
Confidential Defense Information to Unclassified.

5. The fact that the SNAP-III Project, as proposed by the i</estinghouse Electric
Corporation, is for the developnent of a small power supply for possible use
in Project Vanguard is unclassified. The fact that Cerium-144 or polonium
may be used to produce a small electric power source in this project is also
unclassified.

6. The Herchant Ship Reactor, a pressurized water reactor, being built by
Babcock & Wilcox, has been added to the list of unclassified reactors in
OC Doc-54.
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7. It has been determined that the association of Project
Pluto with the Nuclear Ramjet Program is unclassified.

B. It has been determined that any information which reveals
even by inference, the location at which Operation Plow
share may be held is classified Confidential Defense
Information.
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W. H. Lawrence, ALOO
G. Stubbings, BAa
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO
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Classification Committee Chairmen

-, .J Jo.A '1j~ Ci I k"'-i.-LA ,J
IJC~~.~~rshall, Director
( Division of Classification, Washington

DATE: JUN 1 6 1958

SUBJBCT: MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLETIN NO. 20

SYMBOL: C:CFK

1. In accordance with the Commission approval of the recommendations
of AEC 720/73, "Classification of Depleted Uranium", the Division
of Classification is conducting a survey to determine whether
the depleted uranium already distributed on a classified basis
may be declassified. Managers of OpArations have been requested
to inform us of the quantities of depleted uranium in the hands
of their contractors, its assay and the date it was acquired. If
this material cannot be associated with gaseous diffusion plant
tails assays at any point in time, it may be possible to declassify
it.

2. It has been determined that the mere fact that the United States
has developed atomic munitions suitable for use in demolition
work is unclassified.

3. The mere fact that Savannah River routinely ships enriched fuel
elements to the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant.for reprocessing
'is unclassified. The classification guides for Savannah.River
Operations and the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant contain
guidance relating to the classification of the materials per se,
shipments, etc.

4. The following classification guides have been approved for use:

a. Army Compact Reactor Project

b. Proj eat Plowshare (ae Doc-64).

5. It has been determined that the fact that tests in the Hardtack
series below 200 KT will not be announced is classified Confi
dential Defense Information.

6. An invitation has been extended by the United Kingdom to the U. S.
and Canada to hold the Ninth International Declassification
Conference at Harwell, England, tentatively scheduled for September
22, 23, and 24, 1958. This division is preparing a staff paper
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presenting a draft revised declassification guide including a
revised classification policy statement to serve as the U. S.
position for discussion at the conference.

7. Item 6 of Classification Bulletin No. 19 should be revised to
read: "It has been determined that the following facts on the
Heat Transfer Reactor Experiment {HTRE-1) are unclassified:"

8. The ZPR-IV, ZPR-V, ZPR-VII and the Three-foot Exponential
Projects at the Argonne National :Laborator,y have been designated
as unclassified research projects.

9. It is no longer necessary to classify documents originated in
the civilian reactor program which describe 93.4% enriched
U-235 as "fully enriched". This guidance does NOT supersede
topic 10 of Classification Bulletin 4a dated March 7$ 1957,
which is still valid.

(

\
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Addressees:
w. H. Lawr~nce, ALOO
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

FROM

Classification Committee Chairman

C. L. Marshall, Direct~
Division of Classification, Washington

SUBJECT: MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLEl'IN NO. 21

SIMBOL: CI CFK

DATE: JUL 1 7 1958

1. It has been determined that the "Astren" device is unclassi- U
fied; arrangements are being made to exhibit this CTR device
at the 1958 Geneva'Conference.

2. A "Classification Guide for Research and Development Leading U
to a Nuclear Reactor for Ramjet Missiles" has been approved
for· use. Requests f~r coptes of the guide should be
addressed to the Manager, san Francisco Operations Office.

I _ •

3. The 42nd Meeting of the Committee of Benior Reviewers was em)
held June 16, 17 and 18, at Berkeley, California. The
meeting was devoted entirely to discussion of a draft of
the proposed revised Declassification Guide for Responsible
Reviewers. The results of the discussions will be incorpo-
rated in a draft guide which will be submitted for Commission
consideration during the month of July.

4. The list of unclassified reactors specified in topic· 2 of U
oc Doc-54 has been revised. Copies of the revision have
been forwarded to all holders of the guide.

5. A revised AEC-DOD Classification Guide (OC Doc-56) was U
approved for use July 1, 1958. ,Req~e~ts for copies of the'
guide should be submitted with justification to the
Director, Division of Classification, Headquarters.
Militar,r personnel and. contractors-performing work under a
milltar;y contract requiring· copies of the guide, should
submit their requests through military channels.

6. A Classi£ication Guide for Project SNAP-I (~-29) has been U
approved for use. This guide supersedes ~-25, dated
January 29, 1958. Requests for copies of the guide should
be addressed to the Manager, Schenectady Operations Office •

.... aSia 17.' ,.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SUBJECT: MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLETIN NO. 22

TO

FROM

Classification Committee Chairmen

C. L. Marshall, Director .-I~
Division of Classification~:dquarters

DATE: AUG 1 2 1958

I)~ E;;'
'() / I}f:~

----
SYMBOL: C: CFK

1. It has been determined that information on the proposed U
new Hanford Production Reactor will be classified the
same as information' pertaining to the Hanford "K"
reactors.

2. The term "One Point Detonation" has been declassified U
in connection with the 1955 safety experiments. The
mere use of this term in connection with planned safety
experiments or accidents involving weapons is also
unclassified.

3. The core lattice spacing of the Gas Cooled Reactor IT
Experiment No. 1 (GCRE-l) has been declassified.
Topic 2.4.2 of the AREA Classification Guide has been
changed from Confidential Restricted Data to Unclassi-
fied.

4. Since the U. N. Observer Shot, Le., "Shot PINON" of C-RD
operation Hardtack, has been cancelled all concerned
have been notified that all information proposed for
declassification in connection with this shot will not
be released but will retain its original classification.

_.
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Office Memorandum •. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

NOV 2 8 1958
DATB:'1'0

PROM JO·. L. Marshall, D1rector~
Division ot Clas8ificat~~adqu~ers

SUBjBCT:MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BlJLLE1'I:N. til. 2S

This· docUMent consists ot 3 PIs.
No.:ld. ot. /.)0 copies, Beri" /J
~P'51..fW't OL{)~7{' . .

1. On several occasions in the past we have been asked to U
answer questions concern~ng vario~~ aspects ot our program
dealing with' the prttparatioDOf loc;f.1 guides, the ettect
ot published newspaper and ~azine articles on the classi
tication program, etc. The tollo:w1ng has been prepared to
answer those questU?ne w~iOh' have :been most cOlllJllonq asked:

A. A compUation ot uncl...ss1ti~4 intcmnation is unclassi
tied. Theretore, it an area' ot intormation has an
overall classification some, it not all, ot the data
which makes ~p this area 'must be classit1ed.

B. ID preparing thedratts ot a local classitication guide,' ': .. ,
intormatioD .11~ed as unc4ss1tied bY' one or more ot the'
draft topics' sh9Uld. .not pennt the release ot intor- .. ",
matioD classified bY' 91;l\erdi:'alt topics ot the guide. , .... "

C. NewspaJMtr and magazine arti~les do not jUSiiify declas
sitication ot iDformation unless the' published intor
aation is a statement otticialq released by the AEC.
ABC and contr.ctor personnel should be advised that
aD)" statements the;y make confirming or deuying the
accura~ ot non-ott1cia~ released intormation may
in tact reveal clusit1ed data.

D. The national detense and security is the basis tor
taking &D.1 classitication or declassitication action.
The criteria tor balancing securitY' considerations are
given in AEC 3404-04. The responsibilitY' tar making
judgments under these criteria has been delegated by
the General Manager to the Division ot Classification,
Headquarters. Redelegation ot this authority has been
liven to the tield in special cases. .
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2. In several instances documents issued as unclassified U
have, upon later authoritative review, been found
actual~ to contain Restricted Data. Any notice
indicating that such document requires a classifi-
cation should be distributed on a classified basis •

.3. The practice of copying "Subject" lines from classi
fied correspondence and using them in unclassified
correspondence has resulted in some instances in
security violations because the "Subject" lines were
in themselves classified. Item (1) of Classification
Bulletin N·o. 15, which reads as follows, bears
repeating for the guidance of all·Classification
Officer;):

U

,,, t

.... ;-

WWhere feasible, the SUbject lines in classified
correspondence should be unclassified. If a
classified subject line is required, the author
should indicate on the correspondence, its proper
level of classification in parentheses at the end

'. .of the ItSubject" line. It

4•. The mere fact that we have a large-scale tritimn pro
duction program is classified Secret Restricted Data.
The fact that tritimnis produced in the control rods'
of the Savannah River reactors, incident to reactor
control, is unclassified. .

. S-RD

'. ,

, .. '

5. Controlled Thermonuclear Reactor research has been
approved as an unclassified area of research. This
means that all work coricernedwith this program can

. be conducted in the complete freedom of academic
science, without the need for security restrictions.
It must be clearly understood, however, that this
applies only to CTR information. Any classified
intomation from other programs that. might be intro
duced into the Sherwood program (CTR program) remains
classified and must receive the protection required
by ~ecurity regulations. .

6. The C1&ssification' Guides, OC Doc-41, "Classification
Guide for Reactor Fuel Elements", and OC Doc-59,
"C.T.R. Classification Guide" are now obsolete.
Notices have been ~ent to all holders of copies of

'.~

u

. , \

... _.... " .- , ~
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t~~es to return them to the Declassification
Branatl, Oak Ridge, or destroy in accordance with
established security procedures. However, an
exception has been made to allow the feed materials
plants to use OC Doc-41 on an interim basis, pending
the revision of a new classification guide for their
operation.

1. Dr. Daniel J. Pflaum, formerly with the Division of U
Licensing and Regulation, has joined the Division as
Senior Classification Analyst, Classification Branch.
Mr. Bram Feldman has transferred to the Division of
Military Application, Reports and Information Branch,
Headquarters.

8. The Division of Classification has moved to a new ' U
location in the Germantown, Headquarters, building -
Wing G, 4th Floor, Roo~s 450-459.

Addressees:
W. H. Lawrence, ALOO
Charles E. Teeter, Jr., COO
C. L. Robinson, HOO (15)
Alan T. Morphew, IDOO
~. R. Michener, OROO (30)
M., R. Moore, SAN
J. H. Kruth, SROO
L. C. Cooper, soO
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

STANDARD FORM NO. 64 --
Office Memorandum •

TO • Classification Connnittee Chairllle~

PRO '. <. L. Marshall, Director /'(,A;.,
~ ~ivision of Classification, Headquarters

SUBJECT: MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLEl'IN NO. 26

SYMOOL: C:CFK

1. Since there are local Classification Guides now available U
which provide detailed classification guidance for the
Naval Reactor Program, the Naval Reactors Section of the
Reactor Supplement to OC Doc-44 has been recalled.

2. A meeting of an ad hoc committee to formulate a revised U
weapons classification policY' was held in Washington
November 5 - 14, 1958.

3. The Conunission has recently reviewed the classifications
now in effect on information concerning the feed materials
program. During this review it was noted that while the
chemical and metallurgical processes used in the feed
materials plants to produce uranium metal from ore had
been de,classified, no infonnation concerning the design
or operating characteristics of such plants had been
released. The Commission has now approved the declassi
fication ofill J.nformitron con-cmliig~lie plantatorthe
I>-rQCl*~t;rbn-"b'f'-U1"aniuIinlletal:'arDestr-ah8iiStreet;'~'St-;-LOuis,
(except the" ura'riilim metal" and intermed1ate--"compotinds pro:'"
duction 'raf,~p-~ior, t9 .fiscal year--195,J," 8.rlef'Vleldon'··SprIng,
MJ.s~oUi~.L.ta.c1..l_!1iies, while_~aintaining as clas~ified,~'
techn9+9gical detaHs;-'concerriIng'tfie-'processes used at .
Fernald. The total project production rate of uranium
melil and of all intermediate compounds will remain clas
sified~ The fact that the Commission is or is not stock
piling ore concentrates is classified Confidential
Restricted Data. It is expected that a revised classifi
cation guide for the feed materials program will be issued
in the near future.

4. Numerous inquiries have been made recently regarding the U
review for downgrading or declassification of Top Secret
reports. It is apparent that many offices still retain
the Top Secret classification on documents which now may
be downgraded, or even declassified. All Classification
Officers should note the provisions of AEC~~~
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2106-09. It is suggested that the Classification
Officers take appropriate action to initiate a review
of all Top Secret documents in their offices and if
declassification action is appropriate to initiate such
action within the provisions of !EC 3402. It should be
noted that such reviews should be held periodically every
six months.

5. The Army Package Power Reactor No. 2 has been added to U
the list of unclassified reactors.

Addressees:
W. H. Lawrence, ALOO
Charles E. Teeter, Jr., COO
C. L. Robinson, HOO (15)
Alan T. Morphew, IDOO
L. R. Michener, ORCO (30)
M. R. Moore, SAN
J. H. Kruth, SROO
L. C. Cooper, sao
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l-IONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLE'l'IN NO. 29

DATJh MAR 1 2 1959

This document consists of 3
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mmOL: C:HFG

Classification
of Item

1. L. C. Cooper, formerly Classification Officer
at the Schenecta~ Naval Reactors Operations
~~J....~ ~oe9 :ir...!: ~Jt,;:c.;:~ tr::L~fc=:.-~c.. "t,::, ~~~ ~~~ ~~~':\'"

,-,7' C:.·;·~ef;:".~·~ ~aticn Officer, New Yc:d.. G·;~c::~.-.::Gl-:'':;

Office.

2.~The Neutron Irradiation Facility, Argonne
National Laboratory, has been placed in the
unclassified fields of research.

u

u

3. 'Additional or revised detailed classification
guidance has been furnished,and is available to
others concerned, on the association of yttrium
and beryllium wi th the ANP program, on the ORNL
mol ten salt and liquid metal fuel programs, and,
to avoid any compromise of the Savannah Hiver
flux, on the program. for producing research
quantities of transplutonium elements.

4.~e following classification determinations have
been made and this notice will s~rve as authority
to alter local guides accordingly:

u

u

a. The fact that the A.EC can supply a Plowshare
device having a 30 in. diameter and a ;rield
of 300 kilotons is unclassified.

'!ESIMCfED Mll'
This document contains Restricted
as defined in the Atomic Ene
1954. Its t e disclosurE

ents in any manner to an
unauthorized person is prohibited.

b. The definition of CAMAL (Continuously Airborne
Missile Launching and Low Level Penetration

______________~~~~---_,~W-e~apon System) is unclassified.
~~t:~f..n~~"~(!tra:fia:n·ru~cL\SSlnr';'~~,'!...:1_,_._.-..A4
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of Item

c. Aerial photos of AID production and weapon
facilities are classified Confidential Defense
Information.

5. There is an increasing cause for concern in the S-DI
appearance of data dealing with the transient
effects of radiation on electrical components and
other materials, where the radiations approach
those obtainable in a nuclear explosion and the
components and material~ are similar to those in
our nuclear weapons. The release of data of this
type might reveal information concerning our weapons
which has a high degree of security sensitivity.
Y01'.~ Q++~:rtt"'.I"\" 04a ~oC.,.~('+~ti f.,-,..t.!':'::'lt" 21-2~5L or: Dot:- li6;;
';T,,~ .... ".-a·DJ.·IJ.·~ +0 C·""V";'-""'.,-.""""""''''' ~_ :TlS_.~ T;I1:In~t..:..l."._-." """" v_..... \... ... , .... ""' •... - ...~ ..,,_, .... ~~ ';";.D.JJ ...

6. It has been noted that ma.ny Am and contractor U
employees are unaware of the ~e, as given in
Am Manual Chapter 2401-165, that "-combinations
of safes and vaults are to be classified no lower
than the highest classification of the matter
authorized for storage therein."

7. From time to time, individuals or groups, particularly C-DI
those which travel outside the United States, ~ be
contacted by representatives of U. S. intelligence
agencies and briefed on information collection
activities of the U. S. and other nations. It should
be borne in mind that information on such activities
is classified not lower than Confidential Defense
Information since its disclosure might injure the -
diplomatic position of the United States and of its
friends. Por example, at the Geneva Conference, a
group of American scientists were advised that the
Russians were making nuisances of themselves at the
U. S. exhibits by asking interminable questions in a
very arrogant and offensive manner while refusing to
identify themselves in any way. Other such behavior
by the Russians was also mentioned. The scientists
were advised against answering any questions asked in
this manner by the Russians. The scientists were also
asked not to disclose the advice they had received.
In spite of the Warning, however, an unclassified report
containing reference to the intelligence briefing was
written by one of those attending the session with the
resul t that effort is now being expended in an attempt
to retrieve all copies of the report.
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Office Memora '~u/a:.,,~ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

FROM

Those Lis ted :Below

0: ~ •.Marsball , Dir?ctor~
D~v~s~on of Class~f~cation, Headquarters

OAT!: September 22, 1959

SU:&JECT: MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION :BULLEI'IN NO. 35

SYMBOL: C: cn

Classification
of Item.

1. The question has been raised as to whether unclassi- U
fied programs may remain unclassified when individuals
working on the program receive access to classified
information. It should be noted that an unclassified
program is so designated because it is considered that
the chances of dev~loping classified information as a
resul t of the work being conducted in that program is
essentially zero·. Properly "cleared INDIVIDUALS working
in unclassified programs may, for legitimate reasons,
receive access to classified information. This condition
alone would not require that the unclassified program in
which they are engaged becomes a classified program. If,
however, any classified information that they obtain is used
or incorporated directly or indirectly in their unclassified
program, it immediately becomes a classified program and a
new determination would be required before it could again
become unclassified.

Unclassified programs in themselves do not require classi
fied information. It DIllst be assumed that a PROGRAM
requiring classified information would use that information
and be, therefore, a classified program.

2. The mere fact that the Johnston Island shots introduced U
tritium into the stratosphere is unclassified.

ANP research data on the basic chemistry "and metallux- C-RD
gical properties (including phase diagrams) of yttrium
binary systems has been declassified. Information on ANP
reactor component development and data on yttrium tertiary
systems remains classified.

"""""tl fi rtilfJ! 1M"" ;Q Ao,· ~ .1 nb71>00 l"t 8/



Those Listed Below - 2 -

4. A CJ.assifi.cation Guide f.or Research. and Development
Leadjng to A.Nuclear Reactor for Ramjet Missiles has
been approved for use.. The guide, OC Doc-66, will be
.distributed in thenea.r future.

5. Dr. Winston, Marmjng, Argonne Natjonal Laboratory, has
been reappointed as a member of the Committee of Senior
Reviewers for the period September 1959 throu~h

October 1964•

.A.d.dressees :
C~asaifie&tion Officers
Headquarters Division Directors
O.perations Office Managers
Senior Review.ers
Coordinating Organization Directors
Responsible Reviewers
Division of Classification

u

u
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO I: Those Listed !elov
,- C

. /J/. /i .. :/-
. ""1At-'..,(,..(I.~ I,V l.A. v· ,-1-- '."

F:R.OM ': C. L. Marshall, Director .J'

»1v1sion ot Class1tication, Head,uarters

SUilJECT: MONTHLY CLASSIFICA'rION BULLETIB .0. '7
SYMBOL I CI ClK

DAT!: HOYeDel' 17, 1959

Classit1cat1on
ot Item

1. A meetins vas held October 7 aDd 8 at Am U
Headquarters with AEC Cla,sit1cat1on Officers and
contractor personnel who are concerned with classi-
fication problems in atten~ce. The pri.maI7 purpose
of the meetins vas to identif'7 and discuss classifi-
cation and declassification problema which have arisen
in the tield and to di.cuss solutions thereto.

2. To assure that all contractors and others engaged in U
work tor the AEC are aware ot and understand the rules
tor the proper classification ot reports a new paragraph
will be added to !EO Manual Chapter 9111 as a mandator,y
section to be included ill all Am contracts I

"In the pert01'Jll.&J1ce ot work under this contract, con
tractors shall assisn classifications to all documents,
material, and equipaent oriBinated. or generated by the
contractor in accordance with classitication guidanoe
furnished to the contractor 'b1 the CO.Pl~~~~5?n. The
contractor will fUrnish classiticati~esubcon-

~ractors and vendors."

~ The code words "Hardtack-Argus" and "Floral" have been.. U
declassified.

! ;
f. ~:

C-])IIt has been determined that 1ntomation concemiJIg the
&U.vetok Proving Ground pba8e-dOVft which does not reYeal
the planned oapab111t,r tOI' the reeuapt10n ottesting i8
UDclass1t1ed. Into1'Dl&t1on which reveals that ve are
maintaining a capability to re~e testing at EPG atter
a detinite tille intenal tor preparations, such as a 12
month intenal, is cla8sit1eet Confidential Detense
Int01'lll&t1on. '

4.

This material contains information aftea , e
national dete.e ot the Un!teet S hill' 'the
meaning ot the esp10Mge , itle 18, U.'S.C.,
Secs. 79' ~d 794 raDSlD18sion 01' reyelat10n
ot whioh er to an . t 0

ted bT lave



Clusification
of Item

5. Recently a nwnber ot articles have been published in U
IasaltnesaD4 Dew.papers. which discuss performance
and charaeteristicB ot militar.Y propulsion reactor
systems and. missile systems with nuclear warheads.
AEC and cOJltractor personnel should be cautioned that
such articles have not been approved tor official
release and do not constitute authorization for
unclassified publication ot the data by AEC and con·
tractor personnel.

6•. Since it has been determined that all information on U
design, construction and opel'ation of the electrc,magnetic
separation pl~t is declassifiable, the production rate
of the electromagnetic separation plant is now u~classified.

I

Addressees I

Classification Officers
Headquarters Division'Directors
Operations Office }~ers
Senior Reviewers ' '
Coordinating Organization Directors
Responsible Reviewers '
Division of Classification
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Office Memorandttm •
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMEN"'f

TO

PROM

SUBJECT:

SYMBOL:

Those Listed Below

C. L. Marshall, Director~
Division of Classification, Headquarters

MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULL:m'm NO. 38

C:CFK

DATE: December 18, 1959

Classification
of Item

1. Reference is made to Classification Bulletin No. 28, U
Item 11. It has now been determined that whenever
documents issued as unclassified are found upon later
authoritative review to contain either Restricted
Data or Defense Information, notices indicating that
such documents require classification should be classi-
~ied as Defense Information. This procedure also
applies when notices are issued stating documents
have been erroneously deolassified.

2. The use of code words or pseudo-code words in documents U
intended for publication should be discouraged. If the
practice compromises a true code word it is a security
violation; if it obscures the meaning it frustrates
the purpose of the document.

Conversely, there is little to be gained by using code
words in a classified document. One of the principal
objectives of classification is to permit the writer
to express his thoughts clearly under the protection
of the securit,y measures that classification invokes.

Perhaps worst of all is the use of codes and/or pseudo
codes together with obscure language in an effort to
avoid the necessity of classifying a document. It may
be easier to mystify the recipient than a clever
espionage agentl

~. The following new reactor facilities as authori~ed for U
construction at HaTS have been added to the list of
unclassified reactors:

Nuclear Test Plant (NTP), a 60 MWT pressurized reactor
for full scale core testing of APPR program prototypes

'J) -;- ...: '-::!.~ ~ T:~cl.1,~~?jJ·~t7{J
,. -,_ .. -_....... '''''..' '.- --. -_., ~.-- .......

"R. •~ . H!S-" 3
L._._(~r~. ~~)

_ ,- __~c:r~I3,~"C ...-<!_~~.E!?::L.w
iNI.4, s 3 j ) itt 2 ':ill



Those Listed Below - 2 -

Advanoed Reaotivity Measurement Faoility (ARMF) to
augment the existing Reaotivity Measurement Faoility
(RMF)

Speoial Power Excursion Reaotor Test No.4 (SPERT-IV),
reaotor faoility for fUll-soale investigation of
reaotor stability.

4. The Hot Critioal Experimental Fao11ity (operated in U
the Critioal Experiment Cell of the Low P.ower Test
Faoility at NRTS-Idaho) and the Solid Moderator
Reaotor Faoili ty at GE-ANP, Evendale, have been
deolassified. Although both reaotor faoilities
per se as presently oonsituted are unolassified,
when olassified oomponents or ass.emblies are
installed, the olassifioation of the faoility will
be that of the highest olassified oomponent
inoorporated therein.

5. In referenoe to Item 2 of Classifioation Bulletin U
No. 37 dated November 17, 1959, the last sentenoe
of the new paragraph to be added to AEC Manual
Chapter 9111 should read "The oontraotor will
furnish olassifioation guidanoe to the suboon-
traotors and vendors."

Addressees.
Classifioation Offioers
Headquarters Division Direotors
Operations Offioe Managers
Senior Reviewers
Coordinating Organization Direotors
Responsible Reviewers
Division of Classifioation



01 IIONAL POIM NO. 10

~" 10-'''''
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO Those Listed Below '. DATE: May 17, 1960

~L'~ _ (.J ,. ,.' :
FROM C. L. ~~rshall, Director

Division of Classification, Headquarters

SUBJECT: HONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLErIN NO. 43

SYlD30L: C: CFK

Classification
of Item

1. The association of yttrium-based hydride with the C-RD
SNAP-8 Fuel Development Program is classified
Confidential-Restricted Data. Because of the
sensitivity to the manned nuclear aircraft program,
information developed by the high-temperature
irradiation program involving tertiary yttrium or
yttrium-hydride systems is classified S-RD.

2. A revised GE-ANPD Classification Guide TP-4 has U,
been approved for use replacing GE-ANPD Classifi
cation Guide TP-3, dated November, 1958.
The revised guide issued ~my 3, 1960, identified
as XDCL-60-5-l00 is being distributed by the Atomic
FToducts,Division, GE-ANPD, Cincinnati, Ohio.

4. A Weapons Classification Guide has been approved U
for use to replace OC Doc-56 "AEC-DOD Classification
Guide". Distribution of the new guide will be
strictly limited on a "need-to-know" basis.

This document contains res
as defined iJ1- the A ergy Aot of
1954. .:Ltd"~ al or the disolosure
of '" ents in any manner to an

horized person ie prohibited.

Addressees:
Classification Officers
Headquarters Division Directors
Operations Office ~~gers

Senior Reviewers
Coordinating Organization

Directors
Responsible Reviewers

;

3. The b~sic problem relative to the use of code words U
is that no part of the definition of the code word
is to be associated with it on an 'unclassified
~asis. This is based on the,necessity to protect
the meaning of the code word as such, without regard
to the classification of the fragmentary information
thus developed. It is recognized that this means
that code words are only of very limited value in
unclassified technical discussions, but we are
convinced that this is the only kind of a rule that

-gives any assurance of adequate proteotion of the
classified meaning of code words.
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UNITED STATES GOvE

Memorandum
Those Listed Below June IS, 1960 .

TO

FROM

:c. L. Marshsll. Director~
Divis ion of Class if icat ion, Headquarters

DATE:

MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLETIN NO. 44

SUBJECT:

SYMBOL: C:CFK

Class if icat ion
of Item

A revised "Class if icat ion Guide for Use in
the Civilian Application Program", OC Doc-54,
dated April 15, 1960 has been approved for use.
Requests for additional copies of this Guide
should be sent to the Declassification Branch,
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee.

U

3. The use in weapons of fully enriched uranium U
(above 9~ U235 ) is now unclas8Uied. In addition,
the use in weapons of normal or depleted (in the
lsotope U235 ) uranium is also unclassified. Topics
in local classification guides which specify that
this information is classified should be revised
accord ingly 0

. ,L ( Fblidtif'"p;u.
This document contains re ata as
defined In nergy Act of 1954.
Its t tal or the disclosure of its
c ts' in any manner to an unauthorized

.jT!"',; ~••.'l!'" -.-~

hibited.

2. The fuel development work for the Pebble-bed C-RD
Reactor has been approved as a Category III
project as defined in AEC Manual Section
3403-062. The technique used in preparing the
oxide fuel elements of the general'. type used
in the Pebble-bed Reactor may Qlsobe of great
value in solving the ANP Direct Cycle Reactor
fuel element problems•. Thus, until it is
poss ible to determine whether the techniques
for coating U0

2
pellets with alumina or beryllia

now being developed for the Pebble-bed Reactor
are essential prbaarily to military reactors, the
work must be classified. The classification will
be reconsidered after the development work has
been fully evaluated with respect to possible
ANP appl icat ion.

Addressees:
Classification Officers
Headquarters Division

Directors
Operations Office Managers
Senior Reviewers
Coord inat ing

Directors
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

f:
+

;J?L4J
l'b"~'5" 7 '

SUBJECT: MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLETIN NO. 49

TO

FROM

Those Listed Below

rJ r/VVV\
C. L. Marshall, Director ~,/ "
Division o~ Classi~ication, Headquarters

DATE: February 17, 1961

I
C:CFK

1. A meeting was held January 24, 25 and 26,
1961 at AEC Headquarters with AEC Clas
si~ication O~~icers and operations o~~ice

personnel who are concerned with classi
~ication problems in attendance. The
~rimary purpose o~ the meeting was to
discuss current Commission classi~ication

policy and the ~ture trends in classi~i

cation.

2. An "Interim Classi~icationGuide ~or the
Military Compact Reactor Developmental
Model Pilot Plant". has been distributed.
O~~ices needing additional copies o~ this
Guide should request them ~rom the Division
o~ Classi~ication, Headquarters.

Classi~ication

o~ Item

u

u

3. Re~erence is made to Classi~icationBulletin C-RD
No. 47, Item 3, issued November 25, 1960.
Some misunderstandings have arisen concerning
the last sentence o~ Item 3c. The intent
is that the c1assi~ication action is not to
be retroactive, i.e., plutonium samples or
batches which were declassUied be~ore

issuance o~ Bulletin No. 47 are not required
to be re-classified. Thus, samples already
shipped abroad and Pu-Be sources now in use
are not re-classified.

Addressees:
C1assi~ication O~~icers

Headquarters Division Directors
Operations O~~ice Manag~rs

Senior Reviewers
Coordinating Organization ~irectors

Responsible Reviewers
This document. contains restric , ,,,,.' ,~,a.'Gi9t1 RIP
in the A}Omic ~NJQWA"'" ':""' '1ts ransm1ttal
or .tall' '.7 l81!t~Of'...: ontents in any manner to
an unauthorized P. n is prohibited. '

" ..... ..,AA..... IClli/
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Those Listed Below - 2 - February 17, 1961

H.owever, plutonium declassif'ied under the
"two-kilogram limit ll remains unclassif'ied only
so long as it is held by the original user.
End products such as neutron sources made by
the original recipient using declassified
plutonium are also unclassified. However,
declassified plutonium cannot be transferred
to another user elsewhere, nor can it be
run through a reprocessing cycle and returned
unclassified to the original user. As a
result, a large part of such plutonium will
gradually be el1m1nated from further unclas
sified use.

4. Form AEC-22 "Irradiation Services Purchase
Order No. II provides a space (item 12)
for Other Provisions (as needed) relative
to the sample to be irradiated. This space
may be used to indicate the classification
of the sample and/or irradiation results with
brief comments on the classification aspects.
Incorporation of this information will assist
the irradiation site in appropriate handJ.ing
of the sample and protection of information
sensitive to other programs.

5. The BONUS (BoUing Nuclear Superheat) Reactor
bas been added to the list of unclassified
reactors. Please add this reactor to the list
given in OC Doc-74.

u

u
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DATE~ugust 3, 1961: Those Listed Below

OPTION"" FORM NO. 10 - ~'.4 (~.

~;TED STATES GO~E~MENT' ' , Th~S document

Memorandum
TO

PROM : Murray L. Nashi Chief', Class1f'ication Branch .- /) ~ ./
Division. of' Class1f'ication, Headquarters~(-:t/'UVtt.~

SUBJEcr: ITEM 2 OF MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLETIN NO. 53

C:CFK

The classif'ication of' Item 2 of' Monthly Classif'ication Bulletin
. .

No. 53 dated July 10, 1961 was inadvertent~ marked Unclassif'ied.

The classification of' this item shoUld be Secret-Restricted Data.

Please make appropriate pen and ink change on your copy of' the.,

subject bulletin.

Addressees:
Classif'ication Of'f'icers
Headquarters Division Directors
Operations Of'fice Managers
Senior Reviewers
Coordinating Organization Directors

·Responsible Reviewers

This material contains info mation af'f'ec1#1ng the
national. defense of the United State
meaning ..of :.the espionage, e. :18, ! ,U•.~. c~ j'

Secs. 793·and·7' . ransmissionor',revelation
of' whic manner to: .an:\U1&uthoriz~d:persoJ}
is bited 'by, J.aw~ " ',: ',' ,:.' ".
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!01o-1ot ~I:I~tt~
UNITED STATES GOV}

Memorandum

':~T~"

"j)oOOO'S7/

TO ~hose Listed Below DATBOctober 18, 1961

FROM Wilbur A. Strauser, Acting Director
Division of Classification, HQ

SUBJEC1{ONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLETIN NO. 57

C:CFK
Classification

of Item

1. Reference is made to Classification
Bulletin No. 42" Item 1, dated April 20,
1960; Classification Bulletin No. 47,
Item 3, dated November 25, 1960; Clas
sification Bulletin No. 49, Item 3, dated
February 17, 1961; Classification Bulletin
No. 50, Item 1, dated March 27, 1961. The
Department of Defense has not agreed to the
Commission's proposal that t~e isotopic
composition of plutonium, regardless of
source, be declassified. The basis for
the objection was that they could not agree
to an action which might increase to a
degree the ability of inimical interests
to estimate the U. S. production rate. Under
these circumstances the "two-kilogram
exception" can no longer be continued.

Accordingly, Item 1 of .Classification
Bulletin No. 50 is hereby revoked and
Item 3(c) of Classification Bulletin No. 47
and Item 3 of Classification Bulletin No. 49
are reinstated.

It is not intended that ,this classification
action be retroactive, however, and plutonium
batches and samples ~pecifically declassified
or issued unclassified under the two-kilogram
exception up to October 15, 1961, are not hereby
reclassified.

C-RD

data as defined
Its transmittal

M!1~WI~~ents in any manner to
rohibited.
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Those Listed Below - 2 -

,..

October 18, 1961

2.

Henceforth, the only unclassified plutonium is:

a. The approximately 7.710 Pu-240 material
at Hanford;

b. Plutonium produced in unclassified power
and research reactors, including NRX and
PRTRj and

c. The high-exposure plutonium produced for
PRTR by the special irradiation program at
Savannah River.

A "Joint Classification Guide for the Nuclear
Rocket Engine Program, Rover", CG-RR-l, dated
September 18, 1961, has been approved for use.

u
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT -~~O()O '7)7?..

Memorandum(;Q~t8fiN~A ._. _
.... - .-... --_.-_.- _..__ .._._.._--

TO

PROM

Those Listed Below

C. L. Marshall, Director
Division of Classificatio

November 30, 1961
DATE:

SUBJEC~ONTBLY CLASSIFICATION BULLETIN NO. 58

C:CFK
Classification

of Item

1. All partial cross sections for lithium and U
its isotopes'for neutrons of energies betWeen
1 MEV and 25 MEV have been declass1f'ied.. A
notice authorizing deletion of Tbpic lOO-102(a)
of the "Class1f'ication Policy Guide" will be
issued in the near future.

2. AJ.1 AEC and AEC contractor employees who U
prepare papers for symposia or meetings
should be reminded that their papers must be
reviewed for classification prior to any
unclassified dissemination of the information,
if the subject matter of the papers does not
fall clearly within the scope of:

1. Information falling wholly within the
"unclassified" topics of the "Guide to
the Unclassified Fields of Research", or

2. Information identified as unclass1f':Ie d
in a local classification guide, or

3. Information specifically identified as
declassified by the Director, Division of
Classification, or

4. Iiltormation identical with that disclosed
by a previously declassified document, or

"I

: ......
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Those Listed Below - 2 - November 30, 1961

5. Purely administrative information revealing
no technical or programmatic data.

Papers which contain information not specifically
so covered should be submitted to the Chief, Declas
sification Branch, Oak Ridge, for classification
determination prior to their release.. Every effort
should be made to assure that sufficient time is
allowed to process such papers.

3. The classification policy with respect to C-RD
information developed in the Manned Aircraft
Nuclear Propulsion Program (ANP) has been turther
revised. The new policy declassifies all of the
information developed in the direct cycle program
with the exception of the details of the ceramic
fuel elements and special lightweight shielding data.
The Classification Guide for the Manned Aircraft
Nuclear Propulsion Program (ANP), OC Doc-71, has
been revised and copies will be available in the
near future as CG-RAN-2.

4. To clarify the intent of Part I, Section c. 9 of U
AEC Manual Appendix 3401 "Classification and De
classification Handbook", the procedure for
classifying upgrading notices is as follows:

(a) Notices that a document issued as unclass1tied,
is in fact, classified, or that a document
has been erroneously declassified, should
themselves be classified as Confidential-Defense
Information unless the notices themselves
contain other information calling for a higher
classification.

(b) Notices that a document claSSified Confidential
or higher has been upgraded.. are unclassified
unless the notices themselves contain class1tied
information.

The above procedure supersedes Item 2 of Class1ti
cation Bulletin No. 56 dated September 25, 1961 and
all other previous items on this subject.
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DATE:Janua.ry 16, 1962

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : Those Listed Below

~~~
FRO:-.tfC. L. Mars(,6f~ Director .

, Division ot Classification, BQ

SUBJECT: MONTHLY CLASSIF~CATION BULLETIN NO. 59

C:CFK

Class1tic,\tion
ot Item

1. In view ot ~he tact that the AEC haS pro- S-RD
duced Pu-238 tor the satellite program.
(TranSit IV-A) and that the unclassified
torecast requirements tor Pu-238 tor other
phaSes ot the satellite communications program
are quite large, we have determined that [!;he
mere tact that spent reactor fUels are
"blended up" and recycled through Hanf'ord
in order to increase Neptunium-237 production
is now unclassified: 1 However, the tact that
the Pu-238 used in ~e Transit IV-A was from
Hantord-derived material is classified Secret
Restricted Data. The materials per se and the
quantities and production rates involved are .
classified Secret Restricted Data because their
composition reveals classified information about
production reactor operations. .

u2. It haS been determined that the tact that
97.5~ enriched U-235 is being produced at the
Portsmouth Gaseous Dittusion Plant tor use in
weapons research and development is unclassified.
In add!tion, the tact that this material~ be·
used in a device to be tested at NTS is unclassi-
tied. The material per se is also unclassified.

AAdr (continued)
\.Ii essees:

Classitication Officers
Headquarters Division Directors
Operations Of'lice Managers
Senior Reviewers
Coordinating Organization Directors

. Responsible Reviewers~

r'~~~~::;,-;~::;I-T;'-lf:J-r--,'--YO-,7·'-~.~-,~~""':(i"':?:~r~-,/~.:~~'~1~~W;';:."",~.-:.-;;,-.-_-_-:: 1& diED S
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3. A question bas arisen concerning the
meah8Dics ot declassity1ng a classified re:port
title which no longer requires classifi
cation while retaining as classified the
report itself. In declasS1ty1ng a tit~,

the risk always exists that in marking a
title as being declassified, the marking mq .
be misconstrued to mean that the entire report
rather than just the title is declassified.
Since reports with classified titles usuall.y
bear a statement indicating that the title is
classified, by way ot mechaDics, it is suggested
that a stamp be made which would Une out this
statement and another stamp be attixed under
the title stating that the title~ i.
unclassified.

u

4. When a document is submitted to the Declassi- U
tication Branch, Oak Ridge, tor declass1tica1iion
review, it is suggested that code words or_nick
names used in the document be replaced by' an
appropriate word or phrase. In the event that
the document is later reproduced tor public ~

dissemination, it w11l be more'meaningfUl and
more easily understood by the general P1lblic.
The use ot obsolete code words or DicJmames in
many cases not only tend to COntuse the reader,
but may resul.t in the compromise ot classified
intormation. (Previous reterence to "code words"
is given in Classification Bulletin No. 38 dated
December 18, 1959, Item 2). ~

5. Copies at the Monthly Classification Bulletin U
which are distributed to Responsible Reviewers
and Coordinating Organization Directors are
personal copies provided to assist them in their
function as advisers to the Division ot Classi
tication. The Bulletins are intended to }n"ovide
them with 1ntormation relative to current clas8i
t~cation pollcy and to assist them in c8rr;r1ng
out their declassitication tunctions in accOrd8nce
with AEC Manual Cbapter3402. ' -

6. A revised classification guide tor continental U
test operations identified as CG-WT-l "AEc-ron
General Classification Guide tor Continental '
Test Operations" dated November 29, 1961 bas
been approved tor use. Copies ot the Guide have
been distributed to all personnel concerned vith
this program.

(continued)

~~
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7. The quantity of Lithium-6 available for U
unclassified research uses has been increased
from 25 kilograms to 50 kilograms total for
the AEC. It has also been determined that
up to a total of 1500 liters of Helium-3 per
year may be released for unclassified uses in
research and development. This is in addition
to the 1500 liters of Helium-3 eumulative total
alre~ declassified. The applicable topics
of OC Doc-65 will be changed in the next
revision to that GUide.
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!hoee Listed BelowTO

FROM C. L. Marshall, Direotor
Din-sion of Classitioation, BQ

SUBJEC1HOlll'BLY CLASSIFICATION BULLETDJ NO. 61

CICl'K

Claa.1t1oat101l
otI_

1. Melvin It. Heet has been appointed. ' U
Classifioation Otfioer, San lranoisoo
Operations Ottioe, replacing .... c.
Riokman.

2. Reference Classifioation Bulletin 11,9, .U
dated January 16, 1962, Item 1. "The
tact that the Pu-238 used in the
Transit IV-A vas trail Hantord-derived
materialn has been deolassified.
Please make appropriate p8D-and-1nk

J. change to retleot thj"s declassifioation
aotion.

3. A "Classifioation Guide tor the Vela U
Hotel Progr8ll on Detectors, Logios, and
Data Reduction" (CG-WVH-l) dated March "
1962 has been approved tor use. 'l'hi8
guide supplements, but does not supersede,
the "Classification Guide, Projeot Vela"
dated April 29, 1960.

(oontinued)

Addressees,
Classifioation Ottioers
Headquarters Division' Directors
Operat1~ Ottioe Managers
Senior Reviewers
CoOrdinating Organisation Direotors
Responsible Reviewers " .

-:#1.. . III,.
This document oontaiDs restricted data,.~t
in the AtaIlio Energy Aot or 109. i -, U.lilt ~1iaJ
ali as dj eel PI! & e • 1& oan'ten..... 111 ., JUID'IeP tel
an unaMhai"ised perSOD 18 pr~ited.· .
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4. It is to be noted that classification U
guides which contain weapon data as
defined in !EC Manual Chapter 2108
(e.g. OC Doc-71) bear a marking ·AtaDio
Weapon Data. n Such olassifioation
guides, however, are not weapon data
reports and are not subjeot to th&"-
provisions of Seotions IV, V, and VI'
of AlC Manual Appendix 2108.

$. The Ultra High Temperature Reactor (tJB'lREX) U
has been added to the list of unolassified
reactors.

6. Topios 6.3.3.1 and 6.3.4.1 of OC Doc-65 U
"Classifioation Guide tor Souroe, Speoial
Nuolear, and other Materials and Shipping
Forms tor Souroe and Speoial Nuclear
Materials" have been revised to indicate
that any quantity of l1thium-6 or lithilB-7
allooated for unolassified researCh use i8
unolassified. This change will be re-
fleoted in a revised version of OC D00-65
to be issued in the near tuture.

7. The Camrd.ssion has determined that the fore- I-RD
oasts ot produotion, aotual produotion rate.,.,
or operation reoords vh1Ch rewal over-all
plant produotion rates of l1th1um-6 for
weapon purposes produoed subsequent to
April 2, 1962 are ol88sified Secret -
Restrioted Data; similar information WhiCh
rewal 9Wr-all plant produotion rates of
11thium-6 for weapon purposes produced
prior to April 2, 1962 remains olassified
Top Seoret - Restrioted Data. Appropriate
notice of changes in DC Doo-58 "A Guide to
the Use of the Classifioation 'Top Secret'n
has been issued.

111&
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum~
TO

FROM

: Those Listed Below

. AJ, >I'Ji,AlvP', 4Mf~
;~~\Mars~irector
j-Division of Classification, HQ

SUBJECT: MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLETIN NO. 63

1. The following reactor facUities have been
added to the list of unclassified reactors:

a. Bare Reactor Experiment, Nevada (Civil
Effects Test Reactor, ABC, Division of
Biology and Medicine), BREN

b. Liquid Fluidized Bed Reactor, Critical
Experiment FacUity, Martin Nuclear,
Middle River, Maryland, LFBR-CX

DATE: August 31, 1962

Classification
of Item

u

2. LON B L 0 refers to a class~fied nuclear
ramjet missile study by the Navy. The fact that
LON B LOis a nuclear ramjet missile and its
association with the Department of Navy is
unclassified. Classified info1'lllation developed
in Project Pluto is being used in this study.

This project is not to be confused with another
Navy project called LOB LO, a chemical ramjet
missile project. LOB L 0 has no connection
with the Pluto project. The fact that LOB L 0
is a chemical ramjet missile and its association
with the Department of Navy is unclassified.

3. The following United Kingdom security markings
are in use on UK reports received from the Atomic
Energy Commission Research Establishment, Harwell

u

u

t;§~~~~~:l~::tor. ;~~I~;r~~~~-()-....
Senior Reviewers ",',em.:.::z::::::=:,~, o~rH~EP~(~m~:c:~fl~~•••

Coordinating Organization Directors
Responsible Reviewers

-
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and Atomic FCD.pons Research Establishment,
Aldermaston:

a. Top Secret Atomic, Secret Atomic, and
Confidential Atomic

(UK documents with this marking are to be marked
and safeguarded as Restricted Data at the equiva
lent classification.)

b. Top Secret, Secret and Confidential with an ex
planatory wording I1This document contains no
classified atomic energy information. 11

(UK documents are to be marked and safeguarded
as Defense Information at the equivalent
classification.)

c. Official Use Only with the additional l~itation

"This document is the property of the UK Atomic
Energy Authority and attention is called to
the penalties attaching to any infringement of
Official Secret Acts. 11

(UK documents so marked require a protection
comparable to Confidential Defense Information.
UK documents marked 11000" without the "Official
Secrets Acts" stamp are equivalent to 110UO"
as presently used by the USAEC.)

d. Not for publication.

(This is not a UK security marking but is in
use for documents which contain information
of marginal value which is not ripe for publi
cation or which are of only local interest or
which contain unconfirmed scientific or
technical information which should be pro
tected from premature publication for this
or s~ilar reasons.)

e. Unclassified.

(This mark is similar to USAEC "Unclassified"
except that the UK document may include some
additional stamp to protect the author's
publication rights.)

4. Reference Classification Bulletin No. 62, item 8.
To clarify the intlmt or: this it~~ml "Gub-mdc'e"

C-RD
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has been defined: those oxides with an c~~y::::.:.~to

uranium ratio of less than 1.8 are considered to
be "sub-oxides" and are classified under item 8.

5. The following principles on the classification of
heat exchangers have been adopted:

a. Features of heat exchangers, whether of design
or fabrication, that are primarily useful in
space applications are classified.

b. Regardless of its design, the association of a
heat exchanger (even a shelf item) which is
being used for a space application is classified
when its association with that space application
would reveal classified information about the
space application.

c. Features of heat exchangers which have universal
applicat;on in heat exchanger design and fabri
cation are not classified.

These principles may only be used as a basis for
preparing and revising classification guides. It
would not be proper to use them as classification
guide topics in themselves.

6. The following classification guides have been
approved for use:

a. The second edition of the "Classification
Guide for the Reactor SNAP Program", CG-RRS-2,
dated July 1962; the second edition supersedes
CG-RRS-l dated August 9, 1961.

b. "Classification Guide for the Isotopic Power
Program", CG-RIP-l, dated May 15, 1962. This
guide supersedes CG-RIS-l dated July 12, 1961.

C-RD

u
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TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

Those Listed Below

~
'Jt~t~'..- ({,~4<J.1A~

. • ~ Marshall, Director
Division of Classification, HQ

MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLErIN NO. 65

C:CPK

DATE: December 26, 1962

Classification
of Item .

1. Since the issuance of Classification Bulletin
Ho. 59, Item 1, dated January 16, 1962~ further
study has been given to the pOlilibility of
deducing the SRP reactor flux from the isotopic
composition of plutonium-238. It hal been con
cluded that it is not possible to estimate the
flux of the SRP reactors from the isotopic
composition of Pu-238. Plutonium-238 as a material
per se is unclassified.

Cumulative total production data and production
rate information must remain classified as long
as there is a classified military requirement which
could be estimated by knowledge of the difference
between the.total amounts of Pu-238 produced and
the quantities of Pu-238 allocated to unclassified
uses. The quantity of Pu-~38 produced ls classified
Secret Restricted Data. Shipments for classlfied
uses must be classified. Shipments for unclassified
uses maY.,be unclassified. In those instances where
the tact of use of Pu-238 in a device is unclassi
fied, ~ut the quantity used is classified, e.g.,
SNAP 9A, shipments of the material may be unclassi
fied provided no correlation can be established
between the quantity shipped ·and the quantity used
in the device.

C-RD

2. Reference Classification Bulletin No. 64, Item 3, U
the following additional test data for underg~ound

nuclear events held at the Nevada Test Site cluring
Operation NOUGAT have been declassified for use by
sei.-ologists in their study of detectability of
nuclear tests as well as''in furthering the science
of .8e1811010gy: -~_.",,~- f'" ; •. ~...-. ~ .,_, ....." ~tor,.·,l'''''f''·'<.4Jfn.-~t.....f:'':'-.''=.... ..,..~ ...~:.....~.c/~..,.."", t.:

~ei:n::~~o:-~;s:~; ~~~i~~J,\:·":;~,,·2J:,~;;~'. -I
~=t:..~~i mann.: :~.~o=:~:r~:~ '" ~... ,"::E~~
~il prohibited. q -':, ,-
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EVENT ~ !m MEDIlII UBLD DEPTH
;

STOAT January 9, 1962 l6:30:00.l3SZ Alluvi\lll 4.5 n' 1000'

DANNY BOY March 5, 1962 l8:l5:00.118Z Ba••lt 0.430 ~ 110'

BRAZOS March 8, 1962 l8:00:00.~06Z Alluvi_ 7.aD 850'

HOOSIC March 28, 1962 l8:00:00.l63Z tuff 3J:r 620'

DOBMOUSE II AprilS, 1962 l8:00:00.l31Z Al1uviua 9.7 U rJ ~ . ,
, ~, I

PIATTE April 14, 1962 l8:00:00.12S~ Tuff 1.6 IlT 6~81

3. The fact that the August 12, 1958 0RA¥GB event
Operation Hardtack I produced 2.8xlO~4 atams of
Rhodium-102 has been declassified.

4. Reference MOnthly Classification Bulletin No. 31,
Item 2,'Which states that the (PT) Plasma Tb.~·
couple Reactor being developed at LASL hal been
added to the unclassified fields of research.
This reactor has now been removed from the
unclassified fields. The classification policy
concerning it will be covered in CG·RTC-l which
will be issued shortly.

5. It has been determined that the reactors li.ted
below can be designed and constructed on an
unclassified basis:

<a) the 10 MW(t) Experimental Beryllium OXide
Reactor

(b) the Prototype Maritime Gas-Cooled Reactor.

Addressees:
Classification Officers
Headquarters Division Directors
Operations Office Managers
Senior Reviewers
Coordinating Organization Directors
Responsible Reviewers

e2J~

u
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Memorandum
Those Listed Below

C. L. Marshall, D1rector~
Dinsion of Classification, HQ

SUBJECT: MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLETIN NO. 66

C:CFK

DATE: March 20, 1963

Classification
ot Item

1. The "Joint us/UK Nuclear Weapons Classification
Guide" (CG-W-l) dated October 1962, has been
issued tor use. This guide, lIhich has a more
limited distribution, supersedes OC Ooc-71
''Weapo~ Classification Guide" dated April 5,
1960, OC Doc-57 "Supplement Limited Circulation
GuideR dated January 1, 1958, and all prenously
issued AEC-DOD Weapons Classification .Guides.

2. The tact that tritium is produced at Hanford inci
dental to the operation ot the Hanford production
reactors (i.e., in the control rods and blanket
operations) is unclassified. J:ny elaboration or
indication of a deliberate program to produce large
scale quantities ot tritium in the Hanford produc
tion reactors is classified Confidential Restricted
Data.

3. CG-WFD-l "Classification Guide for Weapons Program
Financial Data" dated November 1962 has been
approved for use. The guide supersedes the
"Classification Guide tor Program 03 (Weapons)
Financial Data" dated August 25, 1961.

4. The Argonne National Laboratory "Fast Reactor Test
FacilitY" - FARET and "Argonne Advanced Research
ReactorP - AARR, have been added to the list of
unclassified reactors.

Addressees:
Classification Ofticers
Headquarters Dinsion Directors
Operations Ottice Managers
Senior Reviewers
Coordinating Organization Directors
Responsible Reviewers

. 80S'S SD:1ilCi;;:

u

C-RD .

u

u
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5. The mere fact that uranium-loaded graphite fuel
e laments are used in the KIWI-B series of reactors
as well as in the NERVA (Nuclear Engine Reactor
Vehicle Application) and Phoebus (advanced series
of reactors' following KIWI-B) reactors has been
declassified.

6. Effective January 21, 1963, a new branch, Policy
and Standards Branch, has been established in the
Division of Classifioation. Mr. Ivan G. Rice has
been appointed Chief of the branch.

The branch is responsible to the Division Director
for: (1) the development of statements and guides
which, when approved, will define the Commission's
policies for the classification and declassification
of Restricted Data and other classified information;
(2) the evaluation of proposed program classification
guides for conformance with the Canmission's basic
policy statements; and (3) planning and coordinating
the -appraisal of the performance of classification
functions by other divisions and offices.

The new branch will be staffed by reassignment of
personnel formerly in the Classification Branch of
the Division of Classification, as follows:

Ivan G. Rice, Chief
Howard F. Gunlock, Senior Classification Anaqst
Loretta E. Coffey, Secretary

The organization of the Division of Classification is
now as follows:

Director, Charles L. Marshall
Deputy Director, Wilbur A. Strauser
Chief, Classification Branch, MUlTay L. Nash
Chief, Policy & Standards Branch, Ivan G. Rice
Chief, Declassification Branch, Herman F. Carroll

Deputy Chief, Declassification Branch, Jack H. Kahn

u

u

4S
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FROM

Those Listed Below

C. L. Marshall, Director
Division of C1assificatio

DATE: August 17, 1964

SUBJECT: CLASSIFICATION BULLETIN NO. 72

C:CFK

1. AEC and AEC contractor personnel have been periodically receiving
special Department of Commerce Bureau of Census report forms requesting
info~tion on various phases of the ABC research and development and
production programs. From the nature of the questions asked, it is appar
ent that replies, if not carefully considered, could divulge classified
information. Local procedures should be instituted to assure that the
replies to these questionnaires receive adequate classification review
before transmittal. Unresolved questions regarding the proper classifi
cation of information should be submitted to the Division of Classifi-
cation for review. U

2. The Division of Classification has been reorganized. The Division
Directory is now as follows:

.8HPIBBNI1AL

Assistant Director for Operations - Murray L. Nash

stricted
Atomic

4. Its trans
disclosure of its

auy manner to aq,
orized person is prohibited.

This document canta
data as defined
Energy Act 0

mittal 0

conte
u

Director - Charles L. Marshall
Deputy Director - Leonard M. Brenner

Buy U.S. SaIlings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

~OI o't/Jllf'i.l

(Cont'd)

Addressees:
Classification Officers
Headquarters Division Directors
Operations Office Managers
Senior Reviewers
Coordinating Organization Directors
Responsible Reviewers

GROUP 1
Excluded from automatic downgrading
and declassification.

l
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Classification Branch
Chief - Charles F. Ioesel

Senior Classification Analyst - L. ~ Kallm,er
Senior Classification Analyst - R. L. MOrgan
Senior Classification Analyst - H. E. Neef

Declassification Branch (oak Ridge Iztension)
Chief - Berman F. Carroll
Assistant Chief - Jack B. I&bn

Classification Analyst - R. A. Carpenter
Classification Analyst - R. L. Jackson
Classification Analyst - Ted Redmon
Classification Analyst - E. J. Thurin

Assistant Director for Plans and Policy - Ivan G. tice

Senior Policy Officer - Joe R. Patton
Senior Classification Analyst - B. C. Feldman
Senior Classification Analyst - B. F. Gunlock
Senior Classification Analyst - D. J. Pflaum

Mr. Neef, formerly Classification Officer, SAN, joined the Division on July 19,
1964. U

3. The actual yield of the Ivy "Mike" event "10.4 megatons" held OCtober 31,
1952 has been declassified. U

4. The fact that the best estimate for the yield of the Biroshtma weapon
is 18.5 ± 5 kilotons and for the Nagasaki weapon is 23 ± 2 kilotons is
unclassified. U

5. The following classification guides have been approved for use:

CG-PNE-l - "Classification Guide for the Peaceful Application of
Nuclear Explosives" dated February 1964 (supersedes
OC-Doc-64)

CG-RIP-2 - "Classification Guide for the Isotopic Power Program"
dated June 1964 (supersedes CG-RIP-l)

(Cant 'd)

<pA P • I • P Y 7 T '\IE&;
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CG-WV-2 - "Classification Guide for Nuclear Test Detection
Satellite - Project Vela" dated March 1964 (supersedes
CG-WVH-l)

CG-RAR-2 - "ARC-DOD Classification Guide for the Arrq Nuclear
Power Program" dated June 1964 (supersedes CG-BAR-l) U

6. In April, the President announced that Pu production will be reduced by
20%. The fact that this reduction is based on our Pu production rate after
the Hanford NPR goes into full scale operation is unclassified. Any elabo
ration which would reveal the relative proportion of the remaining Pu pro
duction capacity~ represented by the NPR or aay other reactor, is classified
Secret-Restricted Data. A statement of the net percentage reduction, without
the NPR is also classified Secret-Restricted Data. C-RD

7. The Department of State and the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency uses
the designation ''L1JDited Official Use" for official information which is not
classified but which, in the public interest, should not be given general
circulation. Because of its sensitivity, we have been requested to protect
''L1JDited Official Use" information within the United States as Confidential
Defense Information and outside the United States as Secret Defense
Information. U

8. The Commission has established for planning purposes new charges for
nuclear explosive services for peaceful applications. Potential users can
plan on a charge of about $350,000 per nuclear explosive with a yield
equivalent to lOKI and a charge of about $600,000 for a nuclear explosive
with a yield equivalent to about 2Mr. The tentative charge would cover
the arming and firing services as well as the explosive itself. U

9. Employees should be alerted to the fact that when an unclassified
message is transmitted electrically by teletype, telegraph, cable or
facsimile, communications centers and commercial communication companies,
as well as the addressee, may hold copies. If it is later found necessary
to classifY such a message, a copy of the classified upgrading notice should
be addressed to the supervisor of the AEC or ARC contractor communications
center which handled the original transmission and a copy to the local security
office for appropriate action. U

C9IfPIBBU!!Afi

. .,
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LNITED STATES GO\"ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

: Those Listed Below

: C. L. Marshall, D1recto~
Division of Classification, HQ

SUBJECT: CLASSIFICATION BULLETIN NO. 71

C:CFK

The following classification guidance on lasers and laser applications, ,
dtmpevelloped jOiintly by the AEC and the OOD, has been approved for 1mDediate """,

ementat on:

1. Research and development on lasers aDd laser ~stems shall·
be classified if the maximum power output is lOll watts or
greater and the total energy output is 103 joules or greater.
(Note: in order to avoid unnecessa~ classification, these
numbers will be re-examtned annually ~ a joint AlC/DOD group
to determine if they are still appropriate);

2. Regardless of maximum power output or total energy output, any
application of lasers (government or private) will be classified
as Restricted Data if it will produce an ignition of DD mixtures
or Dr mixtures. (Note for the Commission, if such a laser appli
cation is not primarily intended for atomic weapon purposes,
classification as Restricted Data would depend on passage into
law of the proposed definition of a "nuclear explosive device".)
Note: Ignition is defined as occurring when there is a 1'1 rise
in temperature or a 1'1 rise tn the mean kinetic energy of the
charged particles of the gas at any point in the gas mixture
as a result of thermonuclear reactions.

Buy U.S. Sal1ings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

Addressees:
Classification Officers
Headquarters Division Directors
Operations Office Managers
Senior Reviewers
Coordinating Organization Directors
Responsible Reviewers

GROUP 1
Excluded from automatic downgrading
and declassification.

sECkEt

RlUJfRVUD DATA,

This document contains re cted
data as defined tn t tomic
Energy Act of 19 Its trans-
mittal or t isc10sure of its
conten n aay maDDer to an
~~borized person is prohibited.
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3. Work on or with lasers directed toward a classified goal (e.g.,
pure fusion weapons or anti-ICBM devices) will be conducted on
a classified basis.

Information classified under the above principles will be categorized as
Restricted Data if it falls within the definition of Restricted Data as set
forth in the Atom1c Energy Act. It is expected that most of the iDformation
classified under principle (1) will be Defense Information and that most, if
not all, of the information classified under priDciple (2) will be Restricted
Data. The classification of the work covered by priDciple (3) would depend
upon the classification of the goal toward which the work is directed.

It should be noted that since Restricted Data is DOt iDvolved principle (1)
above can be applied only to government and government contract work with
assurance that it will be effective siDce it is doubtful that DI classifi
cation can be placed on private work under existing laws unless a patent
is applied for in which case a Secrecy Order may be placed on the invention.

PriDciple (2) can be applied to both government and government contractor
and to private research on the theory that Restricted Data will be 1.D.volved.
This principle is iDtended to classifY applications of lasers with lower
energies or power outputs which by causiDg ignition might result iD the
design of a pure fusion weapon. Its application is intended to prevent the
inadvertent release of injormation which might constitute a "break-through"
in the use of lasers for pure fusion weapons. It is understood, of course,
that applications of lasers w!th peak power less than 1011 watts and total
energy output of less than 10 joules would be unclasaified unless they
produced the ignition effect described iD principle (2), or unless the work
was being directed toward a classified goal as provided for in priDciple (3).
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TO

FROM

: Classification Committee Chairmen

~C~:Lri. L. Marshall, Director
a'Division of Classification, Washington, D. C.

DATJ1: January 27J 1958

This document contains~ag
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SUBJEcr: MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLETIN, NO. 15

~YMBOL: C:CFK

1. The practice of copying "subject" lines from classified correspondencE
has resulted, in some instances, in the "subject" lines used on mail
receipts and on incoming and outgoing mail logs being in themselves
classified.

It has been suggested therefore, that, where feasible, the subject
,ti7'H'?S in c:L;~s~::;"i::i.-?\i c:J7..tcspcndance shou..1..d be ·.t:.:.cl:::i.G~ified.. ~~..~~.~
,",~..,~l.;ic~ .;a·~~, ..:d~ .... ~.J.W ~.) raq:r..iir-uQ..., 1,11& :.:L'~ ~'.;'J:"'': .:.;~."""..:;.:...: ~~"':i. __ :",; _... :!
the correspondence, its proper level of classification in parenthese5
at the end of the "subject" line.

2. Any aspects of molten salt reactor design relating specifically to
aircraft application will remain classified, ~o.r.mation.s>n
mQJ~en s~~treactors~ot.~lating specifically to the .air.~~~t

nuclear propUlsio'n program has been declassifie-d. The fact that
this wo'rk 'was discarded from' the ANP Program as an unsuccessful
approach is classified and no direct reference or inference should
be made in an unclassified document.

3. The fact' that the ORNL Fission Product Pilot Plant Facility (F3P)
is separating large quantities of Ce-144 is unclassified.
Additional information originated by ORNL in the preparation of
Ce-144 will be classified in accordance with topics which will be
incorporated as part of topic 2 o~ the SNAP-I Classification
Guide, scC-4.

4. It has been detennined that analytical data on research issuances
of U-233 is unclassified. However, specifications or statements
as to allowable limits of impurities or other analytical data
which would indicate weapons requirements are classified.

5. Although AEC 3401-093 refers to the obsolete marking "Restricted" J

this part of the AEC Manual Chapter should not be used as authority
to declassify documents. AEC 3401-093 merely describes the pro
cedures for reviewing "Restricted" documents. Those instances in

f?ESiiilSim ERTA
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which the Classification Officers have authority to dec1assir,y,
cited at the meeting of Classification Committee Chairmen, 13bruary
1956 and listed in Paragraph 3b of the minutes of that lJleeting,
should be used as authority to declassify documents.

6. The Hot Loop Program at the Atomic Energy or Cenada,Limited,
Chalk River, Ontario, Canada, concerned solely with the Civilian
Reactor Program has been declassified. However, work on this
program involving military reactors will be classified initial.ly
and reviewed for declassification.

7. Since the mercury to be used in the GE-ANPD HmE-J reactor is for
health and safety purposes and will play no part in the operational
reactor, all shipments of mercury and the use of mercury in connec
tion with this reactor are unclassified.

8. 1~ IJ1So:.-sj.Li.eat~.o~ g~;ide :r. c;c "tilt:: CCl-rn·~l~.+...'!.r.=: ;:l:::J.fl~!" ~ the Betl\-J..
"'ea.v" ;.7 ,.~·,-:···., .'>';,---..• 01- t.'1e Y_J.,? ,i1 F-n-r: O··~~ n.: "O'e ~""S h~""" ,"rI"\-.... l··"'(·lU tI .- _ ........u\,;; .., ....v!-'. rJ... •. J. • ..I.... ,..... I' .. co ~... ~_~. Jl...L"""'t"'"!. ~ """''-\..i .!-'.!..• 'J "':;

for use. Those offices concerned with this project .y oota..LU
copies from the Classification Officer, Oak Ridge Operations Office.

9. It has been determined that the design studies on a Gas-Cooled
Reactor at Oak Ridge National Iaboratory, Kaiser Engineers and
American Car and Foundry may be conducted on an unclassified basis
undp-r the following conditions: the natural or slighUy enriched
uranium, graph!te moderated, gas-eooled power reactor plant !Day be
designed, built, and operated on an unclassified basiB, with the
exception that any classified militarr or production reactor int'qr
mation used in these studies must remain classifie{unt11 reviewed
for declassification b,y the Division of Classification.

"II'

10•. The ORNL Homogeneous Reactor Program technology has been approved
for inclusion in the Unclassified Areas of Research.

11 1
!

,
-

12. The General Atomic Division of the General Dynamics Corporation has
been advised that the three research and isotope-producing reactors
identified as TRIG A, REGA 10-30 and IRGA~ built by General Atomic,
have been added to the list of unclassified reactc_s.
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13. Tnformation which does not reveal classified ore procurement
information relating to the extraction of Ionium from Uranium
waste residues is unclassified.

14. "A Guide to the Use of the Classification 'Top Secret "'
identified as OC Doc-IS, dated November 15, 1952, is now
obsolete. A revised version is being issued and will be
identified as OC Doc-58. '

15. AECL has been advised that the quantities of uranium, natural
or enriched, shipped from Chalk River to the United States are
unclassified. In addition, the quantities of plutonium alloy
alre~dy sold and shipped from Chalk River to the United States
are unclassified. However; the prices the United States pays
~~ r.a~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~ ur~nium ,are classified.

16. A class~l'~cat.i.ol1 ~U.J.u.d ~(Jr iJi:;.~ :i:a.1J:(.,:t·~ ~~i-=i5~.J:''' .:,;:v~u::~ R.';'~::'!'"'-/

Program has been approved. Other offices in the Commission
having a need for this guide should request copies from the
Classification Officer, Hanford Operations Office.
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1. It. .. should....be.. noted. that.. the....IISherwood. Classification Guide",
dated March~2O.,.-12S1.,_.(oq.~Dac:..S5J.. 1ncluded topics which •
perm1tted..informat1on..tQ.ba.. or1g1n~ted 88 unclassified. .
.Although....the. current_:~SherwoodClassilicati on Guide", dated
Deceml?er 12, 1957, .. (DC Doc-59), specifi~s that the controlled
t.!'ua-':'~'l~J~~!'" ~70o:le,,+." "p.ll "r3n:+,inUE' tl' h~ "''!:-.':"~.a~ ~'.~t- r:~. .~
. ~ .. '" .;~.; d' ~ G···· Doc-~9 TO " t ~ ......... ,:.",.' •... - ....... ·o.h.~ s _e l:las..s.,: lJ. ;] iliClS 1. , .~_._"'"'' ..:co..• ·r~ ""n.. -.u. e
lIdcla8S1.11.ed· 'topics or uU1Joc-~5. Accorci~gly, any 1nrormat1on
talling within .the unclassified topics !,f OC Doc-55 may be .
originated as unclassified and need not be submitted to the
Division ot Classification tor. review betore release. However,'
information which taIls within the unclassUied 'topics ot the
c'Urrent "She~d Classification Guide" J (OC Doci-59), JIlUSt bear'
an original class1f1cation and be submittpd to the Division or
Classification. for review betore release. I. .

2. The. tact .that up to 20,000 curies per year ot Krypton is trapped'
. at ·Idaho .Chemical Processing Plant and shipped to Oak Ridge tor
:r.adioiSotopes sale'is unclassified. Howev~r, the tact that the
lCPP is not processing MTR; ErR or other research or power reactor
fuels, 'but· is stockpiling tor later processing is classitied
Conf~qential'Res~rictedData.

3. "1.' CJ.a:sSif1cat.ion. gpide tor the S3G/S4a project has now been approved
tor lise'. ,This guide is designed to provide classification guidance
tar all phases at the Submarine Advanced Reactor Projecil. .

4. A classif'ica:tion·, gUide tar the KIWI-A has been approved tor use.
This guide is designed to provide classification guidance tor a
nuclear research reactor being designed at LASL to obtaiU design
information tor prototype nuclear propulsion reactors. .

5. A classification guide for the Army Reactors Experimental (AREA) 
bas been approved for .use. This guide is designed to provide
classification guidance tor the master planning, design,

a-..SiuiC1&J MA
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construction and ,operation of the reactors ~xisting, authorized
and proposed, to 'be located at the AREA of the Nationa~ Reactor
Test Station.

6. It has been determined that the following facts on the heat
transfer reactor experiment (HTRE-l) are classified:

•
a.

b.

c.

d.

~.

The mere fact that HTRE-l contains metallic fuel elements

The total power of HTRE-l

The ~Gre fact that HTRE-l shield consists of water, steel
and lead

The mere fact that water is used in the HTRE-l as a
reflector or moderator

:0: ..:: :TIf:'?"~ .~~~4: t.h:'lt a; t' or water is used in the HTRE-l is
uncla·:;si:tied.

,"

1. It has been ,deterMined that .one kilogram or less of yttrium
associated with the Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion program is un
elassified.

8. A new AEC }~ual Chapter 3406, dated April 11, 1958, which
establishes AEC policy in the appraisal of the classification
programs and practices of headquarters, divisions and offices,
operations offices, area offices and contractors, has been
distributed. A suggested list of points to be covered and
remarks concerning procedure and written reports appear in the
"Classification Appraisals Guide", copies of which are available.
from the Division of Classification.

9. It has been determined that the following financial data for
Projects Pluto and Rover are unclassified: Contract total and
AEC total; the approximate number of scientists at work on
these projects is also unclassified.

10. It has been determined that the following facts on the research
and development use of tungsten in weapons is unclassified: '

a. The mere interest of weap~ns research and development
laboratories in tungsten

b. .The procurement of high density tungsten by weapons
~esearch and development laboratories

c. The fact that tungsten is used in weapons

d. The quantity of tungsten p!"ocured for weapons research and
development laboratories •

.~
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li. .The code ,"ord "HADEX" for the procurement of yttrium by the AEC
has been compromised; this term should no longer be used as a
code word for this program. However, documents in the files
containing this code ,word need not be upgraded. ·The term
"yttrium" will be used and classified if the interest in yttrium
by the office using this name is classified. Item 5 of
Classification Bulletin ~o. 12 is hereby superseded by the
qlassification guidance above.

12. A classirlcation guide entitled "Chicago Operations Office
Procurement Classification Guide" identified as CLA-2L.6 has
been approved for use. This Guide is designed to give
classification guidance for the proper protection of informa
tion concerned with the centralized procurement of certain
·3pE:G1a:~. reactor TIle.te:~ia..l~;.

13. The following general policy on the classification of financial
and budget data has been devised for use by the Division of
Classification:

1. Dollar payments for classified work are unelassified,
provided the classified basis for these paJ~ents is not
revealed or inferred.

Budget activity numbers, however, may reveal the classi
fied basis. for payments (See items 6, 7, and 8).

2. Total dollars (cost, obligation, or budget) for individual
operations office, area office, or contractor are unclassi
fied. (See items 7 and 8).

J. Dollar or other cost breakdown into production, research
and development, procurement, etc. by a contractor, area
office, operations office or the AEC for unclassified
activities is unclassified. In applying this rule, care
should be exercised to prevent the disclosure of information
classified under item 8.

4. For construction projects, total costs, obligations and
estimates are unclassified unless the existence or
magnitude of the project is classified. Hmiever, documents
'givin[ this data must be classified if they include
classified descriptions of the projects. .

5. The methods by which the Commission computes its costs are
classified.

5.1 The depreciation figures for production plants are
classified.
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5.2 The fact that the AEC uses a fifteen percent general
overhead factor in determining prices is unclassified.

6. Budget activity 'numbers with associated dollar values are
classified when the dollars or costs connected with the
specific activity are classified.

6.1 The association of budget activity numbers with
unclassified account titles is unclassified. (From
a classification standpoint it is difficult to keep
the association of two items, which in themselves
are unclassified, classified.)

6.2 To determine if information in which budget activity
numbers appear is classified, replace the activity
number with its account title; if the information is
now classified it is also classified when the activity
nll.'TIber .~:~;; 11DiJd :·11:'~10Ut i~~~~ ;j,e~c.U(li: t1t,1.'a.

7. Financial data which reveals a program whose existence is
classified must also be classified.

B. To protect the emphasis, direction and/or rate of progress
of classif.ied programs, the folloWing is classified:

8.1 Dollar or other cost breakdowns into production,
research and development, procurement, etc. by any
contractor, area office, operations office or the
AEC for lithium procurement, special nuclear materials,
weapons, aircraft nuclear propulsion, missile pro
pulsion~ and long range detection programs.

9. Unit costs of source and special nuclear materials are
classified.

10. Unit costs of any weapon part from which an estimate of
classified, production rates may be obtained are classified
unless their declassification is specifically approved by
the Director, Division of Classification, Headquarters.

The guidance listed above may be used by Operations Offices and
Headquarters Divisions in preparing classification guides for
financial and budget data which cover their operations. The
topics may not be used as authority to declassify or to
originate information as unclassified, except upon spec1fic dele
gation by the Director, Division of Classification.
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1. Item 6 of Classification BuUetin No. 21 should be U
revised to read .~~quest~.t9rc9piesof this guide should
be addressed to tl.1e Manager, New York Operations Office".
Requests for copies of "C~8.ssit1cationGuide for Project
Pluto" 00-26, shou;J.d alsC? be addressed to the Manuel'":
1i1:00.

2. ~~~_~e~~dbs been' de~~~~itiedandh4.IL9~en placed C-RD
in Unclas8l!ied Fields of Researcl1. with the provis1onthat
tuture project Sherwooq. developmeDts which have miJ1tary _
.ianirir.~nce are automatic~ classified. ( I

~ ~.
1$0).

,,:
~3. '!'he topics of OC Doc-44, "Declassification Guide for C-RD

Responsible Reviewers" J relating to the fabrication and
IIetallurgy of plutonium allOY'S have been revised. Notice
ot the revisions have been sent to all holders of copies
of 00 Doc-44. .

4. 1 representative of .the DiviSion of Class1t1cation U
visited the Hanford Operations Office to discuss classi
fication problems relating to the New Production Reactor

.1. Fl•• bAlk'
This document contains 'Restricted Dat s
defined in the Atomic Ene ,4.
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. .
(NPR) program. Another repre~enta~ive of the division
met with AEC and c:~ntr~ct~r.personnel at Sandia Corpora
tion and South Al~11.qu~rq~e Works, Albuquerque, New Mexico;
Los Alamos Scientif+c Lab.orator,yj Silas Mason-~ason and
Hanger CompaDY', ~ill0, Texas j and the Bendix Company,

. Kansas City, Missouri, tor- an orientation tour ot the
tacilities and to discuss plassification problems relat
ing to their programs.

Addressees:
W. H. Lawrence, ALOO .
Charles E. Teeter, Jr., 000
C. L. Robinson, HOO
Alan T. MorphewJ moo
~o ~. ~l~~~~~~~ C~00

~~! ~ )<'.. Moo~·e. SAN
J. H. Kruth, SRUO
L. C. Cooper, soO
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2. The infor.mation originated in connection with the OUO
Diogenes exercise which reveals the details of the
methods used in conducting the exercise is classified
Confidential Defense Information. The general lessons
learned as a result of the exercise are Official Use
Only. Any special materials or equipment used in the
exercise are Secret Defense Information. Restricted
Data was not inherent in this exercise; however, infor-
mation associated with this exercise which is classified
by reason of an existing classification guide topic
shall continue to carry the classification assigned by
that topic. Distribution of all Diogenes information
will be controlled by the Directors of the Divisions of
Nuclear Materials Management and International Affairs.

3. The mere fact of operation of the HTRE-2 and HTRE-3 C-RD
without details as to the specific dates of operation
or the length of time of operation is unclassified.
However, the fact that the ANP accident which occurred
at the Initial Engine Test at NRTS on November 13, 1958
occurred in the HTRE-3 is classified Confidential
Restricted Data.

""' ,_,,'/~uJ
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4. oc Doc-33 has now been superseded by OC Doc-65. It is U
anticipated that copies of the new guide will be dis
tributed about March:15~ 1"959.· ' ... :: ...,. .

5. The following classification guidance concerning the C-RD
classification of plutonium procured from Canada has
been approved:

(a) All quantities of uranium or plutonium shipped
between Canada and the U.S. are unclassified.

(b) The fact that" such shipments are made is unclas-

(c) The unit price the U.S. pays Canada for the
plutonium is classified Confidential Defense
Infomation.

(d) The total dollar value of the plutonium
purchased for any period of time is Confidential
Defense Infomation.

6. The fact that Atomics International is investigating U
the potential app!ication of thermocouples for the
direct conversion of heat to electricity (non-rotating
conversion equipment) for the SNAP II project is unclas
sified.

7. The following classification guidance on weapons S:PI
testing has been distributed:

(a) The fact that any AEO weapons laboratory is
maintaining a capability to test nuclear
weapons at NTS or EPO is unclassified.

(b)

(c)

Any information that reveals that the AEC plans
might include a resumption of testing before or
after October 31, 1959, is classified Secret
Defense Infonnation. . ,_

~~ .
,With respect to~experiments; any information
that reveals that the !EC is' engaged in or has
plans for any experiJnents involving nuclear
fissiori:a.ssociated with the testing program is
classified Secret Defense Infomation.

" .....
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8. The mere fact that the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant S-RD
can or will process ANP program reactor fuels in
general without identifying particular reactors either
by name, designation or type is unclassified. In
addition, the mere fact that the ICPP can or will
process fuels for the following specific reactors or
reactor types is also unclassified:

.
(a) All ANP test reactors (AS~, GTR, etc.) and BrRE-l,

HTRE-2, and HTRE-3.

However, this information When related to other experi
!;re:-rv~,";' ) ;'," :'·':;':.cj::.:;~~~ a.nd arr.r A}[P rr-tlp'..11sion reactG!'. :,.-,
.., '...... _._ w...' ..

9. Reference is made to Classification Bulletin No. 10,
Item 2, and Bulletin No. 20, Item 10. It is no longer
necessar,y to classify~ AEC document Which has been
classified because pf the association of 93.4% enriched
U-235 with the terms Itfully enriched." or "top product".

'However, the fact that 93.4% enriched U-235 is "weapon
grade" is classified Secret Restricted Data.·'

-.- ."

S-RD

.J

10. A meeting was held on Januar,r 30, 1959, in the Office
of the Secretary of Defense to discuss the matter of
the classification of photographs. It was formally
recognized that the AEC and DOD use different criteria
in determining the releaseability of photographs
depicting ground level and aerial views of atomic energy
production and weapons installations. It was agreed
that it was desirable for both agencies to collaborate
in establishing a new national poli~J on this subject.
This Division I s proposal regarding the new national policy
is now being submitted to the DOD.

C-DI

......... ;

- ,"':"., " .
. ~ ., ~ ...c..1; '..... .:~ ... - .. ,~

11. Reference is made to Classification Bulletin No. 25',
Item.2. This item states that whenever documents
issued as unclassified are found upon later authori
tative review to contain Restricted Data, notices
indicating that such documents require classification
should be distributed on a classified basis. The same
procedure should be followed in the case of documents
which are found to cont~in classified infonnation

u " .' ,.,;,..".' '. '.<H~~.
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other than Restricted Data, i.e., Defense Information.
It also applies when notices are issued stating
docmnents have been erroneously declassified. The
notices should be classified as either Restricted Data
or Defense Information depending upon the content of
the document in question.

12. Quantities of enriched uranium which have been declas- U
sified or allocated to the Civilian Application Program
by Presidential directive have in many instances been
shipped from contractor's plants as though the original
classification of the material was still in effect.
~'''~ ""l;!+~"':'"~~~ ~~r:~ t''.:\t b':' af:rn,.~""",. q~"l1"";.+!, ~!'''+'A,.t''l')"

-::"~~~~:'-':':;.::~t: cf il\J.-:l clads:i.ficat:'.on reason si~ci.J z;u~:.. ::;_~ ..~~,~~~:.~~~.
cioes no't nave any securl.r.~ va:a.ue. Ii", however, a
contractor decides to ship such enriched material under
security safeguards because of ~ts high intrinsic value,
the reason for adopting such procedures should be clearly
understood, i.e., that the contractor chooses to do so
and not because a classification requirement makes it
necessary.

13. The Enrico Fermi reactor has been placed in the unclas- U
sified areas of research.

14. The Fast Oxide Breeder Reactor has been added to the U
list of unclassified reactors.

15. The design engineering studies on systemized organic- U
cooled and pressurized water reactors have been
ap~roved as unclassified research projects of ANt.

16. The fact that the term CAMAL means "Continuously , U
Airborne Missile Launching and Low Level Penetration
Weapon System" has been declassified.
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1. The Argonne High Flux Research Reactor,
AHF-l, and the proposed East Central Nuclear
::~\_.~-,-:: ~t: ~v..L·':l::\ ~'!t.~.t c,,~~~ ~=.c~e:"l~ ~:r:~"!,(:..:
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unclassified fields of research.
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2. The Commission has announced the availability C-RD
of 100,000 curies/year of Kr-85 to meet
industry's demands. This material is sold
and shipped from Oak !!i~ on a cO!llJlil~el.Y_\ /

\ unclassified basis. I ,_,_J~)
3. The Commission bas established an unclassified S-RD

pool containing 1,OOO,OOO.~ies of tritium to
be sold to industry. Identification of the
eXact source of this IDaterial and any indication
of a production program remain Secret Restricted
Data. Note that the above figure does not, in
itself, indicate a tritium production program
since much more than this is generated in certain
reactor control rods incidental to normal reactor
operation.

4. It is important that originators of classified.
correspondence provide specific instructions to
secretaries or typists as to the classifications
to be applied to such correspondence. We have

u
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In the first case, certain technical data miGht
be quite properly unclassified. but would reveal
classified infprrnation concern~ a,particular
l..I.;,,·~~,,·t·~·"":"-:;~ i.L" .r ~~ L~.~"' ..··.i ~u i~. i-.IlJ. .iU:l:.cl 5.::::.i(~:~~,:;:'-7}{4'
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In the second case, certain Production, processing,
or shipping records rcvenl,~ individually, such a
minor quantity of work. or ~~terial or 'cover such a
minor period of time that they' ·are.' handled as
unclassified or of relatively low clnsBific~tion.

- • '. ' ••. ' .1 ••",. ." '.

A aufficicnt nu..nbcr 'o~ .such. re~9:rd;:t ta.!<:e!1- tosether,
however, c~ reveal ~otals. w}uch'arc significant
enough to the proGTam. to carry: a.·.higher claflsifi
cation. Therefor~,.anouehof the individual records
must CClJ'l'Y the hiahcr. clansif1c't{t10n so .tha.t the .'
sufficient number rcf~rred to ciUuiot be assembled at
the Im-rer clasdficati(:m~·;'·-110ie::.:tha.t· these Ilarticuiar
records will not be overclncg1fied,'because the
basic rule is that classificat:i;o? ..ahoul~ .. no1; be by
content alone hut by \"hnt is revealed in conjunction
''1i th othc:!' .unclassified informo.tion. '. .

_,.-.~: .~~~i "~~~~:.':::: ~.' .... ~ ..
: ": ~~'~~fif~i' '~":~:': ~. ~ -:.

recently been made aware,under circums~ces
very embarrassing to the AID, of erroneous
classifications applied to correspondence by

. secretaries in the absence of proper ' ...
instructions from their superVisors.'

.... ', '.
"';~·r.....

Attention is called to the fact4~t a
collection of apparently individually unclassi
fied data may reveal c1assifid~.inrormation,
for example, (1) through association"or (2) by
revealing a significant quaptit,y'or rate•..

: >...z..... ~:.~ .' . .

Classification
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. Addressees:
w. H. Lawrence, ALO
Charles E. Teeter, Jr.,
C. L. Robinson, HOO
Alan T. Horphe..." IroO
L. C. Cooper, NYOO
L. R. Hichener, OROO
M. F. Hoore, SAN
J. II. Kruth, SROO
Ivan Rice, LAROO
Cmdr. J. E. C. Wright,

Copies to:
Gordon' Stubbings, BAO
H. F. Carroll, ORE
.H. S. Traynor, AGH
Direc tor, Mol-I
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C. L. Marshall, Directo
Division of Classificat

June 12, 1959

This document consists of~
pages, 10. t3.:l. ot ...3..:J..£'
Cpi~~f40U>~~: Those Listed BelowTO

STR.JEC7: MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLE'l'IN NO. 32

SYMBOL: C:HFG

Classification
of Item

1. The GE-ANP Shield Test Pool Facility (SUsie
Reactor) at the Idaho Test Station has been
added to the list of unclassified reactors

u

2. It should be noted that the unclassified
quantities of certain materials as listed
in DC Doc-65 are totals for the entire
project. A topic establishing an unclassi
fied quantity does not authorize the
distribution of this amount to an individual
or group for unclassified research. Rather,
it authorizes the Division ot Research to
approve distribution aggregating this amount.

u

ORO-1022.

72zc&d
This document oontains restrict
as defined in the At gy Act ot
1954. Its or the disolosure
of ants in ~ manner to an

uthorized person is prohibited.

3. The tact that up to 20,000 curies per year I~
of krypton is trapped at the ICPP and fB::J;:p~pe::::d~__....~ IJ)?t I.(g-Oa!<Jli.du tor sal. i. mto

1
" ••Hi ... . ~("'2..;

4. !EC contracts should recognize the classification U
aspects of the proposed work. It is not sufficient
merely to note in the contract that the 'WOrk is
unclassified; the appropriate project Categor,r,
as defined in AEC Manual Section 3403-062, should
be specified -- after it is established in con-
tormance with that Section. In the oase of olassi-
fied work, the responsibilities of the parties
should be clearly assigned, the subject being

-- ...... ,11" I
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.. _~:=-'._.• a '~. • ......

treated at least as th~rough1y &s in the following Classi
fication article appearing in the Chicago Operations Office
contractSJ

"In the performance of the work under this contract,
the Contractor shall determine and assign levels ot
classification to all documents, material and
equipment originated or generated by the Contractor
in accordance with classification guidance tarnished
to the Contractor by the Commission. The Contractor
will furnish classification guidance to its sub
contractors and vendors."

5.r

- 6"· Production rates of plutonium and tritium and the 5-an
allocations tor weapons use of these materials,
after July 1, 1958~ have been downgraded by the
Commission to Secret Restricted Data. The
cumulative production totals -and cumulative
allocations for weapons use, at ~ point in
time, as well as the production rates and alloca-
tions to weapons before the above date, remain
Top Secret Restricted Data.

7. The necessit,ypf properly classifying correspondence U
is wort~ of occasional re-emphasis in this Bulletin.
The originator of correspondence is responsible for
its correct classification. He should never leave
this decision to his secretar,r or other subordinate.
If he is in any doubt whatsoever he should seek:
guidance from an authorized. classifier. There are
two reasons tor doing this; one, the obvious relevance
to the national defense and security; and two, his own
education in the proper classification of subjects he



Those Listed Below - 3 -

writes letters about. We strongly urge classification
officers to take every opportUDity to pout out that
correspondence which is incorrectly classified (too
high .2!: too low) is dangerous or embarrassing or both.

Addressees:
Classification Officers
Headquarters Division Directors
Operations Office Managers
Senior Reviewers
Coordinating Organization Directors

~nsibl~Reviewers

Classifiquote:

"We must bear in mind that if the other side learns all that we know
but we remain ignorant of what they discover, we will find it very
hard to stay ahead in the game."

-- 5eitz and Wigner in "Bulletin of the Atomic Sceintists"
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TO : Thos~ Listed Below
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DATE:

nOM C. L. Marshall, Directo'
Division of Classificati'--~

SUBJEcr: MO:w.rHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLETIH HO. 33

SYMBOL: C: HFG

'.

JUl 2 3 1959

Classification
of It.

1. The design and operation of the Airoraft
Reactor Test per se bas been declassified. \
Any evaluation of the ART design or data
.~ ....... --~. _".,A. ~. "" '._.•••.•.~':"'..,~.olI ~1I:I'n ~-.o~ ...
~~_ 'J.", .;•.•.•. 1'o~_"4'.. ,~., .... _ .... ~,. ._....,.; .. ...-........."'\.1. l.'J,I'~'r" , ..........;:_ ....~ ~

and t;rll; .... ,." ... ,./"",0. '<:O;',L;' til{'" C()J:;.c;t::·oi; is 11011'

~~nsid;r~d··~~t~ble tor' airCratt propulsion,
remain classified. .

2. The fact that the Co~ssion is stockpiling
\U'anium ore concentrates has been declassified.

'1J

lJ ,

,. The mere association of ,-ttrium and zirconium lJ
h1'drides with the .ABP Program has been deClassi-
fied. Remaining classified, however, is the end
use of these materials in the program aDd the
technology developed in the program for their
Feparation and fabrication. Ifhe change makes
it possible for ANP contractors to reveal their
~nterest in these materials and to procure samples
on an unclassified basis .for stu~ and testing.

4. The fact that be17'11ilDl and/or bEtr1llium oxide 1J
e.re used in the .ABP Progtsa as moderator or
:reflecting materials, and that lith1lDl hl'dride
ind tnngsten are used in the program as shielding
materials, has been declassified. !his action
makes it possible for .ABP contractors to reveal
their interest in these materials, to procure
samples on an unclassified basis for stu~ and
testing, and' to pu.blish data on their properties.
Specific technology developed in the program aDd
fabrication of actual components remain classi-
fied as before.

This material contains ion
affecting the Datio etenae at ther
United States . the aeaning of
the 8spio .. avs, Title 18, lJ.S.C.,
Secs. 1- . ". 'd 794, the transmission. o·

~~!!!fJ!EilJllIi . on of which in SZJ7 1I&D1l&r to
~ zed person is prohibited by

.-
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5. !he association of all quantities of europium

and gadolinium with the A!lP Program has been
4ec1assified, removing the ,former 500 1ts.
restrictiono.. ,

u ',- -,'

. ,

. \

'. "

: ~ .." .

..... : ~~ ~.~- ..

: : '", -:--; ·:..:\,t. "~'"
·...:· .• ''-"1 - .... '

.::,,:. ", ."::-- .'': ..~: ...
i~ ...a._,., ,- _' _ .
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u6. In the briefing of those about to make a foreign
visit, they should be reminded that their trip
report or other accounts of their"visit IIight
contain classified information and that they
should check with the Classification Officer of
~he local Operations Office before committing it
to papero This subject was treated in :Bulletins
los. 27 and Noo 290 The tr.eatment below, hOWe~\
is unclassified and for the benetit of those '
uncleared individuals who maY Deed the guidanceo .

, ".
~ .. d4~C. ."" J:~i~O';4~'~ liIAui.i..ir~"'-wiW;::A:')-~'Jcr
..t least &8 determined as ve in gna.rding classified
'Worms.tion, and perhaps lID.oh stricter than ve vith
zaationa1s evincing less than 10~ devotion to and.
~atisfact10n with the goV8rm1l8nt. On returning
from a v;sit to a foreign tacUitT or cODf'erence,
therefore, it is grossq untair to, a foreign scientist
to publish ~thing he let slip" even unwitting1Y9
:Ln private conTersatioD.,vhi.~oould, cause' him
trouble on this score~ ,'Even if he is not D&IIled. it
mUst be assumed th&t C~JIIIl~ts rega.rding classified
work can be traced to their source. It IID.St &lso
be assumed that even limited dissemination of a
report, if on an unclassified basis, can let wOrd
get back home regarding the ,scientists indiscretioD.
We are then harmed; in turn, by the resultant
reluctance of 8cienti·sts tor turther iDf'omal '
interchanges during visits ,and bY' increased ditticu1ty
in arranging tor the visitsthemse1ves. I:t infor
mation which can have theBe'stfect. IlU8t be included
in a trip report, it shOuld be olassified at least
Confidential Defens~ Information.



!hose Listed Below
.....

- ,-
, , ... -1 '4. ",. , ::; l~' .~. ,

8. The classification Guide tor the- Project Pied
Piper Program9 approved October 8 9 19569 ~s

obsolete and should be destroyedo Both it and
50-29 9 Classification Guide for Project SNAP-I9
have been saperseded by CLA-303 9 Classification
Guide for Projects SNAP-I and SNAP""II 9 approved
December 8 g 1958 and issued jointly by the
Chicago and New York Operations Offic8o

Addressees 3

Classification Officers
Headquarters Division Directors
Operations Office Managers

'~'. ,:\;-." :':~~ ti.Tl~ ()l·.~ni ~e..tj,,:!n f)i;r,-(!r:1:n:rs
Responsible Reviewers

\
\

tJ
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UNITED" STATES GOVERNMENT

'.<\"... 'at

'1'0

nOM

Those Listed Below

" .-J.~/V'-
c. L. Marshall, Directo.,.ra../....F .
Division at Classificat~;Headquarters

. SUBJECT: MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION JroLLErm NO. 40

snmOL: c:eFK

Classification
of Item )

-
2'. The Comm1saion has concurred in a DOD request that U

classification guides for the military reactor
programs will be joint AEC-OOD guides in the future.
The Division of Classification will approve such guides
on behalf of the AEC and submit them to MLC tor formal
DOD approval. Upon issuance, the classification gIlides
will be jointly used by the ABC, the DOD and their
oontractors.

1. Al though." the "Classi£.ication Policy GuideIf , OC Doc-68 ,
provides that"" experimental .work. on and. detailed
llechanicaldesi8n £orthe centrifUge method of isotope
se'Ca:n:;;:'~1~, :".'"' ,; ",.:~.;":.> ...3.:;..,-,.:'::) ~,~ t",tlUlt of the para
;;=::.;..'-: ':' ... ~ "".:; .":'.: -""":'~ "'..:q~ic Wd~~:') !~et1p th:!.3 ","ork olas
si.!'ied when it became. apparent aui... lo11a I4t:,-l.i'wu. ;;.vi1l~

be, used for the production ot "large quantities" ot
U-235. :It has now'been determined.. that U.S. work in
this field 'h8.s. reached" a "breaktbrciUghIf point.. Reports
of future. work, iii the gas oentri£uge program will
rema.in' classif'iedat the Same level. and on the same
basis as work i.n 'the 'gaseous ditfusion program. ~19st
at. the reports dealing, with the centrifu8e method of'
'isotope' Separation,. whioh' describe, work performed betore
the "breaktbrough", have, already been reviewer=d:....=.;to:=r=---_-_

.rii:SSiMcauon and have been declassified. \

RE. iu MIl
This 'Fllm,st 9OR*iji~stricteddata as det~~d in
the Atomic Energy Act 0 ~54. lEg Cia . 'to iT the
disclosure ot its contents in any manner to an unauthorized
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(,

Februar,y 25, 1960

'.

3. It is important that all personnel concerned with U
unclassified civilian power reactor and research reactor
projects and unclassified research projects understand
that the unclassified status of the project may be
al tered if classified materials are procured for use in
the project. It is suggested, therefore, that AEC and
contractor personnel be cautioned that unclassified
materials should be specified when requesting materials
for unclassified reactor or research projects.

4. Copies of OC Doc-68, "Classification Policy Guide" have U
been distributed. The effective date of the new gaide
is January 18, 1960. The new policy guide supersedes
OC Doc-44, "Declassification Guide for Responsible
Reviewers" dated February 18, 1957.

:J. ~~ ...v":"",,,, ~t:.J.;'':'~d:J, ~ 4o..J~~t:i.V~~ Q,fk-t;~:d.~' ~w.:,: TT
classification guide that indicate that although the
information covered by the topic is unclassified, no
public release may be made without AEC and DOD or other
agency concurrence, should be cancelled. No new clas
sification guides wiil carry this notation. Instructions
concerning the handling of unclassified information prior
to its public release are now adequately covered by !EO
Manual Chapters and DOD regulations.

6. By memorandum. dated January 26, 1960, the Division of U
Security distributed a list of AEC code words, without
meanings, which have been authorized or are available
for use. The list also identifies the Headquarters
Division, Operations Office, or ABC contractor that
originated the word. It should be noted that the meanings
of AEC code words are classified, and should be so handled
until a notification of their declassification has been
received.

Addressees:
Classification Officers
Headquarters Division Directors
Operations Office ~anagers

Senior Reviewers
Coordinating Organization Directors
Responsible Reviewers
Division of Classification

....
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
r

TO ~se Listed'Be1OW DATE: July 25, 1960

-- .J ~ ,(:,,. /"",/ "'-~.-/ ,~~r~ -, • _

FROM :"" C. L. Marshall, o--...rector
Division of Classification, Headquarters

SUBJECT: MONTHLY ClASSIFICATION BULLE'l'IN NO. 45

SYMBOL: C:CFK

C1assUication
at Ita

1. The topics in 00 Doc-65 "Classification Guide C-DI
tor Source, Special Ru.clear & Other Materials
& Shipping Forms tor Source and Special Nuclear
:~:::t;(';.da.i.;;j·· 'w.uid:: J.~d ~~,t~ ;:::.aS4!~i~::.~of,C~ ':"!
;~~:,7;:-: Sh7?~~r:~ ]'o:nr,,; Aft-1m. ellow some to ·O~!

UDclassUied which were c1aasUied under tne
superseded 00 Doc-33. It should be noted,
however, that DO tom AEC-10l can be declassified
under authority at these topics unl~aa ci.u~ regerd
is taken'~ its associated Prcduc"l; Coat Vcu.cher,
Form AEC-325. The rule still applies that, where
a combination 01' the two torms reveals the U¥1it
production cost az a material, either :t~ AEO-101
or 325 D!Llst be classified the same as, the produc-
tion rate at tbe material. .: - ,'.

I

2. "Section 1 - Program 1000" and "Sect1on 3 - U
Program 3000" az the Classification. Guide :tor'
Financial Data have bee::l issued as of Me:T 9 and
June 15, 1960, respectivel1'. Requests for copies
at these class:lf1cat1on guides' should be adch'essed
to the Division at ClassUication, Readqum~ers.

3. The DeW "Weapms Classification Guide", OC Doc-71, C-DI
has been issued,. superseding the "AEC-OOD ClassUi-
cation Guide", oc Doc-56. The ~Sup'plement L1m1ted
Circulation Guide" I OC Doc-57, rempiDS :In effect.
Use at OC Doc-71 is to be made :In accordance nth the
memorandum at June 22, 8Ub~ect: "Weapons ClassUicat10A
Guide", tram the General MaDager to· Division and Office
Directors, Headquarters, and Msz1a8ers at Operations.
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!hose Listed :Belov - 2 - ~ 25, 1960

4.

...

A question has been raised as to the class1f'1cat1an
o~ the transplnton!UIII »rogrsm 1n T1ev at the releases
JIIBde b7 Dr. Seaberg 1D the AprU 2, 1~ 18sues at
BJSmss WBIIC md SClB1ICB IBWS Ll!i1".1ti. ~ trazls
plutOD1U111 program 18 ess8llt1.a1.q lDlclass1:t1ed, cd
oar 1nterest 18 anJ:r to protect class1:t1ed 1Dtoma-
t1cm about the t. '

C-RD

][e~rs D1v1s1cm D1rectars
Operat1oDs Office Renegers
Senior Reviewers
Coord1Dat1ng Organ'!zatlon Directors
llespcmsible Reviewers
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Memorandum
: Those Listed Below

~'~-" V,..

TO

FROM : c. L. Marshall, Director
Division of Classification, Headquarters

DATE: October 11, 1960

SUBJECT: MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLETIN NO. 46

C:kLM

Class if icat ion
of Item

1. OC Doc-74:, "Guide to the Unclassified Fields of U
Research" dated August 25, 1960 has been issued
to all Headquarters Divisions, Offices, Operations
Offices and contractors for use. This guide super-
sedes AEC Manual Appendix 3403-05. Additional
copies of the. ;;;;.. ).c,:, ::-.~;,-e, '::'..;: ()~ta:!.ned from t;ll.hr,
~~-:'~d.::l~:'':.:~ ....~ :.:...... .:": ~ rI r; ;~~.. E' f ~~~, 'R r'~rr::::":

Tennp.ssee.

2. The following Feed Materials te~hnology has been U
dec lass if ied:

a. High-alpha temperature range forming processes
(6000F to 12000 F) such as rolling and extrusion

b. Beta heat treating

c. Technical efforts on the development ~f new
specific standard operating procedures for
high-alpha production forming processes and
beta heat treatment when carried on tn
specific equipment to be utilized for pro
duction.

3. All Classification Officers are reminded of their U
responsibility to expedite the review of any item
~hich has an early publication date or release
date. Where time and the nature of the information
involved does not permit use of the standard
declassification review procedures as outlined

. BfiSE;z aP
This document contains restricted
defined in the Atomic E 0 1954.
Its transmitta isclosure of its
con ny manner to an unauthorized
person is prohibited.

- ;; .... ' ."
.:',' ~:.. ' ..,
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in Manual Chapter 3402 such items should be forwarded
either to the Director, Division of Classification,
Headquarters, or to the Chief, Declassification
Branch, Oak Ridge, Tennessee for expedited review.
In submitt ing items for exped ited review, please
specify the schedUled release or publication date.

4. The following projects have been approved as
Category 1 unclassified research:

u

a. Army Power Reactor - PM-3A - to be located at
McMurdo Sound, Antarctica

h_ nevplonm~~~ of Al_0. r.oatp.d un~ Di3ner~F-d in
G~.":~t'~5...:r. ., m-:1" c;::ntrar::t ;:..;ith ~RD

c. Development of Pyrolytic Graphite Coated U02
and UC2 - BMI contract with DRO

I

5. The following guidance pertains to the handling of U
trip reports of AEC or co~tractor employees
(including former employees) to Soviet Bloc
countries:

"Trip reports of travel to Soviet Bloc countries are
required under ABC Manual Chapter 2502-05 only from
AEC or AEC contractor personnel. The expected
contents of these reports is also defined in this
chapter•. Monthly Classification Bulletin Nos. 27
Item 7 and 29 Item 7 define the types of information
that must be handled as ~lasstf1ed. This guidance
can and should be given AEC and AEC contractor
personnel prior to the preparatlon of their trip
report.

tIS ince exper lence has shown that few trip reports
are classified, the occasional report containing
classified information could be prepared in both
an unclassified and classified form. This procedure
Should be encouraged by explaining that the object
of reporting is to obtain a wide dissemination of
the unclassified information.

"In the rare instances when an.uncleared individual
is requested to submit a trip report, he may be
advised .in advance that submi.ssion of any information
of the type defined in Monthly Classif.ication Bulletin
~oo 33 Item 6, should be classified appropriately in

----
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a separate report and all copies furnished the AEC.
In view of the fact that the purpose of classification 
is to protect the source of the information it appears
unlikely that an individual preparing the report
would object to this procedure. Where an unsolicited
report is received from an uncleared individual, the
Classification Officer should notify the traveler
that his trip report does contain classf,fied infor
mation and steps should be taken to obtain all copies.

"Ind ividuals travel ing at the request of other govern
ment agencies, or employees of such agencies, do not
fall within the purview of AEC Manual Chapter 2502
and 2S02-0S."

6. AEC Manual Chapter Appendix 2401-071, pages A thru U
E, d,'3~f;d A:;>riJ. 16, 1 'J6l) 'l.;.'er:: tJer~~la~sii:ied witt\out

7. All details of imports of uranium and thorium ores U
or concentrates except the following may/be handled
as unclassUied:

a. Breakdown of uranium ~ports from Australia to
specific mines

b. Total or breakdO'ms to individual mines of
uranium imports from Portugal for any period
between 3anuary 1942 to 3uly I, 1960

c. Total thorium im,orts from India or France.

Information falling within the scope of (a), (b),
or (c) above is not classified but is privileged
information and must be handled as Official Use
Only.

8. The following information concerning the design
goals of the manned nuclear aircraft has been
declassified:

a. Flight at altitudes up to 35,000 feet

b. Speed of .8 Mach

c. A thousand hour life reactor

d. Scheduled flight date of not later than 1965.,

Appropriate topics of the GE-ANPD Classification
Guide TP-4 will be- amended" to reflect the above.

11
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9. The quest ion has often been asked a. to whether any
evidence existed that foreign goverlllD8nt. follow
our procurement programs with any degre. of SAtere.t.
This quest ion has been answered in the aff irmatlft.

,
I
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io. We have Doted that well over a 100 foreign , V' , :....

visitors p~r month. Were Icheduled to vislt ,: ;.... (
various ABC sites during ~he months of August " :., ~:".

and September' for C!lacussion with ABC or Am
contractor personnel on unclassified ~spects

of the Atomic B~erlY program••. It is espec1&11)'
important that personnel takUii'-part1n '-such -_._';_._-.
discussiems should be thorOughly briefed that
only unclassUled information may be trannttte4
in these discussions. ,We consider this po~t

should be covered. in each Classification Officer',
education and training program.

11.
..

The Office of Health and Safety has initiated a
, procedure whereby environs monitoring reports
are prepared for release to the various Stat.
public health agencies by all ABC Operations and
Area Offices. The Division of Olassification.
Headquarters" has reviewed the first two quarterl,
issuances of these environmental IIIOnitorliag report.
and has determined that the reports reviewed fall
within the definition of Topic 3. of' OC Doc-74.
"Guide to the UnclassUied Pields of aesearch" 01'

, . '

V :'". ,

.. ' .

. .. '
,',

.', ' .. '

.....
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unclassified topics of local classification guides.
It is suggested that Operations Offices establish
classification review procedures for this type
report. The fact that such reports have been
reviewed and determined to be unclassified by
the office submitting the report to the Office of
Health and Safety should be noted on the transmittal.

12. Reference is made to Classification Bulletin No. 29 C-RD
Item 3 issued March 12. 1959 which announced that
classification guidance had been issued for the
program for the production of research quantities
of transplutonium elements.

The current classification guidance for this
program is as follows:

';:':::-;e1 ':!!·:a.~t it? of transplutonium ~li:-§Gt:="

(produced by HFIR-ORO)

2. Quantity of Pu-239 irradiated in any froduc- S-RD
tion reactor except as noted below

2.1 The mere fact that 12 kg of Pu-239 for
this program has been irradiated in a
SROO reactor

u

3. Quantities of transplutonic elements produced S-RD
per megawatt day (grams per megawatt day,
curies per megawatt day)

4. Duration and flux of the irradiation (Pu-239 S-RD
target exposure in any production reactor).

Addressees:
Classification Officers
Headquarters Division Directors
Operations Office Managers
Senior Reviewers
Coordinating Organization Directors
Responsible Reviewers
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.. _ .. . ;

Those Listed Below

C. L. Marshall, Director
Division ot Class1ficatio

FROM

TO

\:
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum.. _.__ .. :~--,- __.I',. '

SUBJE~:

f
J

MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLETm NO. 47

C:RLM

Classificati
ot Item:

1. OC Doc-691 '~Class1tication Guide tor Research
and Development Leading to ~ lfuclear Reactor
tor Ramjet Mis,siles (Project Plnto)" and
or: l')rl~-71'). ftC'!. C\EU!'f.i'.!ce..+'1ozL.Gu..~. ft:',.. 'lIur-:t e:-a'l'"

R•.,~J..r.>f-· ~... ;,... .,..,'" ·~":-T".,,.... -(·P.....,..-ie·c.:. ":'o~~t',.,..·11 ;- ",p.,"'''lIIl'' .......w;~ ~-..~_ ....- .•,~._~"'""".. -~:".l ""' ... " ,-- f _~\f._

Deen rev18ea. and; v:U..i. De aBUSe. as vc wc-'(5
andOC Doc-76,respective~. Distribution at
these guides will be ms4e by the Declass1ti-
cation Branch, Oak Ridge. -"

u

_.,
2. Reterence is made'to'Class1tication BuJJ.etin

flo. 46, Item 121 'issued October 11, 1960 which
prOVided de-taiJ.ed gu1dm1ce on transplutonium
element production. Two additional topics
should be added:

S-RD

a. Mere tact that there is or bas been a high V U
Pu-240 plutonium irradiation and recovery'
program at Savannah River tor the HaD:f'ord
PRIffi.

-(-

BESUIC:tJi!MITA
This document conta:ins res . oed dat:
as detined 1n 1::b.e i3 Act c:
1954. Its tal or the d1sclos
o ants 1n 8D7 manner .to an

. unauthorized person is prohibited.

~ ....

"' l\n" blJO Ttl' f(l ."

Addressees:
Classification Officers
Headquarters Division Directors
Operations ottice Managers
Senior Reviewers
Coordinating Orgam.zat1on Directors
Responsible Reviewers
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\.

.-
November 25. 1960

3. a. Unclassified plutonium will be available
in the near future for reactor research.
It will be prepared from high-exposure
uranium slugs specially segregated at
Hanford. Its Pu-240 content will be
biased upward from average by a significant
amount. and thus it will not represent
"standard" production plutonium. The
per cent Pu-240 will be about 7.7. This
material will be unclassified in all
quantities at all times.

b. A special lot of 250 kilograms of plutonium
whose Pu-240 content is in the range of 4.5
+ 0.3% has been prepared for use in the
Argonne reactor program. This special lot
~= ~!li'~~~~~~ !z ~~c~z~~~~!~~~

S-RD

u

c. It is re-emphasized that w1th-the above
exceptions all Hanford and SRP plutoniu~

is classified.

In the future all plutonium for unclassified
use must come either from the special material
from-aanford described in paragraph 3(a)
above. or the plutonium produced in civilian
power and other unclassified reactors. No
further special batches can be declassified.

The above supersedes interim classification
guidance furnished in Item 1 of Classification
Bulletin No. 42 dated April 20, 1960. However,
quantities or lots of plutonium previously
declassified remain unclassified •

.. . .._----

S-KIJ

S-RD

U
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
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TO

.FROM

Those Listed B~low

r/yvv-
C. L. Marsho.ll, Directorei/ v

Division of Classification,'Headquarters

DATE:.
December 21, 1960

SUBJECT: }.iONTHLY CLASSlFICATION BULLETIN NO. 48
".,

C:CFK

Classification
of Item

1. On 'November 16, 1960, the New York Herald
Tribune published the follOWing statement
creditea. ~~c Pl:es:!.·1f~nt~ 11::tr;e:lt~G~,;e:~~

C-RD

-...... " ..~ ...

_..

'""

MSWTGTIim~
This docwnent C.Dl1tains re: I' d
as defined by the Atom ct of
1951~. Its tr .,' or the disclosw
of it"11 a in any manner· to an
u~~uthorized person is prohibited•

"Today the Polilris SUbmarine,
U.S.S. Geore;e '~ashin~on, leaves
the u.S. for the high' seaJJ. It will
be the :rirst of its kind to become
operational, tUld inaugurates a new
technique of deterrence, roving and
hidden Wluer the seas. With sixteen
thermonuclear missiles a piece,·the
George Hashin{;ton and her following
sister ships posses's a p~er and
relative invuln~rabilitywhich will
make suicidal a:ay attempt by an
aggressor to attack the free world
by surprise. II '

The above'sta.tement 1s not be considered as
authority to declassify information covered
by topics 1.071, 8~252, 8.253, ~d 8.254 of
OC Doc-71. Any uno.voidn.ble unclassified ~efer

ences to the fact tho.t the Polaris has a
thermonuclear worhead should reference the
specific Presidential statement quoted above.

Addressees:
. Classification Officers
IIc~dquarters Division Directors
Operations Office Mcno.6ers
Senior Revie,.,ers
Coordinating Oreenization Directors
Responsible Reviewers

..-...-..,.: .... .. - .
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3. Paragraph 5 of a memorandum dated November 3, 1960 C-DI
from Forrest Western, Acting Director, Office of
Health and Safety, subject: Environmental Monitoring
Reports", states:

"It is requested that environmental monitoring
reports contain no references to foreign
activities. "

This paragraph "is not intended to prevent reporting
activity detected at the AEC sites due to foreign
nuclear detonations if occurrence of such nuclear
detonations bas been publicly released~ However, it

'W"b5ch c:::~~:i.~;. ::-!c~::":'l:ta \:;(: :~ foreign D:\'.clear detonatit.'1l"l.:·
not preViously pub11shed~ To insure 'proper control on
reporting of radioactivity which may be due to foreign
nuclear detonations, it is requested that all such
monitoring reports with ref"erence to such foreign
activities be submitted ~o the Director of Intelligence
through the Division of Classification for review and
appropriate action."-

4.
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PkOM : C. L.Marshall, l)irecto
Division of Classification, Headquarters

SUBJEcr: MOBTBLY cLAsSIFICATIOlf:BULLETIlf RO. 53

C:CFK

Classification
of Item

1
. . '

1. .Reference .'is. mad.e to Item. ~ of Class1f1ca
~~.':':'"' ~""'n.+~... 1I1n. ~o·. 'J"!~1.llIJIs11':le.d....

j;ill4"ii:;;... !:~'. :.:.. :,..~,::. :::.n·~;'3 t.?Pl"O:;d.I;18:t~ly,7.1'f,
.Pu-~40 18 'nw ava1J.abJ.e nom ~. .t:l8D%'Ora.
Operations Office. Th1s material 1& \
unclassified :in all cp18D.ti~ies at all times. :
The tact that material 1& DI8Z1u:t'actured by
the Rsnf'~rd_A'!iomic Products oranization.......1sil-_--

- -- .. -.---

2. The total unclassified ~ti't7 of B:ellum-3 # s,~.D
(Topic 6.1.1, of OC Doc-65) has been :increased
to 1500 11terse Please note that this 1& the
unclassified quauti't7 tor the 'entire ABC camplex~

-Inf'ormation revealing the eXistence of greater '- ,
~tities 1& classified as Secret-Restricted

,Data.

Addressees:
Classification Of':f'icers
Headquarters Division Directors
Operations Ottice Managers
Senior Reviewers
Coordinating Organization Directors
Responsible Reviewers

.. .'-, REwwr: t. 2:!Jt :',:' ,,::'.....:
This document contains restricteaAla . rtf eHifi8
in the A'tomic Ener~...W!~. Its. transmit'ta
or the iftS'?7 i!i@ 5l' i'ts con'tents in any manner t
ana ti rized person is prohibited..:.-.·.:-:.:·~'·· .

. -;- ......t~~·!')o..;·.:· .-_.'
,r'. :" "_.
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Those Listed Below - 2

3. Effective :lJmnediately, the designation for U
classification guides issued by the Division

. ot Classification, Headquarters, bas been .'.
changed :from the old designation of "oe Doc"
(Office ot Classification-Document) to a system
which will identify the classification guide
as tollows:

(1st column

00

(2nd column)

xx

(3rd column)

Number

The designation "0011 means "Classification
Guide II. 'l!b.e first letter of the second column
vi J"! "l'" ~... ~, ~~~'I:''''+'~ r."!" 1 ! f.l!tter :ldeon.t1:f'yiug tbfi'!
;:..;:~,;",:- :'..;.::.::.:,c:: hc~:cg of tile Guide '-such as
~1t,. - .1'teaci;ors;;·w~· - Weapoosj ;;,ti" - .i:'rocmcliion.

The second letter of the second ~olumn Y1ll be
an alphabetical letter identifying the minor
subject heading of the Guide such as "N" .. Naval;
IIA" _ Aircraft. .

The' number in the third column will identify" the
edition of the Guide being issued. The number
Ill" will be used for the first edition; 2, 3, 4,
etc., will identify future revisions of the'; 'Guide.

An example of the new system is the new designation
for the Naval Nuclear Propul.sion Program Classifica
tion Guide '~CG-RN-l" (previously listed as OC Doc-78
in Item 1 of Classification Bulletin No. 52.)
"Classification Guide - Reactors Naval .. 1".

4. The unit cost of producing uranium oxide in the U
Oak Ridge Complex bas been downgraded from Secret
Restricted Data to Confidential-Restricted Data.
This supersedes Item 1. of Classification Bulletin
No. 51.

5. The Zero Power Reactor at the NASA Lewis Research U
Center bas been placed in the unclassified list
of reactors.
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Those Listed Below

PkOM C. L. MarshalJ., Director
Division of Class1ficat1

SUBJECT: MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLETm 110. ,4

TO

._- . _.. _.__ ..-

.....

'.. ';p..-
6 r .....

41..
•. ~l

Clu81f1cat1on
~ Item

1.

.....j
.' .

2.

\.

'Whue a code 'WOrd per se· is unclass1f1ed, -'j
'811Y indication that i1; refers to a nuclear
weapon is. ~s:tried Coi:zf1dential-Defense I

InformatiOn. .!I!le mere tact that a "non
":'..~::5i~!":i.p"~,:lfe;: :a.:'CLU.w,ln~ ·X;1.:I~I·1i ~ U. UL4cl~--

.. ..;·~:,.;.~n i~ tlU"J.~F ~j "1.~d ~. ~C'V4')"'''e'''!''' ,-r:,r:;~:::;::~:, '
m.ay never be used. to make unclass:t:r1ed
references to teatures ~ DUe-lear weapons
which would otherwise be alass:tried by a'
topic of the I~eepons Class~cation,Guide. "
HicknaD. a which reveal or 1m.P~ class1f'1ed
features of a nuclesr, weapon Jlllist be alas
8:tried :In,' accordance with the class:tricat1on
of'~e teature the;r reveal or 1m;p~. .

. .: '.~ . ,..

1he mere tac't that 'hiSh'Pu-240 ~tent
plutonium is prodnced tor' 1DlClas8:tried.
research purposes and' the. quantities
allocated tor such purposes are unclass1f'1ed. ..'r _. -

u

.
"I - ..

S-Im

\: ,lh1 taa'E that we have a-\, -
prC?~am tor tHe prOdiict1an et! Pu.-238 :In quantitie8

.,. )..-' ...

\ .
Addressees:
Classification Officers
Headquarters Divi8iOn D1rec~s
Operations Ottice Managers oJ

Senior Reviewers .
Coord1nat1ng Organization'D1rectors .
Responsible Reviewers -, II! adCl2L Sd

This aDcument contains restrl.ate
:In the Atomic Energy- • rta trBnn1 t'tt
or' the dis . :tis contents :In eirr mamier oj

!zed. person 18 l'rOh1b1ted. ,.....
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- 2 - J~ 28, 1961

...

beyOnd the' .SNAP needs is secret Restric:teCi--Ii8.-=ta.-;--·
,/ / ~ r..;

P\1..238 production rates as well as the quantities
used in class1tied prosr~_~e class1t1ed Secret
Restricted Data.' 'l'he mere fact that PLl-238 can be
-used til isotopic SXAP devices aDd the fact that it
vas used in the Treu1t 4A isotopic S1'lAP denc., ... 1

1,Dclud1ng the quantity used, 11 \U1class1t1ed•. other-
., 'V1se, the fact of:use of PLl-238 :In a .Specific 1lotop1c

S1tAP clevice and the quazitit1es at 1'\1-238 allocated tor. J..:
isotopic S1lAP progrBZll use 11 class1t1ed Secret- ~ ~
Restricted DB.ta. . -.

.J

William C. Hickman has been appointed Classif1- t1
cation Officer, San Frmcisco Operations Oft1ce,
replac1z:s Milton F. Moore, who has accepted mother
AS.t~Dt in t~~ SID Francisco O»eratioas Ott1~8.

'\,: '.

'.L~~6 ",if .~l.i':"\.itW·;;'·~1iere'1i·"~~~··J~;·~:·.~ ii
campact reactors for lancl, Ipace aDd underwater
propulsion as 1I811 as remote~ located power lources.
Conceptual designs tor this tnie ~ reactor shoulcl
be regarded as 1Dtormation that is essential pr:lmar1~

to the design, construction aDd operat1cm ot m11itBr)'"
reactors. lar~ in the aoacept .taps, atter sutf1cient
technical detail has been developed ~on which a clas
.ificaticm evaluatioa aID be made, these des1gnl should
be submitted for alass1ticat1on review. .

Reterence is made to Item 2, pege 2, ~ Class1ticat1on t1
Bulletin No. 51. The i48ntif1cat1on ot the "Guide to
the Unclassified F1elcls at Research" as AEC 3403-05
Appendix should be deleted; this Menus] Chapter Appendix
has been sUJilerseded by OC Doc-74 dated August 25, 1960.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MemorandumC~H~5~
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TO

FROM

Those Listed Below

. I~
C. L. Marshall, Directo.r~.y'
Division of Classificat~~: HQ

July 3,'. 1962
DATE: .

~10NnILY CLASSIFICATION BULLefIN NO. 62
SUBJECT:

C:CFK

1. The following classification guidance has been
established for barter plutonium, i.e., Pu
obtained from the United Kingdom in exchange for
enriched uranium in a ratio equal to the ratio
.;.~:. ~liu ~.1~1 :;·c.l·~~ ~! tr:~'":· ~-,;o-' !1qte'?:i.pl.~~_.

(a) The mere fact that j'barter i
, plutonium is to be

obtained (or is being obtained) from the U.K.

(b) Quantities (weights) of "barter" piutonium to
be delivered (or delivered) to the U.S.

(c) Isotopic composition 9f "barter" plutonium to
be delivered (or delivered) to the U.S.

2. A "Classification Policy Guide'" (CG-C-1) has been
issued effective April 15, 1962. This guide super
sedes OC Doc-68 which has been in effect since
January 18. 1960.

\s•

Classification
of Item

C-RD

U

S-RD

S-RD.

U

1
Addressees:
Classification Officers
Headquarters Division-Drrectors;-----------~-----------
Operations Office Managers
Senior aeviewers
Coordinating Organization Directors
Responsible Reviewers

'I mtlrI(;'fr6'DAiil' ,
This document contains restricted e
ill the Atomic Energy A • Its trans-
mittal o>J:h&--d osure of its contents in •
~

d



4. A local classification guide bas been issued by
the New York Operations Office for the work and
information generated by the Pratt & Whitney Air
craft Division (CMlEL) under the high temperature
materials research program and the program for
the development and fabrication of high power
space reactors.

• •••• \1 I

Those Listed Below - 2 -

u

5. The following data on Operation Nougat bas been
declassified:

u

Shot Name

Antler

Fisher

Time and Date

1700 :00 .12Z
15 Sept. 1961

2304:59.63Z
3 Dec. 1961

15 Feb. 1962

Medium

Tuff

Alluvium

Yield

2.4 ItT

13.5 rr

Although the above information is unclassified,
it is to be noted that no official announcement
will be made by the AEC at the present time.
The declassified information will be furnished
through the V~la program to interested scientists
and also for possible use by the U.S. delegation
at the Geneva Disarmament Conference.

6. The following principles on the classification of
reactor materials research have been adopted:

U

a-. In the area of basic reactor materials research,
i.e., the investigation of the property of
materials, the work should be conducted on an
unclassified basis. If, however, during the
research a point is reached at which the work
represents a "breakthrough" in the solution of
design otoperation in a classified reactor pro
gram, all further work will be classified•

•. •~'_.-"~._._","",'~'o-'_ •__ ..- -'_. .. __.- __ - ~_- •• .-,.,-.-_.- ~ ~. -~--'- ---

b. The second level of reactor materials research,
i.e., research performed with a set of selected
materials and directed toward the solution of a
key problsn in a classified-reactor program, should
be conducted -on a classified basis with the under
standing tbat the work and its results might be
declassified afte~ review if evaluation establishes
that the wo~k or its results do not represent a
solution to a key problem in the design, fabri
cation or operation. of a classified reactor.

" .
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c. The reactor materials finally selected for use
in a classified reactor, including their compo
sitions, are classified when the nature of the
material represents the solution to a key problem
in the design, fabrication or operation of a
classified reactor.

d. When an identical reactor material is developed
outside the AEC program and its existence and
composition published, our classification of the
material, its composition and its use in the'ABC
program should be re-examined for possible
declassification.

With respect to item 6(a) above, the term "breakthrough"
is defined as a substantial improvement in. a material
or in its properties or performance•

.:::.~.;..:; ~:;,i~~;:"::~\- -:-'~r -:-"": he used ati a haQ.·:lS.:£or,:,~"~·
preparing and revising classification guides: Le
would not be proper to use them as classification
guide topics in thems~:.::l..:.v=es::::.:... ---.

7.

.
C-1lD8. Prelfminary reports on the General Electric Company

classified program for the development of high I

temperature fuel elaaents indicate that technology .~ '_ ~ .... _.,,", "_'._ "
being developed in this program on uranium suboxides
may be a significant breakthrough in the development
of a high temperature fuel element. Pending the
evaluation and verification of this possible break-
through, all uranium suboxide technology development
projects should be conducted on a classified basis.

This office should be advised of the status and
scope of any uranium suboxide development work
which has been done on an unclassified' basis.
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Why Reds make .
friend·s with". .

businessmen

'., \

I
" ,'.

BY J. EDGAR HOOVER, DIRECTOR,

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION,

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

", .:~\. ~ .. - ..
C.c~~nJ'l'ist ag-ents may try to get your secrets or sway your opinion

A 1 ~ri~:r _iiM.'&;.·~.;r'· ..~c·.:~~·~.c. ~".':~ .do~ng every'~'

thing they can to make friendly contacts with Amer
ican businessmen-to meet them personally, to culti
vate their friendship, to establish cordial relations.

Why? Because the communists have changed their
view that the businessman is a monopolist or ex
ploiter? No.

Because the Russians want to become like Ameri
can businessmen? No.

It is because the Russians want to obtain-by
begging, borrowing or stealing-the industrial secrets
of American business.

For this reason American industrial firms are today
a priority target 01 Russian and satellite espionage,
especially businessmen handling scientific and tech
nical information. Perhaps you have been contacted
as part of this campaign.

Not long ago a business fum ran a routine news
paper advertisement saying that it would send upon
request a free booklet about the American aircraft
industry. Shortly afterward an official of the Soviet
Embassy requested a copy. The firm's Washington
representative mailed it to him.

Approximately three months later, the local repre
sentative received an invitation to a social function
at the Russian Embassy. He accepted. While he was
there, the Soviet official who had originally requested
the booklet sought him out. The Russian was most
affable and during a brief conversation alluded to the
information about the aircraft industry. He com
mented that the data was most interesting and won
dered whether the businessman had more.

Persona' contacts Important
The request for a free booklet is a technique often

utilized to make an initial contact. Sometimes the
Russians write a letter' on their own initiative re
questing pamphlets, books, maps and other material
from businpss finns. They may visit a company Pf!r·

~~H~f.. ·:'..1uy w.:.:::.;! ~o~Xttr~;ri j·;tc:-e:ure but aiso-and
Ul18 .is uiOat-~~~:;,.i'·~t_~: ~_~.!'!'IOJ'!'JI
contacts with you, a businessman

Attending conventions, eepecially those of a sci
entific and technical nature, is a favorite way of
making contacts. Soviet officials systematically cover
conventions throughout the country. Here they gather
material of every possible description-anything they
can lay their bands 011. It is amazing to see the
voracious Soviet appetite-everything from telephone
directories to radar devices, from aerial photographs
to scientific textbooks. If the convention provides

I, ·t ,"- •. -
I

~

(CoPJ~itht "'Ation's Business,w NAJ, 1962.

Rep~inted with p.~.ission.)
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Soviet officials swarm to U.S. business exhibitio~ to get, ~atlt·~.#P home

carry-home folders for the convenience of visitors, the
Russians stuff them with material. Often they make
trips to their automobiles, dumping out their col
lections. On the West Coast two Soviet officials lugged
an estimated 250 pounds of material from a scientific
convention.

Individual exhibition booths receive special atten
tion from the communists. Here they gather literature,
sign their names for free samples or brochures and
make personal contacts. As a role they make no
secret of their identity-registering for the convention
and wearing name tags. They love to exchange busi
ness cards. The businessman's card gives them a
name for a possible future contact.

At one technical exhibition, a Soviet official took
motion pictures, including some of jet aircraft, guided
missiles and an atomic cannon. The Soviets especially
exploit social affairs connected with conventions,
such as banquets, receptions, luncheons, cocktail
hours. They mingle, shake hands and introduce them
selves. These functions provide excellent opportuni.
ties to size up the businessman.

The Soviets capitalize on the friendliness and

2

-------

,~' , ....
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gregariousness of Americans. Soviet
officials are socially polished, well
educated and speak good English,
Some years ago it was easy to spot
a Soviet official in a crowd-£rom
his clothes and behavior. This is no
longer true. They dress in American
style and are thoroughly acquainted
with our customs and etiquette.
Above all. they are socially aggres
sive. They don't hesitate to stop a
stranger and introduce themselves.
Within a few minutes they have a
conversation going.

Reda ex,,'olt freedoma
These Soviet activities are en

tirely legal. Under our form of gov
ernment the Russians have every
right to visit conventions. talk to
Americans, use our mail. They buy
patents by· the thousands, subscribe
to technical, scientific and other
journals, belong to scientific socie
ties, travel widely, make speeches.
~11 ~·i?i(..l; ~\:j~ll&nc..,-:f:.t 'f=cl~·:~~ -~~~' ..
ara j!..,"{ploiting our freedoms· to :-the
ina .......(Ie....ouilUJ· -..mch-i,l.ey- ·•...c~.;:...1
immediately deny us if they seized
control of this country.

A casual contact achieved at a
convention. through the mail or by
a chance acquaintance, however, is
not enough. The next step is to de
velop it. How is that done?

Of course, many of the initial con
tacts remain just that. However, if
the Soviets feel they can benefit.
they will follow through. This may
not come for several months. One
day the businessman gets a tele
phone call:

"This is --. Remember you
met me at such and such a conven
tion or affair."

Or the caller may say, "I'm --,
a friend of __," referring to an
other Russian who had met the
American.

The second contact may come in
a matter of hours or days. The busi
nessman may receive an invitation
to a Soviet social function. He may
receive presents (as at Christmas)
-a bottle of vodka. a tin of caviar
or some kind of trinket. The official
often delivers these in person. Why
in person? The gift is merely a tech
nique to establish or renew a per
sonal contact. Bringing it provides
the opportunity for a person-to-per
son meeting and almost invariably
creates a grateful feeling in the
recipient.

Then there is the invitation to
lunch. The Soviets have expense ac
counts and do not hesitate to pay
the bill. Also they are happy to ac
cept invitations to visit American

homes. There is no better way of
creating a feeling of familiarity and
trustworthiness.

.'.dm.i' m., re.ult
The Soviets capitalize on the cu

riosity of Americans. One individual
happened to be seated at a banquet
table with a Russian official. Since
this was the first Russian he had
ever met, he asked a great number
of questions-a natural reaction. By
the time the dinner was over, mu
tual social invitations had been ex
tended.

U the Soviets learn that a busi
nessman baa a hobby such as ftsh
ing, playing golf or traveling,' they
happen to have similar hobbies. Re
member these people are well edu
cated and well traveled and can talk
with authority and penuasiveness
in many fields. U an American was
born or lived in Russia or an Iron
Curtain country, the Soviets quick
.~y t!"'! tl} hllTl. thP.Se facts to their

,·~~::'t;r.~r~~~:.!.•.. ~ ~'11 ~~ ~~.~'.: . ~I ,~: ~
.... ~........ ~ k.la _ .,';IF.1C!l8lnIHl. 'VIi •••, ...

his background? To what informa
tion does he have ac:cesa? Can he
guide the Russians to other individ
uals in the scientific field? Does he
have friends in the military services
or the government? 'lbe8e are the
questions the Russians are trying
to answer. The businessman. of
course, doesn't realize how closely
he's being scrutinized by this af
fable. smilinl, trustinl Soviet. To
the American, this is merely a s0
cial or business contact (the Rus
sian may actually place some busi
ness orders) and, as good etiquette,
he's trying to be as friendly as
possible.

That's why the Russians aaJt the
businessman many questions-some
directly, some obliquely. Is the
businessman in the Naval Reserve?
Where has he previously worked?
Does he ever enter classified areas
in plants having defense contracts?
Has he ever been in trouble? (The
Russians want to know personal de
tails of the American's life. Among
other things they are alert for a
possible weakness which can be ex
ploited. Blackmail is not above their
practices. )

In one conversation with a Rus
sian, a business executive happened
to mention the name of an employe
in an aircraft plant. Immediately
the Soviet wanted to know how to
spell the name. He might be a new
contact.

In the back of the Soviet mind
in all these contacts-is the possi
bility that highly secret, classified

3

-'(0' ..,,"" ..,_.-....-.·~!IllI!!l··I~~ ....·,'1 ·.•.~.:.4~.. :..-;.7...~·,~I~~.-;'ll: .."'\·i~.r~·. ~ ..
'::"::~' ." '\I-~~: .,.•., .. ' ....~•. T' ';'."~ ,'; ~

material ciu1 be obtained. &hUc
source intellisence it important.
Tons of American documentB....t
ents, maps. mapzines. publicaticma
10 to Moscow esch year. But a'
basic concern of the Russian in
telligence system iii to steal Amer
ica's classified aUlltary, technical,
scientific and industrial secrets.

That's the purpclSe of the Russian
spy apparatus. That's why 'these
men have been so carefully trained.
That's why the FBI'S experience in
dicates that an extremely high per
centage of Soviet officials in the
United States have elPionage as
signments. ".. ,.; - "'.- 'i', .;',:q :', '.
.'\:... :",; .. J.,,~." J.r..~/~.:!';: : .~~ .~dir;i "!!V.";:

Whe• .."Io••,e be,l.a ";;;(Tf\. ~

': Take, for example, a busines8m'8n
who, after ·the initial conta~ was
invited to '1ioci8l' functions imd'
luncheon appointments. Almost a

. year had elapsed since the Russians
originally obtained his name. Then
the Soviet, at the luncheon table,
went UliD l1lUL'~,~.:!tr.i~. ~~~ •. lP!t ••7i:'

Da!'i..'l~. he 'said, '8, ropo:"t c: ..-:P~~

nomic conQluons 10 Q.io.; ;u....i:~...,...;.c.:..

industry~ would be in a· posi
tion to pay money for information.
He wanted the data quickly. ,.. ,~I

, Obviously the Russian felt he had
played along with this businessman
far enough 90 that he could'ask for
detailed information. Note that the
request is still iimocuoUB, nothing
yet dealing with classified data. '.
.' In another iiuitance, at a meeting

with a businesSman, the Soviet was
more specific. He indicated that he
w8s DO longer interested in public
material and spec:ificaUy requested
information about certain aircraft
models, production rates and per
formance evaluations. The Russian
was now entering the realm of espi
onage, violating the laws of the
United States. _..... -

The Soviet interest also encom
passes the businessman not engaged
in scientific and technical fields. For
example, in an eaatem city a Soviet
official frequented s' certIiin book
store. He lOOn made friends with
the proprietor and later invited the
businessman and his wife to dinner.
But this was not to be money jUst
wasted for entertainment. The Rus
sian had' an inquiry. Could he use
the businessman's store as· a place
to receive mail? In elPionage lan
guage this was a mail drop, and an
important part of the spy apparatus.

Besides Soviet spionage, the
businessman is also the target of the
Communist Party, USA. The Party
denounces the builine!!8lD8Jl as an
enemy, yet it does everything it can



10 influence his opinion. The party,
for example, urges businessmen to
take a favorable view of the Soviet
Union, to trade with communist na
tions. to realize that communism is
the wave of the future. This is part
of the party's propaganda campaign.

Also you may have received in
the mail unsolicited copies of party
pamphlets, literature and newspa
pE'rs. Sometimes you may receive
agRin unsolicited-letters from or
ganizations you never heard of
but, if you took the time to investi
gate, you would learn they are
communist fronts. They are sending
you propaganda and urging, this
never fails, a financial contribution.
The party likes nothing better than
to have a businessman, not realizing
the identity of the organization,
contribute to a front, sign one of its
petitions or publicly support a com
munist-sponsored campaign.

Where does the party obtain your
name? Perhaps from the newspaper.
mailing lists, telephone directory.
This is oart of itA \U'lPl"'d.inp' pffllrt
of pressing fozwarc it" po.'li!io!1.
~.~~;7"I'" ~~ ,....,M~,f'. Yt... r~~' .. ~ .. "

. TIt;' ~rtY' ~"~i;' inter;i~ in
infiltrating and controlling labor un
ions. This has been major commu
nist policy since Lenin. Labor
unions have done a magnificent job
in ridding themselves of commu
nist influence, but party pressure
continues. If possible, the party
would like to infiltrate business
firms and has been known to oper
ate businesses as covers. Members
of the party who are businessmen

-and there are some-lend their
facilities to communist use, if the
party desires. Financial angels in
business ranks are highly esteemed
by party leaden.

Businessmen, ot course, are not
the only targets of Russian espion
age and the Communist Party.
USA-so are government employes,
labor officials, scientists, skilled
technicians, farmers. Businessmen
do represent a priority target-and
because you rate such an important
target you, as a businessman, can
do much to help the FBI defeat this
communist eftort to weaken our
nation.

What can you do?
1. Know more about communism,
its strategy aDd tactics and how the
communists are working to destroy
our democratic principles. If you
are an employer, encourage your
employes to take the time to learn
about the evil of this way of life.
The distribution of reading mate
rial within your company is most
.a~_~_101_
.- '.",. . _.......,

::'£0' i3111iliar' With basic oommu
-~ iill~Ifti8I1C.lI~·'iD&~- aDd
periodicals. If they arrive in your
plant, you aDd your sta1f will be
able to recognize them. Perhaps
you can help your employes iden
tify them.
3. Know bow communist fronts
operate. Take the time to be in
formed about how fronts are fonned,
how they propagandize, issue litera
ture and collect money.
4. Realize that business enterprises

4

and labor unions are prime taI:Ieta.
The communists detest both buai
De88 and labor unions. They regard
both 88 part of the bated bourIeois
lOCiety_ Many people feel that be
cause they are anticommunista the
communists are not interested in
them. This is wrong. The commu
nists are constantly trying to inftu
ence the thinking of noncommu
nists.
5. Businessmen who are employers
should be extremely coDlCious of
plant security, realizing that the
communists (especially Russian
espionage agents) try to ftnd weak

. points-both in personnel and phya
ic:aI facilities. Eilective plant ..
curity is a vital and continuing
responsibility.

6. Report to the FBI any informa
tion pertaining to espionage, sab0
tage and subversive activities. The

-FBI is the IOvemment agency
cbarged with protecting the internal
security of the nation.

Yon 811 ~ lnlll~r~ ..."~ "!h.-r.~ +-
day in a ke;:" t'O:?iul>ll,;tO.i"A;Ip- ?'be _.~
'-:'I't t;,!'•.:t ~.::..:.7.;"":"'1."''':':''';,,:.,~. ,,·:~"~~.tb"?..._ ....
Russian espionage agent and the
communist. Perhaps you may feel
the information you possess is in
consequential Resolve your doubts
by reporting it immediately to the
FBL Many times a smaIl piece of
information, when placed with data
already in our possession, may
solve an important CIIBe.

We can defeat the communists
by working together as a team. 1bat
is our challenge.



2. The Committee of Senior Reviewers collectively or
individually advises ,and makes recommendations for
the formulation, modification and interpretation of
the rules and guides for the classification and
declassification of scientific and technical infor
mation. On occasion, the members may be requested by
the Director, Division of Classification to review
and make recommendations ~egarding specific items
submitted for declassification. Documents being
submitted for declassification should not be
forwarded to any member of the Committee-of Senior'
Reviewers by other than Division of Classification,
Headquarters personnel. The procedure for such
review is given in AEC A~pendix 3401, part III B.3.
This item should be brought to the attention of all
AEC and AEC contractor personnel. U

U
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Reference is made to Classification Bulletin 58
dated November 30, 1961, item 4. In accordance
with provision 4(a)(3) of Immediate Action
IJi:!:'i:ctive 3400-1 of l-1s.y ::,';" :':j~:3. fi,o:i.ces.'t.nat

classified Restricted Data or Formerly Restricted
Data or that a document has been erroneously de
classified are hereby placed in Group 3. '
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declass if icat ion.
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(specifically identified
the constructisn of .targets
unclassified •.._. _.

The mere fact that the gram quantities of elements 9S
through 98 (americium, curium, berkel ium and californium)
may be produced in the Coach event is unclassified.

The yield (SOO~ 20 T) and depth of burst (2 feet) of the
JOHNIE BOY event have been declassified. The fact that
the test was held on July. 11, 1962 at l24S:00.092 EDT
at a depth of 2· feet in alluvium at the Nevada Test Site

_is unclassified.

3. The mere fact that we are conducting multiple detonations
at the Nevada Test Site is classified Secret-Formerly
Restricted Data. It is most ~portant that this fact
be concealed to the maximum extent practicable. Terms
such as "simultaneous, double, pair, multiple, twin",
etc., should be avoided in any unclass if ied discussions.

4. OC Doc-62 "Classification Guide for Storage and Transfer
Systems in Research and Develo me t
has been cancelled.

a. CG-TS-1 "GUIDE TO THE USE OF THE CLASSIFICATION TOP SECRET" _
February 1963 •

------------:-------....

L
S. The mere fact that graphite is used either as a fuel

matrix or as structural material in the KIWI-B series
of reactors, PHOEBUS reactors and NERVA reactors is
uncla::!.:! i..Ei":"-} ,

6. The mere fact of use of Pu-238 as a fuel in the milliwatt
isotopic power source for possible use in the Prescribed ., (;'
Action Link Program (PAL) is unclassified. '--Classification
guidance for SNAP-IS and SNAP-lSA reflecting this action'
has been issued to cognizant operations offices and will
be incorporated in CG-RIP-l at a later date. U

7.

8.

9. The mere fact that rare earths
by name) are or may be used in

\ for neutron generator tubes is

10. The following classification gui~e~. !lave beet! ~PFoyecLfor._use.._~n _
the dates indicated.

, .
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b. CG-FM-l "CLASS&~Orfl ~:~'~FOi"kE FEED MATERIALS PROGRAM" 
April 1963.

c. CG-RTC-l "CLASS IFICATION GUIDE FUR TIlERMIONIC CONVERTER
REACTORS" - March 15, 1963.

d. CG-UF-l, "GUIDE TO TIlE UNCLASSIFIED FIELDS OF RESEARCH" 
March 15, 1963.

Copies of these guides have been distributed by the Division of Classifi
cation to all cognizant AEC and contractor personnel.

I
11. The Polaris missile with a Mark-58 warhead has reached the stage of

t.... flight testing_with final_..£l?~~i~~l:l:.!-io~. I U'

I
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TO

FROM

MAY,.. EDITION
GSA GEN. R~a. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Those Listed Below

c. L. Marshall, Direc
Division of Classificat HQ

DATE: December 201 1963

SUBJECT: CIASSlFlCATION BULLETnl NO. 68

C:CFK

1. Experiences over the last several months have
indicated a groving divergence in the classi
f1.~~~~.~~. f)~ ~,:,:P")~~~i('\~ ~,,':ll",T.'~ '.'~~~C!:o:"

cl.).ssification guid,~ '";~:...:.t:. COi.1.-i,ttetl £,,8 -to
allow a spectrum ot m,;erpre,;a'tions. :L't is
suggested that the authority of authorized
classifiers be defined so as to severely'
limit the use of such indeterminate topics.
Authorized classifiers mayJ however, be
specifically designated to use· such
indeterminate topics 'When the subject matter
of the topic falls vithin his particular field
of proficiency.

2. The folloYing information has been declassified:

a. The fact that va have deployed thousands of
tactical nuclear 'Weapons in Europe;

b. The fact that the total kiloton yield of
these weapons is well in excess of ten

Cjl.ass1fication
; of Item

o

• !!!!!2J!!!!g!!¥~&&

Address ees:
Classific~tionOfficers
Headquarters Division Directors
Operations Office Managers
Senior Reviewers
Coordinating Organization Directors
Responsible Reviewers

GROUP 1
Excluded :'rom automatic downgrading

and declassification

RES~
This docum~a1n.s restricted
data as . .. d in the AtClll1cBnergy
Act 954. Its transmittal or the

osure of its contents in arJ::I
er to an unauthorized person is

. prohibited. - - . . - -'- _.
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December 20~ 1963

thousand. t1mes the total y1.eld ot nuclear
weapons used iJ.i; the end ot World War II.
-

This 1n:f'ormation was incorporated in a speech .
given by Secret&I7 ot Detense, MacNamara iJ:L
Hew York on November 18~ 1963. !he tull
context ot the speech bas been printed iJ:L the
Congressional Record of November 19, 1963,
Volume 109, Humber 187, pages 2121 J -2l2l4.

3.

4. The Commission bas declassified statements made
bY' Dr. John Foster, Jr., Director, UCLRL~

Livemore at the recent Congressional hearings
on the lIuclear 'rest Ban Treaty which indicate
that based on the Soviets greater experience
as evidenced by the comparative mmber of
events held bY' the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. in
that 71eld range, the Soviets are ahead of the
U.S. in the range ot 1 to 100 megatons. The
context in which the declassified statements v1lJ.
be pIlbl1shed is:

Dr. Foster: " ••.• Well, those are the mmibers,
. and it is t'rom this chart, as well as the tact
that the United States does not bave the experience
(deleted) that the Soviets bave generated in their
exper:1ments that leads me to believe that the
Soviets bave technological superiority in the
range t'rom a megaton up to 100 megatons or
60 megatons. I don t t know ot my evidence against
it."

J

u
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~ose Lis~ed Below - 3 - December 20, 1963

5·

Dr. Fos~er: nLe~ me summarize briefly, tben" what
this means technological.ly. It means tha~ tbe
Soviet Union has had more experience in tbe
high yield thermonuclear varheads than has the
United States.

(Deleted)

n In the lower yields" based on the mmibers o~

~ests" in the range from a. megaton (deleted)
down (deleted) the d.a~a is reasonab~ good, .and
in my ]ilersonal opinion ~he Un!ted States has
II t.,!~"""1':'~1 ~co..J. It"'..a. ""R!'!'~.!:""'!' tev +:"J1.~. ()~

kilot:Jnc , ....,~e situat1011 is such ':;hai; the data
does not provide you w11;n sun'1:c1enTl 1Dror
mation to make 81J.Y' definitive statement."

Senator S~enn1s: "Excuse me. This is
repetition" bu~ jus~ what was the area in
which we now lead?"

Dr. Foster: n I would say in the area (deJ.eted)
k11o~ODS to (deleted) kUotons the United Sta~es
bas had more experience, has concentrated and
bas technological superiorit,'. (Deleted) it
is an area that is importan~ (deleted). n.

tJ

6. The Introduction to CG-uF-l" "Guide to the
Unclassified Fields of Research" sets forth
a. basic policy as ~oUows: "The policy- o~ the
Atomic Energy Commission is to couau.ct as
much as possible of its research aDd
developnent work on an unclassified basis so

3D ....
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Those Listed Below - 4 - December 20, 1963

as to promote the tree interchange of ideas
which is essential to scientific BDd
industrial progress while, subJect at all
t1Jnes to the paramount objective of meking
the maxiDDDD contribution to the cODllllOn
det~e aDd securit;y. If Under tb.1s polleT,
the basis criterion tor determining that
a Catego17 I researCh program m&7 be
authorized is that tbere is ·essent1all1'
zero probabilit;y ot generating Restricted
Data in such a program. It 18 recognized
that AEC laboratories work on unclassified
]';'~~j~~'t: ~~~~:. ::.....~ r=i:!~il:y "T"'!.~"\'tfad. t~.f:I

~~or-~~ CJ)J. ~l ..~ss~.1'1ad :p~~c,1e~ts., It is
essential, ~ere:rore, 'tD.a:t wben a proposaJ.
is submitted to the Division of Classification
tor authorization to' do work on aD.
uncl.assif1ed Catego17 I basis, the scope
aDd objectives ot the program shO'..l1d be
clearly' defined so that it can be shown
there 18 essenti~ zero probabUity ot
generating Restricted Data aDd: that DO

classified background 1ntqrmation is likely'
to be introduced in the project.

7. The following information on the Rover program
has been declassified:

Nomina] pe~ormance values tor the Rover
program, i.e.

Rami na] power ot 1,000 megawatts

Specific impulse greater tban 700 secs.

NomiI:.al thrust ot 50,000 lbs.

u

Fact that vibrations took place and the cause
ot these vibrations in the Kiwi-B tests

8. The following classification guidance for coated
particle work has been'approved:

-
u
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a. Mere tact that pyroly'tic .carbon coated
uranium carbide particles are used in the
Rover program CRD 1

b. Mere tact that coated particles are or
may be used in Pluto reactor fuel
elements CRD 1

c. Evaluation studies ot coated particles
(e.g. uranium migration studies)

At l8000 c and over regardless of the
type ot coated particle

_. ;t:_,- -.':l=]~ :';;:. ~~~~,:;1. -:~·r"~i-:'e. ~~di..t::iJ:lr..~

(other than tissionable or tertile
material) to the fuel kernel or the
coating ,

CRD 1

CRD 1

e. Oxygen and nitrogen content of pyro-
carbon coated UC2 U

With respect to the Rover program, the
application ot information obtained tram
these studies is expected to lead to the
development ot improved fuel elements vh1ch
can withstand the severe operating conditions
ot Rover reactors. Such information is
Vital to the success of the Rover program
and is considered to be one of the most
d1f:f'icult items of technology to obtain.
Work on metal carbide add1tiona is classified
as the results may lead to the solution ot
a key problem in the Rover program.

e S i 9 a tat!?
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DATE: February 10~ 1964:Those Listed BelowTO

FROM : C. L. Marshall, Directo
Division of Classification,

SUBJECT: CLAss.I.FICAnON BULLETIN NO. 69

C:CFK

.Classification
of Item

2. The "Initiator Classification Guide" CG-WI-2, dated
December 1963 has been approved 'for use. This Guide
supersedes CG-WI-l~ dated January 10, 1961.

u

u

u

u

,-'--'-- ,-_. ·'.-IiMl.
Buy U.s. Savings Bon

1. Mr. Leonard M. Brenner, formerly Special Assistant
to the Director, Division of Military Application and
principal AEC representative to the Joint Atomic
:~::O::;IiztJ.cr!.' E~\~:'!l!m~ ..';r~..x~h.2~ 1.i~eir "'1'PvhIt"t:,~' D<?:~at~ ...
DL:-::lCl::::::''' .. D:..yision :of: Cla&si.fication: effer..ti."iTP..
January 2, 1964. Mr. Wilbur A. S.trauser, formerly
Deputy Director of the Division, bas been appointed
Assistant Director for Safeguards, Division of
International Affairs~ Headquarters.

3. The yield of the BILBY event in· the NIBLICK series
at the Nevada Test Site, "about 200 KT" bas been
declassified. The event was held September 13~ 1963.

Addressees:
Classification Officers
Headquarters Division Directors
Operations Office Managers
Senior Reviewers
Coordinating Organization Directors
Responsible Reviewers

4.

GROUP 1
Excluded from automatic downgrading
and declassification. .
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5. The following statement has been declassified:

"This country and the Soviet Union already have
produced enough explosive force to equal ten tons
of TNT for every man, woman, and child on the
face of this earth."

Based on a current census of world~P9Pulation_
figures, 1.e., about 3 billion, this statement
brackets the U.S.-Soviet stockpile at 30,000 Mr.

In addition, in a prepared statement for the Nuclear
Test Ban Treaty Hearings on August 13, 1963, Secretary
McNamara stated ". • • we maintain a total number of
nuclear warheads, tactical as well as strategic.
:-.:: [:b~ tens of t:housar.d:.~.;~

The unclassified statements quoted above are the
only unclassified statements on stockpile numbers
approved for use. Statements on stockpile numbers,
other than as quoted above, are classified in
accordance with the Commission's classification
policy as stated in CG-W-l.

6. The Commission has declassified (1) the composition
and properties of phase-stabilized alloys containing
more than 90 atomic per cent plutonium and (2) the
isotopic composition of plutonium as it now is
produced in the United States' Hanford and Sav~h

River Plants. To implement these dec1assificati6n
actions, topic 100-305 and the reference to it in
topic 1-301_of the "Classification Policy Guide",
CG-C-l have been deleted. The nJoint US/UK
Nuclear Weapons Classification Guiden, CG-W-l
has been revised as follows:

Topic 1.0591 has been revised to read:

1.0591 Chemical composition and properties
of phase-stabilized al~oys used in
weapons U

C· ••••• c.• :.·a,

Classification
of Item

U

S-RD

7

..........~_ .

r
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Classification
of Item

L-----------
A new topic 1.0593 has been ,added as follows,:

1.0593 OtherWise, isotopic composition
::'! ~l'Jt('J'!~~'~ TT

topic J..US9::S'has been renumbereC1 1.\I.J:l4.

7. In reference to item 8 of Clusificatl,on Bulletin No.
68, the following additional classification gui~ance

for coated particle work has been approved: C-RD

All work on uranium or carbon migration as
it relates to the presence or absence of a
primary or proeutectic graphite shell C-RD-l

This'guidance is based on the fact that the presence
or absence of a primary o~ proeutectic graphite shell
plays a significant part With respect to uranium
migration in coated fuel particle work which is of
prime interest to the Rover ,program. Specifically,
it has been determined on a 'quantitative basis that
uranium migration can be inhibited by the presence
of this shell. Further, ~t has been noted that
the shell is not found on all coated particles but
rather is a result of process variables associated
with the particles production.

8. It has been determined that the external appearance
and dimensions of the Ballistic Universal Test
Vehicle (68 inches in diameter and 276 inches
long) are unclas·sified ... ,--_ .... ~ ,-,_:..._...

'*: • !.

u
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9. The following classification guidance concerning
heat pipes has been approved for use:

V It~n ~~" JA,~n~]1. Association of hea~ -pilles ~h
plasma thermocouple, thermionic
converter reactor, or other classi-
fied applications C-RD-l

Classification
of Item

C-RD

2. Heat pipe design and design
requirements for plasma thermocouple,
thermionic converter reactor or other
classified applications

3. Basic physics of the heat pipe

C-RD-l

u

4. ~bo~i~ents of the heat pipe provided
.i....iu!lUa:~±v~l-· claaz:rineci- by- t:up-lt:~'l' .;w..i-.:
is not revealed U

10. The following information concerning the STAR-R System
has been declassified: U

"STAR-R is a compact, radiation cooled, nuclear
thermionic generating system for use in space.
It uses an annular reactor core with radially
mounted planar thermionic converters. STAR-R
offers the following features:

Power Range from 10-100 KWE

Good Power/Weight Ratio

Mechanically Static

Simple Operation

High Reliability

Long Operating Life

Minimum Logistic Support

Freedom from vi~i~~loJ~Jld ~~m.nMoment Variation

Independent of Solar Illuniation . .r-------..--.........---.-..._ _..-.-...
Indep.endent of "G" Field".

"::5 0
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

••q •••-

TO Those Listed Below DATE: July 27 t 1965

FROM

'---I"
..J Al,t.,-'

C. L. Marshall, Director(~'t/,
Division of Classification, USAEC HQ

SUBJECT: CLASSIFICATION BULLETIN NO. 76

C:CFK

CLASSIFICATION

1. The Coumission has recently reviewed
the classification policy relating to the
~S"~ cJi ::11c: :Ji.lu~il1g lDa~eria.i~ that;· ii':S .

'-'I; ed .. t:.. w~q,pGns lirtr., R.!,p:rov~dj' w:i.t.h. IX:;; ~.

concurrence, the following declassification
actions:

(1) Fact of use in
specified or
unspecified
weapons of
normal uranium
or depleted
uranium of any
assay

U Provided no
relationship
is indicated
between the
assay used and
the production
process

---=~?"-

This document contains r ct......---
data- as defined in' ~~~m't:c~Energy
Act of 1954. ittal or the
disclosure· contents in -any -
manne unauthorized person is

(2) Mere fact that U
Pu-239 alone was
used in the
Trinity, Nagasaki,
and Crossroads
weapons

'
Buy U.s. Savings &ntis Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

Addressees: .
Classification Officers
Headquarters Division Directors
Operations Office Managers
Senior Reviewers
Coordinating Organization Directors
Responsible Reyiewers

GROUP 1
Excluded from automatic downgrading
and declassification

..... • •• A'
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Those Listed Below

ITEM

(3) Assay of top U
product of Li-6
production plant
or the fact that
this top assay
is used in weapons

- 2 - July 27 J 1965

CLASSIFICATION

-
(=) !':.~:t- t~:t ~";-,~:o. U

is t~Geci ("li~, in
alpha-n initiacors)

A DOtice changing the appropriate topics.of CG-W-l is being issued.

,I ••

..



Department of Energy 
Washington, DC 20585 

January 27,2009 

Re: FOIA 2007-000600 

This is a final response to your May 2,2007, request to the Department of Energy (DOE) under 
the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). Your request was received at the DOE 
on May 10,2007, and assigned case number F2007-000600. 

You requested copies of the Atomic Energy Commission's Monthly Classification Bulletin, 
Numbers 1 77, (1956 - 1966) inclusive. 

The Office of Classification, within the Office of Health, Safety and Security, searched its files 
and found a total of 80 documents responsive to the request. Fifty eight of the documents were 
determined to be unclassified and were provided to you in their entirety in earlier responses. 
Nineteen documents were provided with exempt information redacted. 

Pursuant to Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.), section 1004.6 (10 C.F.R.1004.6), 
the DOE has completed its review of the remaining three documents responsive to your request. 
Two documents are being provided in their entirety. One document is being provided with 
exempt information redacted. Please find enclosed a copy of the documents with all exempt 
information redacted. The proper FOIA exemption is cited where information has been redacted. 

The following documents are being provided in their entirety: 

Monthly Classification Bulletin, No.2, December 7, 1956. 
Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 27, January 23, 1959. 

The following document is being provided with exempt information redacted: 

Monthly Classification Bulletin, No. 42, April 20, 1960. 

This document required review from the Department of Defense (DOD). The DOD has 
completed its review, and determined that certain information is exempt from disclosure 
pursuant to exemptions (b)(l) and (b)(3) of the FOIA. 

* Printed with soy ink on recycled paper 
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Title 5, United States Code, section 552(b)(I) (5 U.S.c. 552(b)(I)) (exemption 1) provides that 
an agency may exempt from disclosure matters that are "(A) specifically authorized under 
criteria established by an Executive Order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or 
foreign policy and (B) are in fact properly classified pursuant to such Executive Order .... " The 
portion deleted from the subject document pursuant to exemption 1 contains information about 
military plans, weapons systems, or operations, intelligence activities and scientific, 
technological or economic matters relating to the national security and is classified under section 
1.4(a), 1.4(c) and 1.4(e) of Executive Order 12958, as amended. It has been determined that the 
release of the information could reasonably be expected to cause damage to the national security. 

Title 5, United States Code, section 552(b)(3) (5 U.S.C. 552(b)(3)) (exemption 3), exempts from 
disclosure information "specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 
552(b) of this title, provided that such a statute (A) requires that the matters be withheld from the 
public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on the issue, or (B) establishes particular 
criteria for withholding or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld ... ". The Atomic 
Energy Act (AEA) of 1954, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2011 et seq., is an exemption 3 statute. 
Sections 141-146 of this Act (42 U.S.C. 2168(a)(I)(C)) prohibit the disclosure of information 
concerning atomic energy defense programs that is classified as Formerly Restricted Data (FRD) 
pursuant to the AEA. The portion deleted from the subject document pursuant to exemption 3 
contains information that has been classified as FRD. Disclosure of this information could 
jeopardize the common defense and security of the nation. 

Mr. Danny S. Wilmoth of the Department of Defense is the official responsible for the denial of 
the deleted information. All DOE information is being released in its entirety. 

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 1004.8, the denial of a FOIA request may be appealed, in writing within 
30 days after receipt of a letter denying any portion of a request, to the Director, Office of 
Hearings and Appeals, Department of Energy, 1000 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, 
DC 20585. The written appeal, including envelope, must clearly indicate that a Freedom of 
Information appeal is being made. The appeal must contain all other elements required by 
10 C.F.R. 1004.8. Judicial review will be available to you in the District of Columbia or in the 
district where: (I) you reside, (2) you have your principal place of business, or (3) the 
Department's records are situated. 

The above referenced number has been assigned to the request and you should refer to it in any 
correspondence with the DOE about this matter. 



Should you have any questions concerning this request please contact Mr. Fletcher Whitworth, 
of my staff, at (301) 903-3865. 

Enclosures 

Sincerely, 

'lW;W~ 

/idrew P. Weston-Dawkes 
Director 
Office of Classification 
Office of Health, Safety and Security 

cc: J. Ogbazghi, ME-74 (without enclosures) 
R. Johnston, HS-1.23 (without enclosures) 

3 
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TO Classification Committee, Cha:1rmen DATE: DEC 7 1955 

FROM C. L. Marshall, Director 
Division of Classif1cati , 

SUB~: l()RmLY CLASSIFICA.TIOll BULIJ.:TIll, 11). 2 

SYMOOL: Cren: 

is dceu!l'It'nt oon~ists o't __ L ____ ~ 

_/et.. of eJ.L._ Copies. Series 7 
C. b p. O~ ~ecacl'e.E.35 J~ 

The tollowing items are, being presented to assist 70U in 70ur 
local classification problems: 

1. The procurement at Urani'UllJ:-lliobium allOY's for the ANP prograa 
is classified Ccmtidential - Bestricted Data, unless it 'is 
stated or 1mplled that the material is to be UBed tor AlP 
tue1 elements in which case, the classification is Secret -
Bestricted DatI;L. . Procurement' of niobium b.r the AEC for the 
WestinghoUBe program is unclassified, as is procurement of 
niobium b.r Chicago Operations Ottice with the above stated 
llm1tations. 

2. All 1n.formation on Project. Sunshine canJe declassified as 
long as the 1nd1VfciWi.lS or organizations involved in the , 
collection program are not i~ent1fied b.r DIlJDe. . The fact '~\ 

that the Department-of state has been 1Dvo1ved in the co1- iJ::I"f' 
1ection of f'allout samples in toreign countries is alao not' I, . I 
to be revealed. . . I. 

3. The Commission on lovember 13 approved the recommendation _" 
of' statf paper AEC 720/42 declassifying the c.barges tor . 
eDriched urani_ at varioua degrees ot eDrichment; the fUel 
value ot $12.00 per graa tor plutonium metal; and the fUel 
value of $16.00 per gram tor urani_ 233 metal. The rela
tionship between 1ob,e dec1us1tied schedule at c.barges and 
actual costs will continue to be· class1tied. It should be 
noted that the Commission did JIlT declass1f"7 the "Confiden
tial Price Schedule" '" Onq' those prices and c.barges, speci
ticall7 declassified b.r .AEC 720/ J+)., can be quoted in unclaS-' 
sified papers. . 

::'" 
! '\ _....., .... AI\ III 1.1 
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, Office STATES GOVEItNMBNT 

TO : Classification Committee DATal JAN 2 3 1959 

:mOM :' c. L. Marshall, Director 
This document consists ot~pgs. 
No. Q. of 120 copies, Series A. 
1>"t,FRt~«o·.", • Division of Classification, Headquarters 

SUBJECT: MONTHLY CLASSIFICATION BULLEI'IN NO. 27 

SYMBOL: C: CFK 

1. The objective of the SNAP nr (Systems for Nuclear Auxiliary' U 
Power) Program is to develop small, low power (2 - 5 watts) 
"proof of principle" models of auxiliary power units to 
demonstrate the most promising concepts tor direct conversion 
of radioisotopic heat to electricity. The work is being 
carried out with the Glen L. Martin Company under the ir SNA,P , r 
program. Work in this program has been approved as unclassi- 1 
fied fields of research for the following SUbcontractors: I 

Westinghouse Electric Company - Thermoelectric concept. 
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company - Thermo

electric concept. 
Thermo Electronic Engineering Corporation - Thermoionic 

( diode) con cept • 
United Electronics - Thermoionic (diode) concept. 

The above authorizations were made with the understanding that 
the research projects are limited to demonstration units' 1:;' .' 
per se and do not include modifications or information on the . 
adaptation of such units to fill a specific Department of ,. 
Defense requirement. Specific problems on the classification 
of information relating to auxiliar,r power unit ~stems ~" 

designed for classified applications should be referred to 
the Division of Classification, Headquarters. 

2. It has been determined that all Supercritical Water Reactor 
technology developed for the ANP program, except that 
involving data on the use of stainless steel fuel elements 
with liquid metals at temperatures above 12000 F. J is 
declassifiable. The latter work is being considered tor 
the Princess Naval Aircra!t program (See Item 1 of Classi
fication Bulletin No. 24). 

Dmua£ DAR 
This document contains Restricted Data as 

~!ef[in~e~di:in~. ~t~h~e~A~t~~;,~.c~Eciier;gy~~~~~~; Its transmittal or the 
contents in 

,', " 



. " 

Classification 

3. The 43rd Keeting cif the Committee of Senior, Reviewers was 
held at Los Alamos, New Mexico, December 1.5 '- 19. The 
meeting was devoted to the review and discussion of a 
revised AEC-DOD Classifj,cation Guide which in the current 
draft is entitled RU. S. - U. IC. Weapons Classification 
Guide". 

, I, 

4. With respect to the classific.ation of relocation sites, 
the Office of Def~nse Kobilizat~on has, advised as follows: 

, ; 
; : 

"While an agency may decide not to classi.t)r its 
, regional relocation sites, it is the desire of ODM 
to have disclosure as to the existence of' and location 
of sites limited to those who have a need to know. It 
is suggesteclthata term other than. 'relocation site r 
be adopted for regional use Such as t sub' or 'branch t 
office. ' 

" 

. i 
, ' 

'"Any list containing a significant portion of the 
'Regional location sites shall be cJ:assified at least 
Confidential and the total Regional, location plan 
classified ~~ Secret. 

" 
"ROMe sites do not requ:tre classification except were 
the space is 'shared with,a:!branch' or 'sub-office r 

,the location of which has been classified by a Dlem.ber 
agency. The :same precautions that apply to agenc,y 
sites should ,be observed.'/;"ResponsibUity tor granting 
access to the RDKC sites 'and the establisbment of 
adequate physical security lIlI9a:sures rests ldth the 
RegionaLDet~se!lopUiiation Coordinators." 
, " , ,:T;':t:~' ';) 'S;~'W,*,;f, '~-:, . ' 

.5. It has been determined that report APEX-382, entitled nu. s. 
Reactor Operating ,History 1943' .. ~,~9;6" by J'. Hotett, pub- ' 
lished as an un~ssitied document, contains information 
,which is classified secret Restrlcted Data:. Specifically-, 
the Classified information is the')rumber'o:C reactor operat
ing hours of prodttction'reactors,:>I:l-The report was not ,
reviewed by the Division' of' ClJlBs'~icationprior ',to publi
cation. The author ot" the report indicates that in 
compiling the section dealing With production facilities, , 
liberal use was made of data from 'an October 195.5 Nucleonics 
article entitled nJJ., S.'Reactor'Operating History- 1943 -
19.54" by- Richard li. Qraham~":,~h~'published, article was not 
reviewed prior to' publication·... ", toO',. contains' infor
mation which is classified Secre1f'Restricted Data. ' The 
unclassified publication ot and'the Nucleonics 

, . ":·~~f~::·+;··' ,,~. -' 



, Classification Conmrittee _JAN 23 1959 
. ! 

, . . 

article have been: reported as~security "violations. It 
should not be assUmed that because of the pUblication of 
the Nucleonics article, and the wide distribution of 
APEX-382, that operating datao£ the kind discussed has 
been .declassi:tied~ . It is suggested that appropriate -AEC 
and contractor personnel be advised: that data on reactor 
operating hours of AECproduction reactors are classified 
and that the subject documents do not provide authority 
for unclassified' release of sUch information. In addition, 
no unclassified statements Should be made which will confirm 
or deny the accuracy of the data in the Nucleonics article 
or the APEX report. . , 

",. 'j . . 

7. It has been brought to our attention that U. S. scientists ; C-DI , 
who publish UDcla~si:tied travelogu~-type articles describing 
visits to Soviet bloc facilities. and scientists have included 
information which has created problems for their former hosts 
in the bloc. The ~ indiscrimiriate publication of comments made . 
in private by bloc' personnel which reveal bloc classified 
information, criticism of bloc regimes, or friendliness to 
the West jeopardize the satetr and oareers of the bloc 
informants. This makes it more 'difficult to arrange any 
further visits to . the bloc ,and&1ienates arty' friends we may 
have among scientists 'there. . , ; 

. . ~ . '. ~::... .."'" 
, " '" ~~'p'.: ~.' .• 

On several occasions at the :recent Geneva Conference,' 
Satellite scientists made it -i.'point to' commen~ adversely on 
the practice of U~ S. scientists to publish travAlogue-type 
articles upon the~re:turn to,~he;United·states.~er having 
visited Soviet or Satellite scientists." FrequentlT these 
articles give opetiintormation compromising the individual 
who passed it to the 'American :iJl"confidence--evEm .in those 
cases in which names were deleted. It nst be assumed that 
the Soviets will gain accessto'UDclassitied. reports even 
though not published ,commercial.lT.. It- must'dso. be ass1mled 
that'comments regarding the Soviet or satellite classified 

.-
"~ .. 

• ,:i? work can be traced to the source:' by the Soviet bloc security 
forces. It is' requested,'theref'bre, that al1 AEC' and con
tractor personnel be' advised that: caution must' be., exercised 
in tlie preparation of visit reports to avoid compromising our 
friends behind the Iron CurtaiD:)[md to avoid. the impression 

; !.:-.: . 

that' such trips' ~ looked on:he're as information gathering 
. rather than as as.sistance to the., foreign nation J. much less 
indicating that the collection~:~ information has had arrr 
connection with U. S.Intelligeuc& activitieS". It is 
suggested that, in the tuturs,:'):eports of this kind be clas
sified as Confidential. Defens9;,Information it information 

of the types ~:f~~~:~~.~~.~~uded: 

e6iqFibEN i IAURb 

.: ..... 

r' .~ '_.' 
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Classification 

~ ; 
8. Attached is an unclassified data sheet which has been 

released for public distribution, listing the dates J exact 
times, types and locations of Shots in Phase I of Operation 
Hardtack. 

Enclosure: 
Data sheet Phase I, Operation Hardtack 

Addressees: , ' 
W. H. Lawrence, ALO :, 
Charles E. Teeter, Jr., COO 
C. L. Robinson, HOO : (1,) 
Alan T • Morphew, IDOO 
L. R. Michener, ORDO • (30) 
M. R. Moore, SAN " 
J. H. Kruth, SROO 
L. C. Cooper, sao 
Ivan Rice, LAROO 
Cmdr. J. E. C. Wright, PNROO 

, , 
Copies to: ' ~ ; 
Gordon Stubbings, BAO 
H. F. Carroll, ORE 
Director, B&M 

It, IS 
n, ,. INSP 
" " IN!' 
n , DIA 
n, I&R 
", IlMA. 
n, PROD 
" '" DRD 
" ',RES 
,n , SEC 

Controller, FIN 
Manager, ALOO 

n' 'COO 
" " , GJOO 

It , HOO 
II , moo 
" , NIOO 
It " ORDO 
It , PNROO 
It ,SAN 
It , SRQO 
It , SX> 
It , LAROO 

, , , 

, ' 

{t , ' , 

'" ,; 

, , 

~ ! 

., 

CSIIPIIE:' I IX! ltD 

. 
,,": " ::.'~ .:~,,:,'. ;-',. 

,.. .1. ~ 

• ',. :"'''t::" ,;.: 

, " 

,;/, .'w';; ""'t" 

"'<';-: .•• --... 



HARDTACK SHOTS 

Shot Name Geo. Coordinates Type Shot 

Fir Lat 11°41' 27" N Long 165016 t 25" E Surface Barge 

Koa It 11°40' 30" N II 162°12; 20'1 E Surface 

11039~37" N 
· 

Yellowwood " " 162°13'3111 E Surface Barge 
" · 

Maple It 11°41'14" N It 165°24'5411 E . Surface Barge 

11°41' 27,i N 
. · 

Aspen " " 16~16'25tt E Surfaoe Barge 

11°39' 37" N · 
'~,;:i Walnut' " " '162°13'31" E ) Surface Barge 

'I~;; J.:, Redwood 
" 11°411 27ft N ii' 16~16 ; 251i E Surface Barge .:u" 

!: ~~ ," Elder, 11039'148il N - - -
" 'f 162013'4811 E Surfaoe Barge 

;~~'W]r' :Oak'~ ': " 

11°36 "28" N 
· 

162°06'2811 E 'f " Surfaoe LOU Hull '(\) .. : 

11 °41' 27" N 
· 16SC16; 25" E Cedar II It Surfaoe Barge 

, 

11°39"48h N · 162013~48~ E Dogwood .. I. Surfaoe LCU Hull 
". 

11°41'27" N - -Poplar " II 165°16' 25" E Surface Barge 

II °39'; 22" N - " 

Pine " II 162°13 111" E Surfaoe LCU Hull 

NOTE: Date and time are 100al. 
VI - time from WVH 
J - time from ~JY. Japan, uncorrected for transit time 
''-''-
/' 

Eniwetok Local 
Time (1/100 sec.) 

'5/12/58 0550:00.15 W 

5/13/58 0630:00.15 W 

5/26/58 1400:00.13 J 

6/11/58 0530;00.14 W 

6/15/58 0530:00.14 W 

6/15/58 0)30:00.14 J 

' 6/28/58 

6/28/56 

6/29/58, 

7/3/58 

7/6/58 0630soo,24 J 

1/12/58 1530soo.14 J 

7/27/58 0830:00.23 W 

:'t\ 
'~ 

.' 
:'~ 
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TO : 'l'ho.e I4~ted 'Below '~' .~ 

• ., • • .' • f ~ • . - . . . , 

PKOM : O. L. Harahall, D1reoto 
D1T1al~ ot ,C1asaU'1oat1on, lIeadquartarB 

... .. . 
IUBJBC'I'= JDr.Im..y ~SmCA.!IO!f BULLBl!II 10. 42 

'J 

m.JBOLa 0* OJ!: 

,~ . , ' 

CD.aa.aWoatiaa 
, ot It_ 

1. Aprobl_ hall ariaeD v1t1t reapeot to requeet. __ m)" 
tot Jdlosram qUnti tieS ot plutold.'am tor·1IDCl .... 
a1t1ecl .,zk. Baretotore, ODlt relatlvel7 -.11 . 
qaant:l:U .. · ot plutonium' bave b ... tale avaUable 
OIl an 1lDolu.1fte4 baala,· De -.1l quantities 
:I..nvol ved 'bay .. made' 1 t iapo.alble to c1eduoe the 
lIou.rce id oric1n ,of the material, 1 ••• , whether 

.. ''". . 
or DOt It aa.e tzoa an Am proctiaOtiOil r.otor. ' BcN.ev-. '11' aalU-1d.lop'lUll quantlt1e8 a:re Jiad.e 
avaUable, It 1»lOOIIea olear tbat th8 _terial ' ' 
wa, '1a tact, p;ocluoad ·1a~_BaDtord. or I&ya:nuh 'DOP 
liver procluotion 1'8&Otor. . ....... ····(lI)(1' 

" 
. " '. ' " stucI1_ a:re IIDV , 

UDdar VIQ' to 4etUllline Whether or IIDt ~ lDtor
_tin mq be 4er1vec1 trca & aaaple of the _terial. .' 

.. " .:. .. 

" • j ~. • ,. ...' 

, 8:Lnoe 1 t ~a 1'8OOpizec1 tIIa'C the· olasaU1oatiOll 
probl. could be axtr-elT bard_ •• :11l thoa. cu_ 

, Where. la:rp amounts of plutoDi1Jll are ,requ1rec1 tor 
.0tharw1ae 1I1lO1ua1tlec1 propaa, s-.ec11ate ettorta 
qe beiDc -.4e to t1Dd a~. Speo1al _1IIIJ'88" 
noh u the preparation of DOD-reprtlaeD_ti'V'!l 'blea4ll, 
are beiD8 IIOUIht to take oar. ot oar.r,.t preeaiJlc 
need8. . 

.' . I ' 
. '. PI iBnL "tI, 

'" -.-

, Thi. dOGWllttDt OODtIt.i.Da Natr.lo!ll' .... _r 
, ' . 

, . 

as c1efiDe.4 in the .l ' .. _~ 
, 1954. ,Ita . or the a..aloae 

., of ta 1a ..,. ___ 110 .. ' . • 
1!hor1sect parIIOD 1. :p:roId.1d.W.··· ..... 

_ .... 1 __ .. ·._ ._ --. __. .. • ',!,,~" ". 



. ';.... ;;~ . 
. . 

'. ," 

• 

\ 

'.' . .~:~: ~.;:;~,~~;'!~f)'~. ::; ":;~;'~:'. '< .. " :;, .: . 
.' . 

~. . .',~~~' , . Apni 20; 1960 
'- .'.;::-;i: :' _... . 

Those Listed' Bel9V . - 2 -
';.', • ... 1 ' ... , . 

. . 
As an interim measure, while' the olus:t.tication 
probl_ 18 beiDg ~e801Ted, .&m aDd. oontractor pe1'8OJD18l. 
ahoulel be adrlsecl that.&1Q' qaantit7 ot plutoD.1'all oyer 
2 qa(in one batch)trom production ~eaoto:ra, -rep:rcl
leaa ot the int8Dd8d use, of the _tmaJ., 1& olaaa1t1ecl. 

2. 

4. 

• ,'. ".... ,.~' i2:' t .. : .. kl. .... "',' _;~' .. 

Wh8l1 the Commiaaion approT8Cl ... eleolaaa1t1cation of 
elepletecl 'Q'BDium. which caalel be -.4e avaUable tor 
ooaec1al 118e, it apec1t1ecl that _terial as8fll1:DB 
sreater than 0.22 t 0.02 vei&ht peo8l1t U'~azd:_-2'5 
ooulel be tarnished as 1JDClass1f1ed. 0DlT *811 h:1sher 
asaqa are 8peoiftoall.7 reqwMlted b7 the 118er •. '!he 
point to be _phaaized 18 that those requeet1DB -
elepleted. 'Q'BDifD ahoulel be supplied w:1th .-,ter1al '} '. 
u.~ 0.22 - 0.02 ve1sht pero8llt+U'raniUll-2'5 lUIlee. 
a apeo1tic U8Iq areatar than 0.22 - 0.0211'e1Bht 
percent 18. requested. (The B!ception to the 1'Ule 18 
that mater1al as~ 0.40 - 0.02 ve1sht pero8l1t 
U'ranium-2'5, 1s lIDolaaeif1ed.) , .. ' 

'J!he I1SA PlUII Brook leaoto~ lacUi1:7 baa b88l1 a44ed 
to ,the list ot JIDll-DC reacto:ra in the unclass1f1ed 
iielela of ~esearch. 

It_ 2 ot Ballet1n 10. 15, '18lll18.Z7 27, 1958, as tarmd 
in the "OoapUation of Jallet1Da 1 tb:i-ouch 10. 31" t 
Ihoulelbe marked 8-D •. 
.' . 

.llthoup 1ntomation OIl the elesiga. and. ope:rat1D&' 
pr:1noiples of both the .&stroll and. hish-ou.n:ent aoael
e:rato:ra ia, unclasaified, the tact tbat the LaWZ'8l1Ce 

_ Bad1ation Laboratol:7_.1.a _~1;q~!I:le J',-!&_.,jbUi~. of D'DD 
-'-"(b)(3): 

Secttet - DeteD8eIDtormation (l'o1'l1er17 Resvicted Data). 

Acldreaaees J. . 

alusit1oatioD. omaera 
Beadqu.a:rtera D1 viaion D1recton 
Operations Ottice II'aDagera 
Sen1~ Imewe:ra ". . 
Ooordinating ~p.niza t10n Jlf.reotors 
Responsible levi ewers 

U' 

U' 

U' 

. 8-m (IBD) , 
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